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Comment Number 1
ff. P. No". OLsE"tae 

Mona s~erew ,eeee Age-or 
P. 0. amn 724 

lsetland, CE 97207-0724 

June 6. 1996 

U..Departmento( Energy 
offi, co f inalI sbtate191 Disposition 
P.O. Mat 23796 
Washington. D.C. 20026-3796

RE: Personal comments on ýprogremmtic Environmental impact statement 
on Storage and Dlsopoeition of Weapons Usable risaele Mlateriels.' 

I mm Writing to voice concerns I have after being informed that the 
above PUIS includes burning wirsponW-grsde product in reactors as a 
dispoeal option. I an foxing this document to your office In order to 
moot the filing deadline and will -asl a printed copy.  

! have not reviewed the Ff15. bot would like to Include my comments.  
as folilow, Into the offi cial record. Due to the naturs and scope of 
the Issues Involved. I also requsst that the Congressional Record of 
the subcomidttee Rearing, cited below, he included as an addendum to 
this commnt documents specifically as the Record's testimony myb 
irelvant to any proposal involving a change in the current status :of 
the VP725 01 reactor facilities at the aanfOrd Reservation.  

!Iaso would take this opportunity to request (2) that a COPY Of the 
above tMIS document series be sent to me at the above address, and (2) 
that I be Included on the seliing list to receive all future documents 
relating to this project.  

If you review the Department's records, you will see that In the 
2519's I was a consultant to Several health and stat, agencies about 
several projects at the Hanford Reservation. in that capacity I 

tettied before &rat* legislative committees and uorking groups, 
advise~d public health departments, Provided research services for 
citizens' forues and intervenors, and testified before a Congressilonal 
Sub-Coessittee about. converting the WPPSS-1 nuclear generating plant.  

ehile I agree with the rincapsulation option for short term storage, 
followe by Deep Storage disposal once the technology has been proven; 
I very strongly object to -processing- this no. inventory of fissile 
material In power reactors hecame* of the current lack of technical 
knowledge, the history of poor operational safety in this edsam of 
nuclear energy, and the creation of additional lou-level and high
level waste streams that such a project would incur.*,,

1/08.03.01

F-050

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 
Reactor Alternatives. However, NEPA requires that DOE look at all 
reasonable alternatives and, therefore, reactor burning must be considered.  
Decisions on the disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials will be based 
upon environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 
considerations, and public input.
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A OeYral years ago I us asked to testify before a Congresslonal sub

Coaittee about a proposal to convert the WPPSS Unit 01 at the Hanford 

Reservationl 11/. That project was a poorly-conceived plan to aalvaoe 

the canceled TrPeSS 11 power qeneratotr at taspayer's and ratepayer's expeaune by taking experimental theory and scaling it up as a full

scale operational MW teethed despite the Department's own peer review 

finding of its ond in-house technical feasibility studies that warned 

of I... an outstanding safety issue, the problem of in-vessel re

criticality. W2/).  

The idea of burning a VAX fuel mixture, -hile certainly achievable, is 

not advisnabie for several reasons. Although thOee reasons are valid 

regardless of where the project in sited, a siting of the reactor 1/08.03.01 
option at the Manford Reservation would poas odditlonaJ hardship on 

the populations and environment of the Northwestc 

1. In order to fabricate NI fouel, the fiasile product(*) mat be 

transformed from their current states* formulated to the desired 
. ... -- -. �. .*d and than fabricated into now fuel

isVQI of tsgcriclont. mat ••..........  
ae•ebliea. This process alone increases the probabilitles of 

adding to the current nOT inventory and poses1 security risks 

during several stages of processing.  

2. Manufactuwe of wnX fuel asaeotlies also will produce new waste 

strem that will Increase the quantity of wastes by several 

times the vole currlny associated with thee se m inventories 

in their present states. Although much of this waste will be 

"1, levelow these processes wilt necessarily also generate a new 

volume of TU W11t101. with the special handling required by those 

TXU waste streams. Our waste management efforts should be focused 

on •educing the currenl. inventory of hazardous and/or radiologic 

wastes; not on a search on how to create low wastes.  

3. In the post, projects such as these have depended on the Use of 

new reactors or the modification of existing facilities to burn 

the noe fuea.l The tism needed to complete construction of nev.  

facilities, or the modification of an existing plant. would be 

much gre:8,at than the time needed to construct an encapeulation 

facility and begin the vitrification/enCapsulatiou process. If 

the United States sincsrely wants to reove plutonium from the 

active SMa Inventory, then the Encapsulation alternative would 

accomplish this goal much faster and at a qrestly-reduced coat 

than would the reactor option.

Cost. of course. is yet another factor that must be considered 

when deciding the disposal options. The leA-fueled reactor plan 

would undoubtedly require an outlay of several billion dollars to 

achieve the goals of even a mediocre butrniln" option. Its my 

experience, based on several years of research, the Department 

has never copleted a significant project of similar scale within 

the timellne and budget estimates stated In its' studies, nor 

those specified In contracts with Its' vnsors.

4.

2/06.01.08 

3/08.03.01 

4/07.01.00

F-050

060108 Comment Number 2

The environmental impact of the MOX fuel waste streams is presented in 
Chapter 4 and Appendix H of this PEIS.

080301 Comment Number 3

Comment Number 4

Cost data, along with technical and schedule data, was provided in a 

Technical Summary Report for disposition beginning in late July 1996. This 

information will be integrated into DOE's decisionmaking process.

---A
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The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 

Immobilization Alternative. Decisions on disposition of weapons-usable 

fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and 

economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.
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S. Transportation iosues also maSt be examined on several lvls: rirst, booed of the *per-toene-mil.- costs for shipping the 
cmqonents to the fabrication facility. and then shipping the 
assbli; to the reactoro and then at a greatly-increased 'per
tonne-mlle- coast for tranmporting the irradiated fuel asnnealios 
firv the reactor to a disposal facility -- alouing that ouch a 
facility exists by the tim the reactor has been built.  

6. Speaking of disposal facilities. ten years ago we had move than 
70,000 Metric Tones of Irradiated fuel asembdliea that the 
Depertaamt wanted to bury at Hanford's proposed =TIP Ppository.  
Reactor physics being what they are, It is reasonably safe to 
as e that duing the peat ten years many of thee sees reaclors 
continued to generate wsate for which tha Department "•" dues 
not have a home. We should clean up thi existIng lethal legacy 
before constructing a now plant to g"n"rate even more waste.  

The argeuant can be wade that once the lOX-fuel assemblies have been 
Irradiated in a reactor, that the plutonium content is much safer frum 
terrorists then in Its present form. This is only marginally correct 
do* to the dangers associated with separsting the SM from the fission 
products. It iS my belief that the additional steps needed to change 
the S14 ftram its' existing form through the final disposal thopefully 
In a gU burial vault saomhere within Hanford's Rattlesnake Mountain 
above the existing miter table) Ia much Wore hazardous, costly and 
time-consuming than is justified.  

I sense the re-emergence of a dangerous pattern in this project as it 
has been described to me. Many of us mistakmely believed that when 
the Dopartmnt ceased its maor production-oriented operations at the 
Hanford Reservation that Its future efforts would focus on the 
rm-dlation of the reservation's contaminated sites.  

Instead, this proposal seesm to be a replay of past efforts to salvage 
Hanford'a reactor operations infrastructure at the expense of the 
public's health, wealth and safety: 

1. As of January 1996, Hanford's TRIVC infrastructure organization 
still wented to convert the abandoned UPPSS-l Pomer Reactor to a 
tritima production reactor. This proposal was the subject of the 
1916 Congressional Subcommttee hearing cited above.  

2. As of the present date, many of theam same players have dropped 
the latest VPPSS-l conversion plan In favor of using the rTM as 
a tritium production reactor.  

The &bve instances are cited only as examples of the continuing use 
or the local industrial/business com-mnities In the TCioCties area to 
keep reactors operating at the Hanford Reservation. A far better 
option would be to channel these support efforts fr-m existing andor 
new reactor operations and to the immediate decontamination of the 
Hanford ReservatioI3.4

4/07.01.00 
cont.  

5/12.00.00 

1/08.03.01 
cont.

120000 Comment Number 5

Comment noted.
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6/01.02.00
The Department should concentrate on rebuilding its Image and increase 
its level of public truat instead of pursuing the reactor option. Any 

attet to use the reactor option without first dmonostrating a 'good 

faith effort to dispose of the current wastes at Ranford is morally 

indefensible and twuld call attention to the Department'a SO-year 

history of having a 'business as usual' mindest rsgardlssa of the 

pablic' a wishe..  

Ton ya•sr ag 50 ichael J. Lawrence. US3a° ichlend operations Office 

"mager bragged eboet the munt of high level tank wastes that had 

been condensed during 19n4. As I pointed out In my rebuttal 13/), 

that entire effort had reduced the Resereation'a volume by im than 

the amount produced by a single dy*'a operation of the K pulant, 

and that figure only accounted for high level liquid wastes, thus 

ignoring the other weets stream genereted by the POURX Plant.  

This aindaet intensified daring the 2980's. and we In the Northwest 

vividly recall several of the Xantford Reservation's mote infamoes 

projectal 

1. The wnnecessary restart of the PURIM Plant in 2903 to proceas 

target fuel assemIblies that really had never been needed for 

national defense purposes; 

2. The $200 million dollar "Read Shed' modification proesct to 

enable the PtMZX Plant to reprocess fuel assemblies from civilian 

power reactors; 

3. wanford's failure to met TiYO reactor operating standards; 

4. 980o'os on-going refusal to comply with SIC safety regulations; 

S. The $70 million dollar *ependIture to retrofit the X-Reactor's 

safety systam only after the Chernobyl-4 Reactor explosiOn; 

6. The Depeatment'8 a tept to violate the W" by converting the 

"IPPSS-l Rector from a comercial civilian power reactor to a 

Depertment-owoed tritium production reactor; 

7. The adoption of -AAAA radiation do" -goales for occupational 

exposures instead meting the ICRP's established dofe JIMits; 

0. 71e lnsasn desire to continue Mrr operations when all reason 

dictates its' decomisioning, not its' modification.  

Egsq is not a plaything. It is tim to isolate this nmterial from the 

eonvirront without further delay. tncapsulate it and then bury it 

witbt gfirst irradiating icki, 

Sincerelys 

0_/

F-050
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Comment noted.

080301

Comment Number 6

Comment Number 7

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
Immobilization Alternative. Decisions on disposition of weapons-usable 

fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and 

economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.
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Cited Flefernce.; 

1/2 tPotentlil Conversion of VPVSs I Conimrcial Nucle.: Pporplant to a Productlon Roactor. Oversight nearing before the SubCoemittee on General Overnight and Investigations of the Cem mittue on Interior and inaul ar A ffairs, House of aepre senta- Q" tives. 100th Congress, 1st Sessions held at Portland, Oregon.  
22/07/ 816; Serial No. 100-42, U.S. Government Printing Office, 
washingItcn, D.C., 2998. 

IZ 

(1/1 Ibid., page 63.  
(31/1 "194 NHnford Reservation vaste Generation Abetzact." Public 

Safety Resources Agency, Portland, OR, 19,9 .0 
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Comment Form 

Thetn, coments0n apply to tha falowoing docurneant

NAM (O00o4a) Wsaim C Ran 

ADDRESS: 10295 W. Waraen Ave. Lakewood. CO 30227 

"TELEPHONE (303) 93U-S I 

TMe fallowingf coio m .g We• ad to the long.f.•t u .tma of pIse d ieudn a tae 

stow modptv6silooof wepons-Utabi Pimia. M -da DrAIPES~d~btI lbniaiY 1996.  

Swmand nmm-atpks phlun -trin U, be p..ckag.d and sxeod tona amaeu dud .osor a 

canulmd accauntulity. safeguards mad setwity. an well as and Walter sofoty forat Ja 

So years ad dicwrm i ;1a spcnid dsspcdzmaed - e stod WeaPOM bnl -" 

in Placing tim YWrhflf mit" such a Stoage cfim daftwUs furthmer desires to 

inmlewavent dor Ptnieus Nonproliferaionf :d ýExpxucatlol ins an s.r xliaaicog
cdk technilly-l e ly 

flmengpRUmoinm@ aokogila pugrans awodmneleelaksetft ag Recrd of Dedcis 

futd~2gth uedanced golhoe an Jam. cretyunderconsideratonby the 

faclinm adomoavctlim ew facilitaM DOEl ,a n broiling t for 

-r-med a",,.•du s tlinehas d cost Wall With wiFu lessermore 

,be hW as lirmaud atsedtbY coafldeing Sgto be Ottl a domestic tanet be decided 

by *Am Ofea yo whuIile Dasposidto is aosdnd Intamationil, atiso be decided by a 

larger aience - Jeint f' a. ea 

The relatively $,pk coocq for natian swap of phleonk, an usa mm uumfre silo t nhas 

si•t PlPitial (.a•.tnadolad. coll. -- tal; cono and acmommbllity safety. and 
os*SatEI ipactdaltnmmta.st r maalaanisE should becs.d. e by te DparunL 

of- ==it .f h.eadyd= iand c.er.tcold far .ee .Wag o 

-- o1: extef conditions and the saujapont irfaunactaura which is currently 

Pro- diug safety "ad secutity nalnenane fea' US. _ tal_ weapons mad associamd launch systars

1/01.04.00 

2/01.00.00 

3/14.00.00 

F-060

010400 Comment Number 1

The Department of Energy utilized a screening process to select the 
alternatives which were analyzed in the PEIS. Safety, timelines, cost, and 

environmental impacts were factors considered in the screening process and 

continue to be considered in DOE's decisionmaking process.

010000 Comment Number 2

Both storage and disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials are 
important domestic and international issues. Decisions made in the United 

States can influence decisions in Russia, and possibly other foreign nations, 

and should result in international progress and cooperation to reduce the 

global nuclear danger.

140000 Comment Number 3

The use of existing facilities at non-DOE sites for storage was considered but 
eliminated in the screening process. The reasons for the elimination include 

cost, environmental, safety, and health concerns, and public and institutional 

acceptance. In the case of a Department of Defense (DoD) site, the additional 

costs and regulatory requirements for support facilities such as radioactive 

materials analytical laboratories, radioactive waste treatment, and nuclear 

material processing facilities associated with long-term storage could be very 

high. Furthermore, the public and other Government agencies would express 

concern over creating another DOE nuclear site when several are being 

phased out.
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RAsK, WiLuAm C., LAKEWOOD, CO 
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mquhmmas cmN be satisfad drwo an -iftm- coma and 8=0mrAbdity rpum 

=%:aVIWS mpý and vaLficotion of do pbxmm ftm and quannty &at is 
keded bm and vessel In Addition to sunftd Depar"aft safftmý surous 

CoUld be M$Pmmd and verified bY *a Dzpmrý aW IAE& uWar Rmm throtigh a 

Olt ullawal areclum 

Storw ofpbucubmin i s6m sbuuM be ficansed by ft NRC Lodepeadmt mVawM 

ovasi& of ftu fmcftm wM clear ad defiadive coadWonz mW reRuisunem wig rmum " 

sbkdwbdmaWmftgovommmutbattbcp',Ko& b notasipitkmatriskal the woib= and 

de commvides or the coviroamcm 

DUftuIty has bow equimcad in do desip and cowwwdoc at The new amp bdiity in Rustia 

- dM - dIICd- and imVicsommaidon -W be poody exped under do smusule silo 

if utilized im, Rmk abo - a upfficam: imp. for ft ficacuum of nomproucration.  

The sozzle bmft that wow ID dic, Departumat and do US. -Culd abo bc malimcd by tht 

Room udfinbm ofdmk "ft mem dun betam curidwvepodmommammeawnta 

softy and coupatikrad

I impom fa calwal and polsomiogmal swumm we cUmmmod am dwe is no pvund 

&smdmm fbr*k canoe" animik-M --ý---,-UCUMPKgdtodnftWpMpoftdah=MWIM 

CrPA).  
findad two llmwc"ubeocg'W"*kkoPwutocomamm'tysnvlm 3/14.00.00 
sbrilario dwat offtTPA. Tbcm wmMbe so Info= to Immum normy adm vWd 

regoom humped vd& dig amomp w mqWmwom for dm concept %vWd be less cont.  
"do'MA.nwpwmIWfor=*=w"J=bm' - wouW be 

FAVICYMM and moorna WMM jenuaDy mumm st*k in &a swnV $wmm widl a x=U 

Me m*ffifica" wd"dm Inames could be cWomd ftm isswromfiound 
IMA Shea CMW expecIft dw respecdve misdons 

i iwpa mqWnd tedmical quallificaficlas ad worlm AWL 

The imy carviroommaW teswave &Knmmmn and Issues of pubk cowan am hloý 
rcsourcm M-MMOWS. ipublir andoempadmal huM " salay. and tv-p-- For 
.. . 1- twommea and - sadmah-silesHown, 1-waiMhavenoorna"ibl.  

;;:rl; um ofpubft andcocuposmal Iscaftaud sdM.*c sft oft afar vaperkriscility 

so may madMicution or saw fm=Toy I I by do TPA. T :t. inqwm would be 

*mlw to dot of to pogmsed Camotidation and Cv-kcadom AW;NM 

A ninswasomml silo is bmk*Uy a budmW =am cxmd* approximmety 804ces 

sump vAffi a 12-fom dimnam seed e3Mmlirkg ftm ft lop to ft bome of ffic 

I . At ft Kv of dw coomft is a dmmlw rocm approxisnabelY 23-Im In dwinever 

and 22-&K hig)L Tbc usissik and wastmads we ho'dW a ft swd [much wb& The on-site 

Issawb support and somrsty rypem wm boused an shock notation tabks in ttw open bay 

mmmmftg ft mmdk tuile.  
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REYNOLDS, ROBERT, VICTOR, ID 
PAGE 1 OF 1 

08 03 01 Comment Number 1 
cornrr-c, ID: PM3 The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to new 

Dae Re•neive: Adil 18, 1996 missions at INEL. Decisions on the storage and disposition of weapons
Noose: Robert Reynolds 

Address Viwto,. ID usable fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical 

Transcipton: and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.  

I want to voice my opposition to anyone bringing mny nuclear waste into tWe State of Idao. 1/08.03.01 
"That's all I got to my.  

CS3 

P-023 
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RICHARDS, MAIT, SAN DIEGO, CA 

PAGE 2 OF 12

Comment Number 1

Mr. J. David Nulion Page 2

teclogies r Pu disposition, including the PC-MHR. Of equal sitifcance. this criterion would 

have lowed for a•single. -IGW, plant (PC-MHR or LWR) to complete the disposition mission 

(-50 rat of surplus weapons-graft Pu) over the expected operating lifetime of the plan.t In other 

words. the potential environmental impacts would be limited to those for a single plant.  

In Ref. 2. the DOE changed the timeliness criterion to "require that the disposition be able 

to san within abnou a decade and he able to be completed within about three decades." The reason 

stated by DOE for adopting this mor urgent schedule was input from the public and stakeholdens 

"rlasing to the urgency of taking action se-nan$in from the 'clear and present danger associated 

with thes materials." However. this mrasoning is not supported by the DOE's own questionnaire 

data rpoired in Appendix A of Ref. 2 (see Figs. I and 2. taken from Ref. 2). From Fig. 1. rive of 

tlhem ine a tiareceived higher tankings of"very importu" tham given to timeliness. Fion Fig 2, 

the ranking of timinesm relative to the other criteria indicates clearly that the questionnaire 

respondents viewed timrlines as being of secondary inmportance.  

Other facmors also do not justily frcing the Pu disposition mission to a more urgent schedule.  

According to the draft PEIS, the DOE also proposes to provide a long-term. 50-year storage system 

for Pi and HEU declared to be non-muplus. The non-surplus material is categorized into naval 

nuclear fuel. strategic reserv, material for weapons R&D. aid pmgramamiric materials. The DOE 

acknowledges tha some of the non-surplus material could be classified as surplus material in the 

ftume. During dte disposition mission, it is likely that surplus and non-surplus material would be 

stored aind secured t common locations. Foi Pu being stored an secured at a given location. it 

would be absusd to deltemine that material classified as surplus posis a "clear and present danger," 

while material classified as non-surplus does oot pose a similar risk. particularly when the 

classification bouary could change over time. The "clear and present danger argument does nor 

justify adoption of the nmom urgent disposition schedule, since fissile material of potentially 

unknown classification (surplus or non-surplus) will be in storage for time periods exceeding the 

mnre urgent disposition schedule.  

The DOE acknowledges that the risks for theft und diversion of Fissile material are grester 

in Russia than in the US.. because of the less stable political climate in Russia. Perhaps the 

justification for the mor urgent schedule is to encourage the Russians to adopt a similarly urgent 

schaeul. thereby reducing the risks of theft and diversion. While plausible, this strategy is not 

cosistent with desires expressed by the Russians. The Russians have actively encouraged 

developmeut of the PC-MHR for Pu disposition. As pan of a privae. cost-shiring initiativc with 

General Aomies and ramnatiome. Rusian engineers and scientists ar presently working on the PC

MHR design. At the recent Third Intemational Policy Fomum: Management & Disposition of 

Nuclear Weapons Materials (Lansdowar. Virginia. Maurh 19-22. 1996) high-level Russian 

repristentativsod cofirmd their strong support for corinuing development of the PC-MHR. Despite 

gmwing international support, the DOE has actively discouraged this private initiative. Frrs Fig. 2, 

it is interesting to note that the criterion "Influence on Russia and Other Countries" was rated a.  

being of somewhat greater importance than timeliness.  

Finally, in irs 1995 report on ractor-related options forPu disposition (Ref. 4). the NAS 

viewod the mote urgent schedule a a "very severe constraint" that did not provide a useful basis for 

comparative evaluations. For comparing the vamios reactor options, the NAS assumed that 50 mt 

of Pu would he processed over the nominal lifetimes of the reactors.

1/07.00.00 

2/07.03.00 

M-008

The data in the referenced figures were presented as received; however, some 
respondents reacted to the timeliness statement that "The technology concept 

should be demonstrated within approximately 20 years and disposition 

should be completed within approximately 50 years." These respondents 

ranked our stated definition of timeliness low indicating that 20 and 50 years 

was too long and it was important for DOE to start and finish earlier. Also, 

public comments received through questionnaires, including comments to 

this document, continue to support the importance of starting disposition 

within approximately 10 years and completing within approximately 30 years.

070300 Comment Number 2

Comment noted. The U.S./Russian approaches need not necessarily be 
identical.

070000
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RICHARDS, MATr, SAN DIEGO, CA 
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Comment Number 3

Mr. J. David Nulton Page 3

The impacts of adopting the moe urgent Pu disposition schedule are clear: 

* Advanced, deep-burn reactor tclmologrtes. including the PC-MHR. ame eliminaued from further 
consideration.  

* The required number of -I GW, plants is incrcased from one to two, and the as.sciated 
environmental impacts ame doubled.  

The potential for strong international cooperation on Pu disposition and proliferation-resistant 
fuel cycles is hrmpered.  

The first impact supporas the current Administration's policy to curtail development of nuclear 

energy and eliminate development of adviaced macton. The second impact would tend to favor 

noe-reaor., vitrficartionuhntmobilization options relative to reactor options, which is also consistent 

with the Adminstration's anti-nuclear policy. The third impact was probably not anticipated by 

DOE, but it clearly works against the most top-level objectives associated with the Pu disposition 

mission.  

h is apparent that the decision to adopt a more urXgen PU dispos•tion schedule is based more 

on political and institutional objectives in the U.S. and less on real Watres associated with Pu 
dispostion.  

Recommendation: 7hm PEIS should he expanded to include a flexible schedule that can 

accommodate disposition of Pu over the expected reactor lifetimc, and advanced, deep-bura reactor 

options should he evaluated as pat o( dt EIS process. The "clear and present danger" argument is 

highly stibective and open to a wide range of interpretation. This argument should not be used to 

eliminate alernatives that requie only a somewhat longer schedule than curentlly dictated by DOE.  

2. Final Wage Form QarMe ics 

An impoutant issue for any Pu disposition strategy is the suitability of the frial waste form 

for lpermute disposal. Respondents to the DOE questionnaire (Ref. 2) recommended additional 
cithia d should be used to screen Pu disposition technologies, including several criteria eatcd 

to final waste form charcieristics. During the sa•rening process and preparation of the draft PEIS.  

DOE gave little easideration to final waste form characteristics, other than the annual volume of 

high-level waste generated by a disposition alternative.  

Volume alone is a poor measure or the environmental impact of the final waste form. In fact, 

a lagerb volonme may be ar attribute, since the dilution of Pu (residual Pu if the wanse is spent fuel) 

provides greater resince to diversion and rduces the potential risk of underground criticality.  

Also, the geologic repository loading density and required repository land area am determined by 

decay heat loud of the spent fuel aid not physical volume. For the PC-MHR. the annual volume of 

spent fuel would he - 10 times that from a commercial LWR or Pu-dispositiom LWR (PD-LWR). on 

an equivalent electrical energy besis, but the required land am for PC-MHR spent fuel would be 

about one-half that required for LWR spent fuel. The greater volume of PC-MIIR spent fuel is a 

consequence of the low powe density of the PC-MHR cote, which helps to provide inherent.  

melsdown-ptro safety during normal operation and hypothetical accidents. Approximately 83% of

3/07.01.00 

1/07.00.00 
cont.

4/12.00.00

M-008

Generally, the goal is to complete disposition within 25 years after the ROD.  
This schedule will include the use of reactors (if selected as a disposition 

alternative) to irradiate the MOX fuel, meeting the Spent Fuel Standard, 

thereby fulfilling the purpose and need of the PEIS. The Deep Burn concept 
is not necessary to meet the purpose and need, and would require either more 
time, more reactors, or both.

120000 Comment Number 4

Comment noted. See Appendix H of the Final PEIS.
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Mr. J. David Nulton Page 4

the PC-MHR spent fuel volume is high-lprity. nuclear-grade graphite, which by itself would be 
classified as low-level waste. The high-level waste is confined to the fuel compac, and the bulk 
of this wam (99.9) is contained within the coating layen of the fuel particles. The PC-MHR 
would destroy and degrade weapons-grade plutonium well beyond the commercial LWR spent fuel 
sutudmld. The final waste form would be rendered permanently resistant to proliferalion. would be 
contained effectively foe geologic time periods by multiple layers of highly corrosion-resistant 
c'eimic coatings (Refit 5 tlussugh 7). and would he well suited for permsarnt disposal in a geologic 
repository The graphite is also highly resistant t coromsion (Ref. 8) and would serve as an 
additional protective overpack after permanent disposal. The long-term cnvironmental impacts of 
permanent disposal would he significantly reduced, and potential high consequence soenarios would 
be eliminated, including imcovy of spent fuel canisters to obta Pu for weapons (i.e.. the Pu mine 
issue would he eliminated), large-scale radinmuclide rtelease caused by mvcje climatic changes 
and/or increased seismic activity (i.e.. mich less reltance would he placed on the getisphere for 
radionuclide containment). and underground criticality. With regard to these ioues. PC-MHR spent 
fuel would be a nearly ideal waste form for permanent disposal (Ref. 9).  

In scenening reactor technologies for Pu disposition, the DOE has determined that the 

commercial LWR "spent fuel standard" was a sufficient end point. The basis for the spent fuel 

standard stemts form the 1994 NAS study (Ref. 3). The NAS recommended that "options for long

term disposition of weapons plutonium should seek to meet a 'spent fuel standal' - that is. to make 

this plutonium roughly as inaccessible for weapons use as the much larger and growing stock of 

plutonium in civilian spent fuel." The NAS and DOE have mrcognized that high levels of radiation 

we the primany harrier to diversion of Pu in spent fuel and that this barrier decays over time. The 
NAS stated that "long-term options will be need to reduce the proliferation risks posed by the 

entire global stock of plutonium, particolarly as the radioactivity of spent fiel decays," and that 

"options for rethicing theos risks Include placement of spent fuel in geologic repositories, or pursuit 

of fission opitons that would bum nexisting plutonium stocks nearly completely." 

Without performing proper analyses. the DOE has dete•mnind tha geologic disposal will 

provide the nessary long-e srefegueds. In ytisfyig the spent fuel standard. the DOE states in 

Ref. 2 that "lthet is a path forward established by the Nuclear Waste Policy Act (of 1982) for 

disposal ofspent fuel in a mined geologic epoutory. where geologic barriers will reduce the reliance 

on nimaitutional controt.- This conclsion is flawed for the following reasons: 

There is no onsensus among experts that isolation of.pent fuel (or immobilized Pu) in a 

geologic iepsitocy would provi adequate long-term safeguards. It is impottant to realize that 

Ibe NAS study (Rcf. 3) makes no judgements and draws no conchluions regarding safeguards 
provided by geologic isolation. According to thc Yucca Mountain Total System Performance 

Assessment (Ref. 10) and to the 1995 NAS report (Ref. 4), the eventual loss of institutonal 

controls and human Intrusion is considered to be a credible scenario for assessing long-term 

performance of a repository. An International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) advisory group 

concluded (Ref. I1) that LWR spent fuel "does not qualify as being irrecoverablc a any point 

prior to. or following, placement in a geologic formation commonly described as a 'permanent 

repoilory.' and that safeguards should not be terminated on spent fuel." In a recent repoea 

(Rcf. 12). the U.S. Congress Office of Technology Assessment IOTA) expressed "concerns 
about leaving plutonium in a repositoty that mighi be mined somelime in the future for the 

purpose of making wcapons." This samc concern was rain's recently by an Amenrcan Nuclear

5/14.00.00 

5/14.00.00 
cont.  

4/12.00.00 
cont.  

M-008

The Advanced Deep Bum Reactors Option, including MHRs, was considered 
in the screening process. Notwithstanding the many potential benefits of their 
use, the technical immaturity would call for costly and lengthy development 
and demonstration efforts to bring them to a viable status. The Screening 
Committee decided that the increased Pu burn-up offered by this option 
would not counterbalance its cost, schedule, or technical risks, and therefore, 
eliminated this option from further consideration.
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Society (ANS) Special Panel on Protection and Management of Plutonium (Ref. 13). During a 
prenatlionat r'et DOE workshop (Ref. 14). Petemon concluded that Seologic: repattitrcs " 
will provide attractive tources of ftoule materiul for nuclear explosives for toughly 200.000 
years" Thee concerns raised independently by NAS, IAEA. OTA, ANS. and others provide 
strong justification for developing a disposal strategy in whtich fissile materials are destroyed 
befora geologic diapoaal, since safeguatds and institutional controls cannot be guartanced for 
tean of thousands of yeas .3 

Even if it were deaermined that gnoktlgi disposal does provide adequate long-tarm saiegu•ans, 
ther is cur y no pen repository for spent fuel, and that is the distinct possibility that 
a repository wotdd not be available for 'may decades. The political cortrovtery easociated with 
the Yucca Mountain repository project has slowed prostess considerably. After spending more 
than $2 bilion. them has stihe bmw no deftmeination of whether the lte is acceptable fee disposal 
of commetcial spent fuel. In the Ref. 2 screeing rport the DOE acknowledges "the 
tremendous cn ard time being taken to evaluate the suitability of Yucca Mountain a a mined 
geologic high-level waste repository." M 

Mixed-oxide (MOX) apent fuel from a PD-LWR would be ignificantly more attractive for 
diversims thn commercial LWR spent fuel, partleulaly afte the radiation field has decayed to 
lower levels. According to the 1993 DOE Pit dispoaition study (Ref. 15). a PD-LWR MOX 
spew fuel assomtly would contain up to 30 kg of weapoei-usabac, Pu, which is enough Pu to 
masfatae up to4 weapens. For cepta, a typical commercial LWR spent fuel assesbly 
would contain -3.5 kg of aimilar quality Pu. A PC-MHR apeta fuel e4m t would contain only 
-0.15 kg oft mtch lower quality Pa. In addition to increaaed diversion risks. the high Pa content 
of PD-LWR MOX spent fuel would have a negative Impact an the design of a spewt fuel i 
and repository loeding strategies. Additional processing of MOX spent fuel may be required to 
lower the Pu density.  

Other issues assiciated with unprocessed LWR spent fuel as a permanet waste foem we 
poor long-term containment provided by metal-clad fuel tods within metallic canisters and the 
potential fir undelrground criticality became of the relatively high concentration of fiasile material 
in LWR spent fuel (especially in MOX spent fuel). According to the Ref. 10 performance 
aseam'ient, a large fraction of LWI spent fuel would become exposed within several hundred to 
several thousand yeas becaue of the expected failum of Zircaloy cladding and corrosion of tetallic 
canistets, aA the only rmnmuinga irier an= rela to the accessible envirommne would then he the 
surrountding geologic media. The effectivernes of this bas.ier for long time periods is uncertain and 
could be cmaiptrnised by unfaoren events, including climatic changes and incMaaed atismic 
activity. in tIstimony before the House Corm sce Subcommittee on Energy and Power on June 30.  
195, Jla Cactlon, Chtaiman of the Nuclear Wrate Technial Review Board (NWTRB). tated that 
the NWTB h= repeated y urged fth DOE to develop a robust. long-lived waste package that will 
work together with other enginee r barriers and the geology at the site to provide long-term 
iolatien of the radioactive wane from the accestiie environment." Canlon stated also thst"the use 
of such waste packagps can help improve confidence in the Iong-tern peltrmaane of the Mposito•y 
and thta facilitate licensing of the facility." Odtr experts on disposal of high-level radioative waste 
have stated (Ref. 16) that "any strategy of isolation should emphasize th nestr-field containment of 
radionclides. a function primarily of waste form or 'waste package' performance" and that 
"strategies that rely solely on long travel limeas, dispsreal. or dilution. implicitly presume release and 

M-008
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movement of radiouclides. In a recent report (Ref. 17), the NAS concluded that the mai harmful 

relee of radionuclides from a geologic repository could occur well adter 10,000 years, which 

fuather undercores the need to provide effeclive near-field conummentofradioaudidel for geologic 

Une pninds. er potential heiefitLs of sspeoot sar-field canti tw are less required geological 

charcterization of die catdidate rtepository site and greate likelihood him a given site would be 

found acceptable.  

Recently. Bowman and Vennesi proposed scenarios in which fissile maierial disposed in a 

geologic repositoy could eventually asnume unstlable critical configurations, leading to 

supcrerisicality and large enemgy releases (Ref. 1I). The BowemasVenneTi hypothesis has beea 

heavily criicized. on the grounds that the scearis wae highly coetrived, based on idealized 

asaumptioam and ae highly improbable (Ref. 19). For LWR spens fuel. the Bowmanl/vennei 

hypothesis nay behigihly improbable, but geologic tin scales could provide sufficient time for esmi 

highly improbable scenaios to occur. In the Ref. 19 critique of the BowmnanVensieri hypothesis, 

it is sated that design choices could reduce the potential for underground criticality, including 

"dilution of fissile materal" and use of "highly durable ceramic waste form." 

Final waSg form characteristics (and not just nea-term diversion resistance) will deeernsine 

the overall schedule for achieving effective disposition of plutanium. Plutonium disposition using 

deep-bum reactors like the PC.MHR could satisfy lons-tent safeguards requirements without 

relying on the availability of a geologic repository or tie determination that the repository would 

provide the needed long-term safeguasls. Thss is a very signiuicant advantage for deep-ban reactors 

that has hems completely overlooked duiing the DOE screening l ess. PC-NMR spen fied would 

be a highly stable and highly diveision resistant wte form during potentially longt•arn storage and 

after permasent disposal. If futten gncration could empond to the DOE queionnaisre, they would 

uidoubtedly rat final waste forts charautcrirtics a ihe mom important criteron for evaluating high

level radioactive waste lento, including those generated from disposition of surplus plutonium

R~mm~-Final waste forts charateristics and long-loan environmental impacts should be 4/12.00.00 
given high priorty whe evaluating technologies for Pu disposition. Advanced technologies that 

produce clearly uupcier pepmanest waste forms and have Ihe potential to eliminate long-leon, high- cont.  
consequence scnnwiar should he evaluated a part of the EIS. particularly if the schedule for 5/40000 

implemeniang tde technologies ae not significantly longer than those for more established 

teetasologies aid if the potential for ststog international coltaborantion exists. The PC-MHR would cont.  
clearly mnot thes conditions.  

UI of Rnmswaite Glass for Vitdficatio 
The vimfication alternative proposed in the draft PEIS would involve manufacturing 

bomsilicsie glass logs containing Pu and high-level waste. Recent evaluations have raised 

significant issues that may preclude borosilscate glass a a host phase for immobilization of 

plutoniust These issues include potentially poor long-nerm durability in a geologic repository and 

the potential for undergrund criticaluy. These usues received considerable anention during a mitru 

DOE Plutonitm Stabilizatin and Immobilization Workshop in Wasingtion, DC (December 12-14, 

1995). Since weapons-gtrade Pu consists mostly of the fissile isotope Pu-239. with a half-life of 

-24S000 yean the time over which the waste remains highly radiotoxic and is of concern for 

Mt0
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underground criticality would likely exceed the expected lifetime of the gias. Scientists at Argonne National Laburatey have been developing a more durable glans for Pu immobilization (Ref. 20).  

R e o: DOE should acknowledge the potential problems with borosilicate glass and 
evaluate alternative glass forms during preparation of the EIS.  

Votbit lv of Fto tlttsical TImeni 
According to the draft PEIS. the DOE will consider electomesallurgical treatment as an 

option for Pu disposition. Elct.rometallargicaj treatment was derived from pyruopnces. sing technology developed for reproceing liquid metal reactor spent fuel. In its 1995 report (Ref. 4), 
the NAS evaluated pyroprocessing a an option for Pu disposition. The NAS determined that pryropmtesming has several disadvantages that "effectively rule it osi as serious compettor for the 
near-Irmn plutonium disposition mission.- The NAS raised coonces with regard to the maturity of the technology, the size of the facility required to complete the disposition mission, and suitability 
of the final waste fortm for permanent disposal.  

Recornmenl[dwin: In light of this evaluation by the NAS. the DOE should provide stronger justification for continuing to evaluate electromneallurgical treatment as a viable option for Pu 
disposition.  

Coae-Paisicte Wane forste Pu Immnwthiliation 

Coated particles were once considered by the DOE as an alternative waste turns tor immobllization of high-level waste, and researct programn were conducted at Pacific Northwest Laboratoty and Oak Ridge National Laboraory (ORNL) in the early 191ft (e.g., Ref. 5 tlnuugh 7).  The feasibility of coating high-level waste was established at ORNI, and coaed panicles were judged to have by far the best peorforance potestial of the candidate alternative wate forms.  

For plutonium immobilization, the na esuablished procosses developed for coating nuclear fuel would be more applicable. One concept for plummum-imnmobilizaion. coated-pienicle waste ftrrm would he similar to a gas-cooled reactor fuel element. Kentils composed of zircon, zeolite.  or alternative materials and loaded with plutonium and neutrom poison would be coaled in a fluidized-bed coater. The coated particles would be loaded into holes within a graphite container 
The coated particles could also be coimolidsted into compaci$ ptior to loading into the graphite container. To provide additinoal diversion resista . virified high-level waste could be placed into some of the holes in the graplite container. The graphite containers would he loaded into metal camiters. The proposed coaed-plutice plutoisum waste ftort would offer a number of advantages: 

(i) The waste form would he wcll-suited for both log-term interim storage and permanent 
geologic disposl. The coatings would provide defense-tn-depth to ensure that the plutontum 
and neutron poion remain together for hundreds ofthoosunde to millios of yea and to ensure that the plutonium does not migrate through the geosphere to the accessible 
enviroment.Providing this extra measure of containment should increase the confidence of regulatoty agencies, stakeholders, and the general public in long-term integrity of the waste 
form.  

(ii) The graphite. which is also highly corrosion resistant (Ref 8). would provide structural stability 
for very lung time periods.

I 6/05.01.08 

7/05.03.08

8/14.00.00 

M-008

050108

Alternative glass forms were evaluated before issuing the Draft PEIS. These 
results are reported in the document (available in DOE Public Reading 
Rooms) entitled Screening of Alternative Immobilization Candidates for 
Disposition of Surplus Fissile Materials, February 9, 1996 (UCRL-ID 
118819 [L-20790-1]).

050308

The Electrometallurgical Treatment Alternative was considered a reasonable 
alternative after completion of the screening process and scoping for the 
PEIS. The NRC recommended successful demonstration of the 
electrometallurgical treatment process prior to implementation. Upon making the decision on disposition technologies, DOE will demonstrate these 
technologies prior to their implementation.

140000

During the screening of alternatives for inclusion in the PEIS, various 
immobilization forms were considered. The decision was made to include 
immobilization in ceramic and glass forms. The specific ceramic form was 
not identified. R&D is both on-going and planned to support the disposition 
alternative(s), which would include pilot facilities for processes (such as 
ceramic coated particles) and materials, as necessary. Decisions on 
disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials will be based upon 
environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 
considerations, and input.
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080200 Comment Number 9 

Comment noted. The alternatives analyzed in the PEIS were determined 
through a screening process that included public input on the selection 
criteria. This process was not politically or institutionally biased.  

miii) Because containment is provided by the coatings and structural stability i. provided by the 

graphite, the canister design would be very simple and incxpcnsivc.  

(iv) The interim storage period could be extended for very long time periods, which may he 

necessary if a repository is not available or if other options are pursued for permanent 8/14.00.00 
disposition of plutonium. If necesary, the radiation barrier could be rplenished by loading 

additional vitrified high-level waste into the graphite containers. cont.  
Iv) The technologies needed for all components of the waste form ame fairly well established, and 

the disposition mission could be completed within the time constraints imposed by DOE.  

Rmd i: DOE should evaluate the proposed coated-particle waste form for Pu 

immobilization as part of the EIS process.  

In general. I believe that DOE has manipulated (if not corrupted) the EIS process in order to 

suit specific political and institutional objectives of the current Administration. These actions are 

certainly norw consiatest with the intentions of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969. The 9/08.02.00 
DOE has taken similar actions with regard to the PEIS on tritium supply (Ref. 21)- I strongly 

encourage you to consider the comment; that I have provided in this leter. The DOE should put the 

technology cvaluatiomn associated with the EIS processes back on a level playing feid.  

Sincerely, 

Matt Richards, Ph.D.  

cc The Honorable Randy Cunningham 

Representative. California 51st District 

227 Cannon House Office Building 

Washington. DC 205 15 

Mr. David Alberstein 
Director. Defenm Reacto Projects 

General Atomics 

Power Reactor Group 
P.O. Box 85608 
San Diego. CA 92186&9784 
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010400 Comment Number I

The process and justification for selection of technologies evaluated in the 
PEIS are described in a separate Screening Report prepared by DOE. A 

number of alternatives involving placement of materials below the earth's 

surface were considered including emplacement in the sub-seabed and 

injection into the earth's magma. There is little data available to support these 

options and the retention of Pu in these media is questionable. A major 

concern would be the environmental impacts of any release of Pu materials 

following emplacement. Furthermore, the time and cost of developing these 

technologies would be significant and the outcome uncertain. It is expected 

that regulatory requirements would be extremely difficult to achieve, 

particularly if international waters were involved. Therefore, these types of 

technologies were eliminated from consideration.
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TOM MARSHALL 
PAGE 2 OF 5

100000 Comment Number 1

ROCKY FLATS CITIZENS ADVISORY BOARD 
An Advisory Board to the U.S. Deparment of Energy 

Recommendations on the 

Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement on 

the Storage and Disposition of Weapons-Usable Fissile Materials 

May 2, 199"6

*DME sould sdtrcansport of ronsile materials to a mimuomoo, thkis Inotecling the health Jnd 
safety of worers and the public, and the integnty of the environment along the trsportation 
coeridort 

* DOE should t the currern and futre risk of nuclear proliferation. Furthcerore, the U.S.  

should promote international inspection of both non-surplus and surplus Pu and HEU, thus 

impncaneting U.S. non-prolifention policy in a way that positively involves other countries.  

AD activities associated with weapoms-sabl frissle materials should he subject to external, 
I dpesmt eglation. as rneommended in Doenmobtar 1995 by DOE's Advisory Committemio 

ExnAl Regulation of Nuclear Safety. Having extrnal regulation should help asste 
availability of funding.  

* DOE should provide for full public psricipa•ion in all decision regarding the storage and 

dispoastion of weapons-usable ris'ile materials.  

*Any option that DOE seet shiossd proa the health aid saidey of the public and the 

workem. asuse the integnity of the atvironnmnt, and protect retore gencartiona.  

Any Prneinlo at Ireek. Fists ohuld.  

* Reduct r eliminate the necessity foa any fotum prasing or handling at Rocky Flat m at 

an.othr site.  

* Make the Puas prolifcration-msistant a possible.  

* Put the Pu m a form suitable for disposition.  

* Should he regarded "sa proliferation liability, 

* All maorage options should result in prolfctratom-ressint imatraL 

* DOE should consider oher Pu storage containers besides the 50-year can.

1/10.00.00 

2/01.06.00 

3/01.06.00 

4/08.02.00 

5/08.03.00 

6/01.00.00 

7/01.06.00 

8/01.01.00

9035 Wadsworth Parkway Sulte 2250 • Westmilnstc. Colorado 80021 * 303-420-7855 , Fax 303-420-7579
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The human health risks of material transportation associated with the 
proposed Pu storage and disposition alternatives are evaluated and presented 

in Section 4.4 of the PEIS. The more detailed description of the methodology 

and supporting data for the analysis is presented in the Appendix G.  

Transportation of radioactive materials between sites includes health risks for 

both normal operations and accident conditions for the public and workers.

010600 Comment Number 2

The United States has taken steps and continues to work domestically, and in 
Russia, to dismantle weapons, stabilize weapons materials, improve storage 

capability, and improve materials control and accountability. Storage and 

disposition actions considered in this PEIS will continue these efforts in the 

United States for the long-term. DOE is also working on a joint technical 

working group with the Russians to evaluate, and hopefully expedite, similar 

efforts there. The United States is promoting and making provisions 

domestically for IAEA inspections of surplus materials. Efforts are also under 

way to develop means of verifying classified materials that, because of their 

shape, cannot be inspected and verified using more conventional means.

010600 Comment Number 3

Comment noted. DOE is still evaluating external regulatory options for its 
activities.

080200 Comment Number 4

Comment noted. DOE is committed to full public participation in the NEPA 
process. Public meetings for scoping and receiving public comments on the 

Draft PEIS were held throughout the United States near the sites potentially 

affected by the Proposed Actions. Numerous methods of providing public 

comments were used such as mail, fax, electronic bulletin board, telephone, 

hand-ins, and transcripts from the public meetings. Further, separate from the 

NEPA process, DOE made available to the public the results of the technical, 

cost, schedule, and nonproliferation analyses. DOE also accepted comments 

on these documents. The results of these analyses and the environmental 

analysis as well as the public input will be considered in reaching the ROD.
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*DME soul promot and support a national and internaitiratal dialogue on disposition of 
surplus fiusile materials. To be successful, disposition must be a multu-national effort.  

SDOE should release all cost study information for the MOX fuel option in timc for public 
review and comment before rlkae of the final PEIS.  

* DOE should further research the deep borehole itchnology. and focus on environmental, 
safety, and health uncertainties.  

SDOE should analye other technologies.

9/01.06.00 

10/08.00.00 

11/01.00.00

g:.ro-Isitia 

* DOE should reduce processing and handling of tissile materials to the absolute minimum, thus 

protecting the health and safety of workerm and the public, as well as the integrity of the 12/0.02.00 
environment at sites where processing. storage. or disposition work uccum.  

SProcessing should put the Pu in a form suitable for disposition.  

i Immobilizing Pu seemthe best option for storage. but DOE should further analyze 

immobilirztion technologies to ensure proliferation-resistasit materiaL 

* DOE should conidWor vittfication and oarnifwnat.on as the preferred option, and it should 13/08.03.01 
determine their comparative merits for putting Pu in proliferston-resistmat. disposition-mady 
form.  

*DOE should :loveon uall-sealc vitrification or cenumsficatson pilot plants in as many sites as 
necesarny to prove the enchnology, so as to determine whether stabilization and immobilization 14/05.01.08 
can be accomplis-h in a single slep.

QUESTIONS REGARDING INFORMATION ON ROCKY FLATS 

I. Table 4.2.7.9-1. nole b. on pa;e 4-341 states t the "annual naturd background radiation 
klvehat RFS is 353 mren tor the asve.. individual." Since we no longer live i• an 
envioanmim of "natual backgrunad radiation level. shouldn't this note refer instead to the 
average annual iekground radition level" resulting firm natul background plus fallout 

fro autsisreuuclear explosions? Accaslinply. the line in the table referring to "Perccnt o 

natural bacgound' should also be cottauet Finally, the text needs to vie a source for 
the 353 maem ripgue.  

2. Table 4.2L7.9.2 on page 4-342 gives numbers for "50-year fatal cances" in the Rocke lt 
workfore 'The space for this eae wiyuder workers "involved* in Pu operationsisbak 
the space usnder workers "not invoved is 15. Then the table gives a total for all wetes of16 
50-year fatal cums. How can this be? Is it true that mo.e-exposed workers expermene ly 
a single fatality while those less exposed experience 15I

RFCAB Recammendxvns on ow Storage and Dispositan PEA$

15/09.09.07 

16/09.09.07

pase 2

M-128

080300 Comment Number 5

Comment noted. The results of the environment safety and health analyses 
included in the PEIS will be considered in reaching the ROD.

010000 Comment Number 6

Comment noted. Each of the commentor's points are part of DOE's purpose 
and need.

010600 Comment Number 7

Comment noted. Nonproliferation is an integral part of the purpose and need; 
in this regard, DOE has prepared a nonproliferation analysis for public 

comment, which will be considered in reaching the ROD.

010100 Comment Number 8

The 50-yr container would meet the criteria for safe storage of Pu metals and 
oxides. Other existing containers may not meet these stringent criteria, and 

developing new containers may be costly and require a considerable amount 

of time. However, this does not preclude the development of new containers.  

Proliferation resistance will be an integral part of storage decisions. Analyses 

of the cost, schedule, technical, and Nonproliferation Policy impacts are 

described in separate documents and will be considered in DOE's decision.  

The Draft Nonproliferation and Arms Control Assessment of Weapons

Usable Fissile Materials Storage and Plutonium Disposition Alternatives 

was made available for public review in October 1996.

010600 Comment Number 9

The Department of Energy has established a joint technical working group 
with Russia to evaluate options for disposition of Pu. A report on disposition 

options evaluated by this group was issued in September 1996. DOE is 

pursuing joint technical demonstration opportunities with Russia. It is hoped 

that these activities will help focus and expedite disposition efforts in Russia.  

DOE has also engaged the other nations of the G-7 to collaboratively address 

this global issue.
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080000 Comment Number 10 

In the interest of openness and more informed decisionmaking, DOE released 

Technical Summary Reports to the public as soon as they became available.  
Cost data, along with technical and schedule data, were provided in Technical 

Summary Reports of both storage and disposition in the summer of 1996.  

Results of the nonproliferation analysis were made available in the fall of 

1996. Each of these analyses along with the environmental analysis and 

public input will be integrated into DOE's decisionmaking process.  

010000 Comment Number 11 

During fiscal year 1997, DOE plans to continue to expand a range of small

scale tests of Pu disposition technologies to remove any uncertainties in 

viability. An assessment of the geology and safety of boreholes is being 

performed. Should the Borehole Alternative be selected to implement the 

Proposed Action, siting of boreholes would be conducted, and more detailed 

analyses of the borehole characteristics and environmental impacts would be 

performed as appropriate. A reasonable range of technologies has been 

analyzed in detail in the PEIS, and some variants have been noted. The Final 

PEIS has been expanded to discuss one of these variants (Can-in-Canister 
Variants, Appendix 0); further analyses of technology variants will be 

included in tiered NEPA analyses.  

01 0200 Comment Number 12 

The Department of Energy is committed from a health and safety, 

environmental, and cost standpoint to keeping both material processing and 

handfing at a minimum. Both the Pu conversion and pit-disassembly and 

conversion processes would prepare the material for the particular disposition 

technology(ies) selected in the ROD.  

t~j3
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080301 Comment Number 13 

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the ' 
Vitrification Alternative. Decisions on disposition of weapons-usable fissile 
materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and economic Q 
studies, national policy considerations, and public input.  

0501 08 Comment Number 14 

If the Ceramic Immobilization Alternative is selected in the ROD, 
maximizing synergy between stabilization and immobilization activities will 
be an important goal.  

090907 Comment Number 15 

Detailed natural background radiation information was presented in the 
Chapter 3 of the PEIS. This information includes the sources and values of 
the natural background radiation. Radiation from the weapons test fallout was 
also included in Chapter 3. In general, the radiation from the weapons test 
fallout is only small fraction of natural background radiation (<1 mrem/yr vs.  
>300 mrem/yr, respectively).  

090907 Comment Number 16 

The noninvolved workers are those workers onsite but not directly involved 
in the alternatives. Generally, the noninvolved workers comprise most of the 
total onsite workforce (about 98 percent). The involved workers are those 
workers who are directly involved in the alternatives (No Action). The fatality 
difference in this table is the difference of the radiation latent cancer fatalities 
between the noninvolved workers and the involved workers. There are many 
more noninvolved workers (about 6,000 in RFETS) than involved workers 
(about 100 for No Action). The average dose for the involved worker is about 
twice the average dose of the noninvolved worker.
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Rocky Flats Clcanup Commission, Inc.  
h2.2 ItI• jL T.*Mid AJA 

J. David Nulto Dirto, NEPA Compliance & Outreach 
U.S. Depatmemnt of Enegy, Office of Fissile Materials Disposition 
PO Box 23736, washingon. D.C. 20026-3736 

Re. Public comnmeit on DOE/EIS-0229-D

Thank you for the opportuaity to present my commaents on the Stora and 
Dispostion ofWeapons-Usable Fini]e Materials. Please aacus the Ia reply. I was 
wa to reiew the complete document, which has not yet arrived.  

The technical adequscy of tbe Summaay docu• ent is excellen; however, there is 

mnother alternative that should be coudered. A private stakelhlder has submitted a 

conceptual deign type Altenative to provide the engineesing sand a specific ste for the 

storage and disposeitim of all waste and special nuclear materits from the Rodky Fat 

E!nviromn Technology Site. The preiminary evaluation by PETrS is - An advantage 
thi alternatie ha over other offmlte disposal ketn•ives is the rehced transporttion 
costs and risks. The site graded 87 to 95% in the Geotnechical, Hydrological 

Envifromn . ad Econoical ratingnutri in the DOE Tecdicdal Approach Document 

(050425 Rev 1, 4/9S). See attached Prospectus 
RFCC agrees that the RIFETS is not suitable for the stewardship and management 

of nuclear weapons compone"nt and special aud "-ear sateals, including the storage and 

dispostm of'weapons-usable fissilnmterials that &t now stored Precariously according 

to the DFNSB. A more compelling fact for you help it that these materials must be 

removed at the earliest date, because about two million people in the surrounding metro

Denver area are in eminent danger. The unsafe storage facilities are in dose proximity with 

unstable hazardou• ad radioactive mateials and the simultaneous decoiamumntion 

decommissioning operations. Also, the cost of a temporary DOD program to strengthen 
storage buildings or build new ones. with the curret mortgage of about $2 nillion/day, 
would deplete the budget and perpetuate the danger indefinitely 

The Prpoed Alternative for a New Offite Facility near RFETS for the 

disposition of all wase and the safe interim storage of special nuclear materials is logical, 
felasile. cost efiedive, and would inmcu less isk than an other alternatives evaluated to 

date. It also provides for near term compliance with requiresnents of the "Settlenrmt 

Ageements and complian•e Orders on consent No. 93.4-23-01", whch compels DOE 

and its contractors to implenent the Mixed Residue Reduction Program in s timely and 
adequate manner.  

In conclusion, RFCC requests that DOE include this Alternative in the final EIS to 

allow i ion of this plan, providing of course that it is also selected as p preferred 

alternative is the Snal Accelerated Sie Acion Plan being evaluated by RFETS.  
Thank you fr your consideraton. Sinorely, 

SCopy to Mark Silvernan, Manager, DOE/RFO/RFETS

1/14.00.00 

2/08.03.00 

1/14.00.00 
cont.

M-178

140000 Comment Number 1

The recommended alternative would not meet the basic goals of the purpose 
and need described in the PEIS. The described alternative provides only 

interim storage and would add an additional site to the DOE complex, while 
one goal is to reduce storage and infrastructure cost. Further, the goal is long
term storage. The described alternative also does not meet the goals for 
disposition as described by the "Spent Fuel Standard." 

Should a decision be made to provide "interim" storage for the RFETS 
materials, that decision will be coordinated and integrated with the decisions 
from this PEIS.  

kt

080300 Comment Number 2

In accordance with existing agreements, DOE is moving toward the removal 
of all weapons-usable fissile materials from RFETS. This is the reason that all 

alternatives for long-term storage in the PEIS include the environmental 
impacts of the removal of the materials from RFETS.
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ROGERS, GORDON J., PASCO, WA 
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01 06 00 Comment Number I 

Comment noted.  

08 03 01 Comment Number 2 

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 

SoCollocation Alternative. Decisions on storage of weapons-usable fissile 

eam J-- /Zog---,I ,,,materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and economic 

,D[,Rs: a.-: . X• .,oWA #W-2. Istudies, national policy considerations, and public input.  

iTaEPIIoNE iXY071 S-47-70 

E .- A• •,,• . . L•"080301 Comment Number 3 
______'__ -..__,_,________.__,___,___,_/__._._______-___,'1/01.06.00 

_,, -- ,The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for new 

missions at Hanford. Decisions on storage and disposition of weapons-usable 

"ea_ 2/08.03.01 fissile materials will be based on environmental analyses, technical and 

, , ,, _ . . d economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.  
S ii. _:•-.•,•_•.• ,., ._ J-.,.•.z, 3/08.03.01 

3/08.03.0 .0803 01 Comment Number 4 
-,.. . 4/08.03.01 

!1._. .'z• . 2.,, ! ,P,•- 'r , , 5/08.03.01 The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for Pu 

" - _ 6/08.03.01 disposition in reactors. Decisions on disposition of weapons-usable fissile 

." , ,,,., . ,,,-materials will be made based upon environmental analyses, technical and 

. -,,4 -economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.  

, , =. "• , x.~ 4 .A" . • ~ con 3/08.03.01 080301 Comment Number 5 
t&'-. -- .-Xi r • /• • o" cont.  

- .. The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 

MOX Reactor and Vitrification Alternatives. Decisions on disposition of 

weapons-usable fissile materials will be based on environmental analyses, 

technical and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public 

input.  

08 03 01 Comment Number 6 

M-173 The Department of Energy recognizes the commentor's concern with the 

Borehole Alternatives. Decisions on the disposition alternatives will be based 

upon environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national 

policy considerations, and public input.
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Comment Number 7

-z "4 41di -- 01•,, : -

e " A. , p, Z, , e. , , • . A4 

S• g.• , €• ... ,,' ,,,'

3/08.03.01 
oont.  

7/11.00.01

8/11.01.01

Funding for all alternatives under the Fissile Materials Disposition Program 
will be through the Government budget process. This program will be funded 
independent of the Environmental Management Program.

1101 01 Comment Number 8

Comment noted.
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RUDDY, KAREN, AMARILLO, TX 
PAGE 1 OF 1

Date: Tue. 23 Apr 1996 0400 

Subject FORUM Form - incomning 

seria_no-I162 
Mairrtle -FORUM Form - incomning 

title - Researdceifinformatio(IScicritstt 
cornpony - Amarillo College 
addrl 

city -Amarillo 
state - Toma 
* -79109 
pbone -0 %353 0552 

email =mkruddy@auctedu 
etype _ public, 
subject 

.. Thve following is the text of the Audiot's Comment.

All system go! It is important to continue the program for Pantcx and 
Amarillo, Tx
END comment

1/08.03.01

E-003

O0

080301 Comment Number I

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support of 
Pantex. Decisions related to future missions at Pantex will be based upon 

environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 

considerations, and public input.

M
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080301 Comment Number 1 

Conmnent ID: P0015 The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to new •' 

atNe: Run R.unl9 missions at INEL. Decisions on the storage and disposition of weapons
Name: RtnssRumsy 

t Dcsos nteado 

Addn,: usable fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical . •" 

Tra•,cption: 
and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input. a 

I =s totally &gain s y m s hipments of usy waste into Idaho of my kind, and I would like to s /0 .0 .0 

the whole [NEL ot. there be dismantled and taken out ofthe state. I don't believe we net d it 1/08.03.01 
her and I am not happy with what's been going on out there for yems. Thank you very much 

Cz
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0803 01 Comment Number 1 

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 

.... .-.-l- ,- o"± ---. • . *...: ,. Existing LWR Alternative. Decisions on disposition of weapons-usable fissile 

materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and economic 
studies, national policy considerations, and public input.  

NAME (Opi--i. ............... 01 0300 Comment Number 2 
ADD4R. : Moa a 0olt rl, ,I- S l) V3 0 

ADDRESS: I l' COMMOl'~ ZOA€f FR4s 36 7347 
The Department of Energy believes that the process for making decisions, 

TELEPHoNE,2O• 524'-•7"7 including national policy considerations, will provide the basis for 

1/08.03.01 implementing Pu disposition actions that will encourage other nations to 

• l-77,J-t&•' 
dispose of their Pu. The technical disposition process may not be the same for 

4u t • •all nations.  

2/01.03.00 

ID-005 

I'



110108 Comment Number I

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's suggestion to 
keep the tritium production mission separate from the Pu disposition mission.  
The separation of these two missions is the DOE's current position. However, 
the Multipurpose Reactor Option was preserved as an option for future 
consideration.
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.
I I

Un~td M208 U"ýW9S-1'--M 

NAME (O0VdIMQ 1JOHA" tf fet5~6',1 
ADOUS: 189 C61HMJ

5
3 .7DAHo FSALU. MS tt,2 

T M, ,4r) .5 2q -qg6-7 

T' fia. P I" < .... .. -p_. JP .,L Z•9.,•

,E ral_ W14 1(7! -4- : ,• ta. P• . r

& -- O

1/16.00.00 

2/16.00.00 

3/09.00.08 

ID-007

160000 Comment Number I

All acronyms used in the Final PEIS Summary are included in the Acronyms 
and Abbreviations section of the document.

160000 Comment Number 2

A lowercase "I" was used as an abbreviation for liters in order to maintain 
consistency with other DOE EISs currently being prepared. This abbreviation 

is consistent with the Style Guide used for this document.

090008 Comment Number 3

Figures S-39 through S-44 in the Summary of the Draft PEIS reflect the total 
impacts for each of the Reactor Alternatives. The x-axis key on each of the 

graphs identifies the number of reactors that were used to determine the total 

impact. Therefore, the bar charts reflect the impacts for the number of reactors 

identified.
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SALINIS, EUSTOLNE, JR., RICHLAND, WA 
PAGE 1 OF 1

* :, ;Comment Form .  
4ý wmeint mpp~r todý the'un docupicnb:tz 

pan e • V$t d UWugxmemrt htf EM&7 
I ... .St r h" . ... I 

United St.%.. D~p.K.-I We En~gy

NAMD S .Oi -,l . '? i, ..ra-
Aj AeC_-t 4 .7 rx

TELEPHONE' I 1N) ,4 

A V

1/08.03.01

WA-003

080301 Comment Number 1

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for new 
missions at Hanford. Decisions on storage and disposition of weapons-usable 
fissile materials will be based on environmental analyses, technical and 
economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.
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SALISBURY, DIANA, SARDINIA, OH 
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APril 9. 1996 

David Nulton 
US. Department of Energy 
Office of Flele Material Disposition 
P.O. Box 23786 
Washington. D.C. 20026-3786 

Re- COMMENTS SUBMITTED ON THE DRAFT FOR STORAGE AND 
DISPOSITION OF FISSILE MATERIALS 

Dear Mr. Nultont

The Department of Energy lists two categories for the 
alSPosition of fismile materialat long term storage and 
Plutonium disposition. Alternatives presented to the public 
from theme two categories are undefined and probable to be 
"hybrids" from many options. Under theme circumstances. it 
Is nearly inposeible for the public to otter comment on the 
agency'a m•ot probable actions and to foresee consequences 
of those actions. Public health and safety should be the 
agency's highest Priority in the selection of alternatives 
tor the management of fIlesIle materials. Restoration of 
Public trust would logically follow from such a priority 
system.  

The agency defines "long term" as fifty years. The "no 
action" alternative would be logically Interpreted to mean 
that the agency intends to leave fissile materials on-site 
with no actions Implemented to protect the public, workers.  
and the environment from contamination by these materials.  
This alternative does not appear to be reasonable or have 
serious merit for agency consideration.  

Upgrading of existing facilities should be fully explained 
to the public. "Partial consolidation" should be clearly 
defined as to what materials are being consolidated, where 
potential sites for consolidation have been identified by 
DOE, In what amounts, and with what future agency 
intent.lons. Agency terminology of consolidation with no 
future Intentions "at this time' Is not likely to inspire 
confidence from the public regarding the agency s openness.  

The consolidatlon alternative poses many unsolved technical 
problems and rIsks to the public. Transportation of this 
material tO centralized or regionalized sites would contain 
risk from exposure to workers, commiunitiee along 
transportation routes. commercial carriers, and the "ost" 
coslunitles of the storage facilities. It would appear tnat 
the consolidation alternative has inherent potential 
problems and that reducing risks of "mnal ir" disasteri 
cannot be reasonably accomplished by consolidation o: 
materlals In one or two sites for "larger' disasters.

1/01,04.00 

2/08.03.00 

3/02.01.08 

4/02.00.08 

5/09.00.08 

M-031

010400 Comment Number I

The PEIS evaluates two Proposed Actions: long-term storage of weapons
usable fissile materials and the disposition of materials declared surplus to 
national defense needs. Long-term storage is not a disposition option. Long
term storage has three alternatives analyzed in the PEIS: Upgrade at Multiple 
Sites, Consolidation of All Pu At a Single Site, and Collocation of Pu With 
HEU At a Single Site. Disposition has three categories of alternatives: Pu 
Burning in Reactors, Pu Immobilization in a Glass or Ceramic Form, and 
Emplacement of Pu in Deep Boreholes. It is possible that a hybrid alternative 
involving more than one disposition option could be selected in the ROD. It 
is also possible that the same site could be chosen for storage and some 
disposition activities. The PEIS (Chapter 4) reflects the cumulative impacts of 
these activities. Cumulative impacts are also provided in the Summary.

080300 Comment Number 2

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's suggestion 
regarding the criteria that should be used in determining the Preferred 
Alternative for the storage and disposition of weapons-usable fissile 
materials. The criteria, along with other input provided through the public 
review process, will be presented to the decisionmaker to support the ROD.

020108 Comment Number 3

The National Environmental Policy Act requires the analysis to include the 
No Action Alternative as a baseline to compare the potential environmental 
impacts. The No Action Alternative may not accomplish the purpose and need 
as identified by the PEIS, which is the case for storage and disposition.  
However, should the No Action Alternative be chosen, ongoing actions such 
as material stabilization, security, health, and safety improvements would 
continue under the current management direction to ensure that the 
environment and the people are protected.
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2 

PLUTONIUM DISPOSITION! 

Twotof the three alternatives presented by the agency for 
plutonium are lInbI lization and reactor use. From 
conversation on or about April 2. 1996 with Cheryl Hoss of 
the Nuclear Energy Institute. the alternative of plutonium 
used for nuclear reactor fuel Is being promoted by some 
Interests as a one time run-through with disposal afterward.  
Both al rnatives postpone, but do not eliminate the problem 
of thatoroven technology exists for repository disposal.  
"Recycling' as a one time run-through for use as nuclear 
reactor fuel does not eliminate the problem of waste 
disposal and containment, it merely postpones dealing with 
the problem.  

It would appear to me that asking the public to pay for 
reactor conversion for a one-time run through to extract 
energy from this Material before disposal is not well 
considered use of public funds. (THE CINCINNATI ENOUIRER.  
"PLUTONIUM MAY BE RECYCLED." Saturday. March 30. 1996. Copy 
enclosed) 

the civilian nuclear power industry clearly is 
interasted in the material, especially It the government 
provides it free and pays for reactor conversions.  
(IBID.) 

The third alternative, deep borehole, has no proven merit 
and no realistic possibility that a site could be selected 
with public approval. The concept of public approval should 
be Inherently part of the agency's decision in disposition 
of materials under its management. The agency has offered 
assistance to local and state governments in Its spent 
nuclear fuel EIS. The agency has suggested that DOE would 
offer assistance to state and local governments to site 
necessary faclities. If opposition from the public required 
assltance, to law enforcement personnel. I would 
reapetfully request that the agency offer asslstance to the 
public to meaningfully participate In the agency's 
oscil!on-maklng process rather than offer assistance to site 
facilitIes over public objections.  

The agency has defined *long term' as fifty years. Given 
the current lack of alternative with likelihood of success 
for even this time period, the most preferred alternative 

may well be continued research for a disposal methoo with 
probability of containment from the environment.  

Consequences of miscalculations and human error in the 
disposition of fissile materials are irceversible. I 
respectfully ask the agency to consider the long term

6/01.02.00 

7/08.03.01 

M-031

020008 Comment Number 4

The Final PEIS describes the storage alternatives, with sections explaining 
the approach for each site including locations and quantities. The intent of the 
storage alternatives is to provide safe, secure storage of the surplus materials 
until they can be processed for disposition, or for long-term (up to 50 years) 
storage of the nonsurplus materials.

090008 Comment Number 5

The risks to workers and the public at DOE sites and communities along 
transportation routes are considered in the decisionmaking process. Other 
areas of potential impacts include biological, cultural, air quality, water, and 
socioeconomics. All were given consideration before the Preferred 
Alternative was selected and will be considered in reaching the ROD.

010200 Comment Number 6

Comment noted.

080301 Comment Number 7

The Department of Energy has an on-going national dialogue effort to obtain 
input to its decisionmaking process, cross-cutting various programs, to 
achieve fully integrated decisions.  

The timeframe of 50 years for long-term storage was deemed appropriate 
when considering the lifecycle of a facility. Anything beyond that period 
would likely be considered speculative in the NEPA sense. Research and 
development is both on-going and planned to support disposition 
alternative(s) if selected, the ROD would include pilot facilities.
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implications of its actions In Record of Decision beyond the 

fifty year time period. Given the present pressures from 

development interests on the agency for specific actions ano 

funding to for those actions. I request that the agency 

consider *preferred alternatives' for the protection of the 

public health and safety. Please see attached letter ot 

March 12. 1996 from Mr. Steven Carter of Ohio Valley 

Regional Development Commiesion to the DOE regarding 
distribution of funding allocated to the agency for site 

remedlation at the Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant 
located in Piketon, Ohio. It would appear that public funds 

for agency projects determined to be necessary for the 7/08.03.01 
public health and safety under National Environmental Policy cont.  
Act are considered potential sources of revenue for the 

siting of development projects.  

The agency Is too frequently perceived as a funding source 

for development Interests and quasi-governmental entities.  

The only long term and consistent interest In agency 

decision-making process comes from the directly affected 

public. It Is the public that bears the risk. pays the 

cost. and lives with the long term consequences of agency 

decisions.  

Thank you for any consideration given my comments on this 

vitally Important issue.  

Rgispectfully submitted.  

7019 Ashridge Arnhelm Road 
Sardinia. Ohio 45171 
(513) 446-3135 telephone an5Vfax 

cc: The Honorable Rob Portman 

en.•l oures 
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OHIO VALLEY REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION 
A R.gon9 i P.,in.,ahip O.4,cai1d io the Oeruiop9enl o. 1o 1.en Tho 

March 12, 1996 

US. Department of Energy 
Environmental lnfornuatmo Center 

FY'98 Prioneizaticn Comments 
505 West Emmiti Avceue, Suite 3 

Waverty, OH 45690 

Dea Sirs 

Thank you for the invitation to attend the February 26, 1996, Public Stakeholders Meeting 

inviting input into the U.S. L'ipa.,mnent of Energy's FY'98 Environmental Management 

Budget for the Portsmouth Site in Piketon. Ohio. Our written comments follow 

I) It "ha been our understanding in listening to public comments from 

Thomas Grumbly, Assistant Secretary for Environmenta] Management, dunng 

his presentation at the March 1995, DOE Worker Transition/Local 

Governments Conference in Washington, D.C. that he encouraged local 

governments and Community RcUse Organizations to request a percentage of 

DOE Site Environmental Management Budgets for use in Community 

Transition Planning/Projects. The Ohio Valley Regional Developmeni 

Commission requests 10% of DOE's Potlsmouth Environmental Budget to be 

utied for projects prioritized by OVRDC and its Community ReUse 

Organization, in addition to future requests for 3161 funding through the DOE 

Office of Worker & Commiunity Transition. h is our expectation to request 

this percentage of DOE's Portsumouth Environmental Manageroeni'ProJeci 

budget for the forthcoming fiscal year. Local governments have authority and 

responsibilities under the National Environmental Protection Act to exercise 

review of federal environmontal management progris affecting local 

jurisdictions, and we plan to assist local governments in thin effort 

2) It is evident that the FY'98 ADS/RDS Development Process did not sohci; 

stakeholder input during the initial Fall-Winter 1995 development stages of 

drafting protect and environmental clean-up priorties for the Portsmouth and 

Oak Ridge sitos. It is our understanding that stakeholder input will be 

solicited during these early developmental stages in funtre planning/budget 

years, and we offer our assistance in planning such future meetings.  

3) We have comments regarding the Management Evaluation Matrix (MEM) 

which was developed to prioritize enviroinctietal projects by a ranking and 

suirong process. it is not evident to the Ohio Valley Regional Development 

Commission how the category percentages for Public Safety & Health (25%) 

Site Personnel. Safety & Health (15%); Environmental Protection (15%).  

Compliance ( 12%)i Mission Impact (15%): Mortgage Reduction (15%). and 

Social. Cultural. -conomic__30/%) were arrived at. by whom. and with what 

A 3 i•- ont"- iis our ihouaght that even with personnel safety tramning procedures 

in place that the category of Site Personnel. Safety & Health (15%) should 

have as high a category pcit.•€agc ranking as Public Safety & hlcalth (25.%)

Law, ence 

PAO 

a.W 
Rots 

S~no,
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It is also the Cenmussion's opinion that the remaining 50% of percentage rankings 
should be divided up equally among the other five (5) categories including an 
increase in the percentage ranking (to at least 10%) given to the category of 
aoeial. eultural. anid economice values. lisa als ow cii ifmon that where mitigation 
"-i suibbietý& coat ?toji-c"lZ appropriate amounts of funds to safeguard or 
resnediate inpaeted social. cultural, and economic values. -• 

4) It is ow observation that the enry points for stakeholde input dunag the 
Environmental Masagement Budget Process do cot coielate well among the 
November 15. 1995 *ADS/RDS Development Process' and 'ORO - Specific 
Process" usinaarvociea in the 'Environmental Management Risk-based 
Prioritization Public Presentati"' ad the "Public Participation in Fiscal Year 1998 Environmental Management Budget' pamphlet.  

"Thank you for this oppoetimity to addrts these requests. conc n i and issues during this pujlic 
e period. Overall the peogioed DOE budget/project prioitization process is a major 
impoUvesent in that it does involve local governments, citizens and affected stakeholders in the 
evolving multi-billion dollar envirnmental cleanup missions at DOE sites throughout the nation.  

Sincerely yowl.  

Steven T. Carter 
Economic Devclopmemt Dirmtor 

"cc: Gene Gillespie. Portsmouth DOE Site Offiec 
Thomas Grumbly, U.S. Department of Energy 
Dan Neff, Governor's Office of Appalachia 
Randy Runyon. Community ReUse Organization Chairman 
Ohio EPA 

M-031
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Comment Number 1

SANFORDASSOCIATES 
ClNsh-dk 

T-,=2 

chmark S. Sonsfwu 
9 April 1996 

II. tark Blaser. Ph.D.  
Taesr Tarth. Sac.  

5203 Leeaburg Pik.  
Suite 900 
Falls Charch, VA 22041 

1.1. DOE Oak t4sie fneiroaunmtal Report (-S/fSB-31/Vl. p. P.) 

5.1 fDOE Draft Pt15 Stockpli. Stewardahtp sod 4ntssmenr 

D..r Mr. Blo..r: 

At tha publiC Isatttl t Oak Ridge on April 2rd the pbhlir 
record contains Oar stat.e.eats of d laasreslen t. Ple.s scet the 

eclosare as substantiat.on of :p position that DOE Oak lIdgs (

12) has *aamaaltorad" :rb. . e.tss.ons, oor fo ..atlo lad 

-oe to deny their existean. Please r* e t:I he ret oeeced 

encI osre and assist ma larorrerttnK the pubic _ rerord. This 

la ersfi c a tIo n ia nec es s ry 10 o rd e r to di hs s at t accnra t e an 

timely ifformation for pablhl dl c.s..lo.  

The DOM ilnfard Eniaesnrlng Laboratory HaOH1S coapoter 

model abe used a =saat-infimite plese" for caiculstiat diapersioe 

of a irnorne radio'rtive ha"ardou. vaste. The b.n.ord o"51I 

oepater diapers ion modal uaed at ODO Osh n idhe ia based on a 

"semi.ml-i.nt. pluse.. Pleas: : o*: ent an the taltulated aau 

esios 1e.den5 for the1e nodelsa in relatea to on ..n.al 

nr tharortitl dome serssA &s cLUtl camalatlna dos-.  

I.f you can acknowladge that there is , geoaraphiral "ridge 

sad valleyn pref erate foe pluses with their airborne polutant 

loadl~aa f than I hollevs that vstan deduce that biosphere 

actamutatiom I. glans the atreams whicha ree ithin C:.. _alleys.  

Biosphere aacmlatIon*" of ha -aaataa Coe-rs donnaind from the 9

25 cite atoms the Rest Park poplar Creek. The pluo'a de rrasain2 

tenpetaurotor: c a r , pollution particulatee to Settle into the 

tact Fork Poplar Crahk D rataSa Raotn. The Stae a Porestar 

(priIate conersation) has atated that Pine Beetiles attack 

stressed vegtatIso. Mooce. the lost Po- h Poplar Crusk Pits 

Meetle infestattion hanb diraetly Sitked to eaterborne and 

mirhorne pollutante. Confirnation of thia theis - be made bd 

atnato absorption anolyaim of the infsted tIree stoch. Hi.sorical 

toapert505 can ha made hy corralotinD tree rine growth with 

infrared aerial photoerapho of the area where a dimeased iree 

canopy coer reflacta a different solar wseleength than a health?

1/09.10.08 

2/09.03.05

M-209

The radionuclide emissions in this PEIS are assumed to be from single or 
multiple stack releases other than ground mass loading emissions. For stack 

releases of radioactive material, "semi-infinite plume" models such as GENII 

are appropriate for estimating radionuclide dispersion in air and subsequent 

human health effects. Also, the GENII code is widely used in DOE and NRC 

assessments of radiological human health effects at operating nuclear 

facilities.

090305 Comment Number 2

The dispersion characteristics of an air pollutant plume depend on the source 
characteristics (release height, exit temperature, exit velocity), terrain over 

which the plume is emitted, the meteorology of the area, and the mixing 

height. There is no geographical preference for plumes with airborne 

pollutant loadings independent of the environmental parameters previously 

delineated.  

The commentor's information relative to the conduct of atomic absorption 

analysis and historical studies of color infrared aerial photography to assess 

stressed vegetation is noted. Analyses to address possible impacts resulting 

from existing operations not related to the Proposed Action at ORR are not 

within the scope of this PEIS.

091008
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Since public :copin& meetings and co:,ent neetings are 
Inter-rated. and since preceding DOE Records of Decision nre 
precursor to current Programmatic Environseniai Impact 
State*ents; then this comment letter should be upplicabie tu not 
only the current PEIS, but it should alan bc cepebie of improving 
deficiencies In p est leecings end pest documentn. Pies foroerd 
this Ietter end your response to: T.S. Tynde I. government 
information coordinator. FedoralI nformatIon Exchange (ttyndoi1 
@fedlx.fie.com); and other relevant progras contact personnel.  

Please believe se to be cordially yours.

Sincerely.  

encl.  

xc. DOE ORE 
EPA-A 
DOE/OR Site Specific Advisory Board 
Sen.tor Bill Friet 
Senator Fred Thompson 
Congressmrn Bob Clement

M-209
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Savarnnah River Site 

CITIZENS ADVISORY BOARD 
R..cuwniefdotif No.2M 

May 14. lio 
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080300 Comment Number 1

Comment noted.

100000 Comment Number 2

The human health risks of material transportations associated with the 
proposed Pu storage and disposition alternatives are evaluated and presented 
in Section 4.4 of this PEIS. The more detailed description of the methodology 
and supporting data for the analysis is presented in the Appendix G.  
Transportation of radioactive materials between sites includes health risks for 
both normal operations and accident conditions to the public and workers.

080301 Comment Number 3

The Department of Energy recognizes the commentor's concern with the 
Borehole Alternatives. Decisions on the disposition alternatives will be based 
upon environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national 
policy considerations, and public input.

060208 Comment Number 4

This alternative is addressed in the PEIS.

010400 Comment Number 5

The Department of Energy, in considering the Spent Fuel Standard, evaluated 
the adequacy of the Standard versus the greater degree of destruction 
achievable with other options such as the Deep Burn Reactor Option and the 
Accelerator Option. It was judged that the Spent Fuel Standard is adequate 
since it would convert the weapons Pu to a form making it as difficult to 
retrieve and reuse in weapons as the Pu contained in the much larger existing 
volume of spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.  

The Department of Energy concluded that the shorter disposition time 
achievable with more mature technologies was more desirable than the 
greater Pu destruction that could only be achieved over a much longer time 
period through the use of Deep Burn Reactors and Accelerators. The NAS 
also adopted the Spent Fuel Standard as the most acceptable form for 
conversion of weapon Pu.
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080301 Comment Number 6

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for SRS.  

Decisions on storage and disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials will 

be based upon environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, 

national policy considerations, and public input.
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I Scorl, RICHARD G., AMARILLO, TX 
"PAGE 1 OF 1

Comment Number 1
Comment ID: 
Date Received: 
Name: 
Address:

P0032 
May I. 1996 
Richard G. Scott 
4305 Emil Street 
Amarillo. TX

Transcription: 

I an against the storag of plutoniumn or amy type of storae of nuclear materials at the Pantex 
PlamtinAmarillo. The Amarillo Chamber ofCommerct does not speak for all ofus. lons 
World War t1 veteran and retired and have lived in Amarillo for 25 yeas. This is to let you 
know that a lot of the people in the city and in the arm ate not for any storage of nclear 
materials at the Pantex Plant. Thank you.

1/08.03.01

P-032

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to new 
missions at Pantex. Decisions on storage and disposition of weapons-usable 
fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and 
economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

080301
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010600 Comment Number I

Comment noted.

080200 Comment Number 2

The Department held eight public meetings to present the information 
contained in the Draft PEIS and to receive public comments. These meetings 
were advertised in a variety of ways to encourage full public participation. All 
comments submitted received equal consideration.

080301 Comment Number 3

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 
Reactor Alternative using MOX fuel. Decisions on disposition of weapons
usable fissile materials will be made based upon environmental analyses, 
technical and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public 
input.

130000 Comment Number 4

While the Pu is in the MOX fuel form, it is owned by the U.S. Government 
and would be subject to high standards of safeguards and security. The 
utilization of MOX fuel for Pu disposition is consistent with the President's 
Nonproliferation Policy. The surplus Pu in this form would be inspectable by 
IAEA, as appropriate.
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cont.  
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12/08.03.01 

2/08.02.00 
cont.

010600 Comment Number 5

The President's Nonproliferation Policy states the United States will not 
recycle Pu. Burning weapons-usable Pu in reactors does not utilize the 
recycling process because the Pu in the spent fuel from this process will not 
be extracted for reuse in new fuel. This is consistent with U.S. policy since no 
Pu is being recycled. After a once-through fuel cycle, the Pu would be 
converted to a nonproliferation form as spent reactor fuel.  

Decisions on disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials will be made 
based on environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national 
policy considerations, and public input.

060101 Comment Number 6

Comment noted. Hanford, along with other sites, is included as a 
"representative site" in DOE's consideration for analyzing a MOX fuel 
fabrication facility.

060108 Comment Number 7

Comment noted.

120000 Comment Number 8

The Department of Energy's recently released Program Plan for the Civilian 
Radioactive Waste Management Plan continues to maintain a year 2010 
startup date for the NWPA-HLW repository. In the interim, the Fissile 
Materials Disposition Program has established that each alternative be 
evaluated assuming the entire inventory of material forms can be stored 
onsite until an NWPA-HLW repository is available.

010300 Comment Number 9

Should the CANDU Reactor Alternative be selected with the ROD, 
agreement from the Canadian Federal and Provincial Government must be 
obtained, and a Canadian environmental assessment with public involvement 
must take place prior to implementation of this alternative.
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cont.  
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010400 Comment Number 10

Comment noted. In accordance with NEPA, the PEIS evaluates a range of 
reasonable alternatives for the disposition of surplus Pu. The disposition of Pu 
in reactors using MOX fuel is considered a reasonable alternative and is, 
therefore, analyzed in the PEIS.

010600 Comment Number 11

Comment noted.

080301 Comment Number 12

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
Vitrification Alternative. Decisions on disposition of weapons-usable fissile 
materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and economic 
studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

080000 Comment Number 13

The Preferred Alternative for Pu disposition as stated in the Final PEIS, 
includes Reactor Alternatives. Should a Reactor Alternative be selected at the 
ROD, DOE would issue a Request for Proposal to interested parties to solicit 
MOX fuel fabrication facility design and construction proposals.

080000 Comment Number 14

In the interest of openness and more informed decisionmaking, DOE released 
Technical Summary Reports to the public as soon as they became available.  
Cost data, along with technical and schedule data, was provided in Technical 
Summary Reports of both storage and disposition in the summer of 1996.  
Results of the nonproliferation analysis were made available in the fall of 
1996. Each of these analyses along with the environmental analysis and 
public input will be integrated into DOE's decisionmaking process.
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010600 Comment Number 15 

The purpose of the Proposed Action is, in part, to establish the technical and •" 
program infrastructure that will enable the United States to take unilateral 
action or negotiate reciprocal actions with other nations for the disposition of " 
surplus weapons-usable Pu. This PEIS addresses the environmental impacts • 
of the reasonable alternatives for DOE's Proposed Action. Analyses of the 
cost, schedule, technical, and Nonproliferation Policy impacts are described 
in separate documents to support DOE's ROD. The cost, schedule, and 
technical analyses were made available for public review beginning in 
July 1996. The nonproliferation analysis was made available to the public 
beginning in October 1996. DOE also conducted a series of public meetings, 
prior to the issuance of the Final PEIS, to discuss the analysis of the 
Nonproliferation Policy as it relates to the Proposed Action and alternatives.  

0801 00 Comment Number 16 

At the request of several organizations and individuals, the public comment 
period was extended to a total of 92 days. DOE held public meetings for 
scoping of the PEIS, as well as to provide information and to receive 
comments on the Draft PEIS as part of the NEPA process. Also, there were 
separate meetings to present DOE analyses of the nonproliferation aspects of 
the storage and disposition alternatives. Each of these sets of meetings were 
advertised in a variety of ways to encourage full public participation. DOE 
was also invited to participate in meetings held by local groups concerning 
the management of weapons-usable fissile materials in Seattle and Portland.
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PANTEX WORKSHOPS April 22, 1996 

Statement by William H_ Seewald

Given the time allotted and the amount of information to be covered in these "work

shops," rmark wilt have to be brief and abridged. However, notwithstanding the 

voluminous issues of great concern, some reference must be made to the process.  

Comb*inng these three documents into a single opportunity for public input together with 

the very short amount of lime much of the material has been available does justice 

neither to the NEPA proeCss itself, nor to the people and agencies that wish to make 

ressoned responses to these document& At least in the case of the Stockpile 

Stewardship as wel as the Storage and Disposition, the documents are substantive 

enough to requiire careftuil analysis. It is also an unavoidable conclusion that the hearing 

process envisioned by NEPA has been transformed by DOE into a format they fetl they 

can more effectively control - that being the workshops. There is nothing wrong with 

workshops per s. but they do not meet the govemment's full responsibiilty to the 

public. That any of us at ai are standing here to give testimony is only the result of 

citizen lobbying and the willingness of individuals to face down any obstacles to get 

their concerns into the public record.  

One overriding point mrst be made regarding the Stockpile Stewardship and 

Management document even though one also must look at the cumulative impact of all 

three. it is dear that one of the significant premises compelling much of the 

decision-making process is the extreorlinary attempt by the government to justify the 

continued operation of all three of the major DOE weapons laboratories, Los aemos, 

Sanoia, and Lawrence Livermore. The redundant laboratory capacity built during the 

cold war to spur competition can now only be characterized as an obscene abuse of the 

tax-payers pocketbook- That such a political decision gets made in Washington is 

certalnly no surprise, but it is incumbent on at of us to demand accountability in these 

decisions. to refuse to acquiesce in expedient political decisions ca well as those that 

are based on bed science or a disregard for the natural resources of the Panhandle.  

The Storage and Disposition document with its potentially momentous effect on our 

area is tragically flawed in three important areas. Number one, it doesn' realy live up 

to the second part of its title. If long-term storage decisions are to be made, It seems 

absolutely essential that they be informed by a least a fairly concrete sense of the 

method of disposal as welt as where that will happen, the time frame, and a reasonable 

consideration of the processes themselves. Secondy, this EIS, as with the others 

under consideration today, does not make a realistic distinction between strategic and 

surplus plutonium. The effort to maintain two thirds of all the plutonium ever produced 

in the U.S. as "strategic" evidences a less than serious commitment to disarmament as 

well as giving rise to the suspicion that some effort to generate commerce in plutonium 

is superseding the security need to immobilize this dangerous substanCe. Thirdly, this

1/08.01.00 

2/01.02.00 

3/01.00.00 

4/01.06,00 

I 5/09.00.04 

TX-055

080100 Comment Number I

The combining of meetings was done at the specific request of .the public near 
several DOE sites and was not considered to have any negative impacts on 

the public review process. This request was based upon a need to hear how 

these documents were related to one another and to avoid requiring public 

attendance at several meetings spanning several days. The Draft PEIS and 

reference documents were made available in advance of the public meetings.

010200
It is true that the long-term storage decision is related to the decision on 
disposition, especially with regard to timing which will impact the storage 

capacity required, and siting which should reflect the experience base and 

existing infrastructure at a particular location. DOE is confident that a 

decision can be made on disposition technology(ies) at the ROD, based on 

available data and environmental, technical, cost, schedule, and 

nonproliferation assessments completed to date. DOE is conducting small

scale tests and demonstrations of some Pu disposition technologies to remove 

uncertainties in their viability.

010000
As defined in Chapter 1 (Figure 1.4-1) and in the Summary (Figure S-1) of 
the Draft PEIS, Pu in the strategic reserve is not surplus.

010600
Comment noted. The amount of Pu determined to be "strategic" is beyond the 
scope of this PEIS. The Secretary's February 1996 Openness Initiative 

announced the amount of surplus Pu which supported the basis for the 

quantity analyzed in this PEIS.

090004

Comment noted.
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document sets Out options that would obligate pIluonium processing. generating al 
kinds of new nuclear waste streams that have never existed at Pantex before. The 
document gives little or no consideration to the effect on Panhandle agriculture. Just 
the threat of contamination from these actitles could devastate the msrketahbltty of our 
poducts. It furthermore remains unconscionable that apparernty considerations other 
than the water needs of domestic and agicultural usage seem to preclude the realistic 
designation of the Ogallala as an aquifer eligible for the fullest protection of federal law 
and policy.  

The Site-Wide EIS, an effort brought about by citizen lobbying of the Department of 
Energy. has not realy been in the public domain long enough for a detailed 
consideration. Unfortunately. the substance of the document itself may require much 
less time than the gravity of the issues warrants. There is again no consideration of the 
most basic industry of the Panhandle. agriculture. The agreement to evaluate 
alternative storage shies for pits. specifically Department of Defense sites seems to 
have been an insubstantial one since that site is not included in the actual storage EIS.  
if. as Implied in the analysis, Manzano mountain becomes ineligible because of the the 
threat such a facility represents to Albuquerque, what are we to make of the 
government's concern for the residents of the Panhandle? 

Sad to say we hear more about jobs than grave Issues relative to safety and the 
protection of natural resources. But the best way absolutely to protect jobs In the 
Panhandle, whether In agriculture or at the Pantex Plant itself, is to keep the plant from 
becoming the next Rocky Flats. When that happens the only jobs will be for nuclear 
waste handlers and the state regulators who can only step in after the damage Is 
actually done but who have no federally mandated authority over many of the 
processing functions being proposed. On top of the Ogallala Aquifer is the wrong place 
for long-term storage of plutonium, nuclear waste facilities, or any kind of plutonium 
processing.

5/09.00.04 
cont.

6/09.04.08

TX-055

090408 Comment Number 6

Potential impacts to groundwater quality are considered to be minimal at all 
facilities due to hazardous materials/waste handling and treatment/disposal 
Federal and State requirements.
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1/01.04.00 

2/09.00.04 

1/01.04.00 
cont.

F-031

010400 Comment Number 1

One of the screening criteria used for selection of reasonable alternatives to 
be analyzed in the PEIS is technical feasibility. To the extent possible, DOE 

will use existing and proven technologies for construction and operation of 

the storage and disposition facilities in the Proposed Action. Should new 

technologies be chosen for Pu disposition, DOE will demonstrate them prior 

to implementation.

090004 Comment Number 2

Current and future operations at Pantex are not expected to affect the water 
quality of the Ogallala Aquifer. However, since this aquifer is being depleted 

(that is, the current withdrawal is exceeding the current recharge), Pantex 

operations contribute to the depletion of the Ogallala Aquifer and are 

analyzed in the PEIS. Also, current and future operations at Pantex are not 

expected to impact the soil used for agriculture and farming in the Pantex 

region.
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080301 Comment Number 1

- dtt J&1',A A iA, 

A-7 5 ....

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 
Reactor Alternative using MOX fuel. Decisions on disposition of weapons
usable fissile materials will be made based upon environmental analyses, 
technical and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public 
input.

080301 Comment Number 2

d d .-tI -, • i ......
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1/08.03.01 

2108.03.01 

1/08.03.01 
cont.  

2/08.03.01 
cont.

M-272

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
Immobilization Alternative. Decisions on disposition of weapons-usable 
fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and 
economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.
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00 u/s

I)Q OQ 08 Comment Number 1

'Me health impacts from proposed Pu storage and disposition facilities during 
normal operation and potential accidents are analyzed and presented in the 

Final PEIS. The results include the radiation dose and latent cancer risk for 

the MEI, population within 80 km (50 mi), and the involved workers and their 

applicable radiation limit. The radiation doses are regulated by individual 

dose; not collective population dose. Proposed 10 CFR part 834 (see 58 FR 

16268) would require an ALARA program and would generally limit the 

potential annual population dose to 100 person-rem/yr from all pathways 

combined for DOE activities. This requirement does not imply that the 

radiation dose for the MEI could exceed the respective regulatory limit.  

Actually, this is an additional radiation limit to the exposed public.

Burning weapons Pu in reactors does not utilize the recycling process because 
the Pu in the spent fuel from this disposition action will not be extracted for 

reuse in new fuel. The Reactor Option will utilize a once-through fuel cycle.  

Spent fuel will be disposed of with other commercial reactor spent fuel. This 

is consistent with U.S. policy since no Pu is being recycled. Pu would arrive 

at the reactor in the form of fresh fuel which could not be used in weapons 

without extensive reprocessing to extract the Pu. Necessary safeguards and 

security during the MOX fuel fabrication process and at the reactors would 

be provided.

The spent fuel produced from burning MOX fuel in reactors would be 

essentially the same as spent fuel currently produced by commercial reactors.  

This spent fuel would eventually go to a permanent geologic repository as in 

the case of commercial spent fuel. Although it is true that no permanent 

repository has yet been licensed, this option would displace spent fuel that 

would have otherwise been created by commercial reactors.
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Comment Number 4

. If. on atm otler hand. te MOX spet fuel Is rroesseud In a lengiy recyring ~ to 
hawut and bum the rffahmlfg Pu. the prooer of storitog me resuling high Wel Wasks wll et 
remn, Thes problems od Bls stoa0ge and handifg of MOX waste. wieVr sp•n•t fue 
Is stoMd as I or wil be reprocessed before storage, am not cleerly addressed in this PEIS. The 
omialon Is serious. We should remember mat spent fuel I fldi in hard to hande radioactive 
Isotopes of niuwalc alement. especk*ly annervta and Makum, much idcher than b unbumt 
component. Morever. reprocessing produces a gresar volume of highly radloactivt wars 
Oman Vie spes uel reproceaseL.  

A neberof t public has to symnpathize with epoyewe *I DOE a mey saggle lo find 
ways to Isokate teeS. maleeuate. Not me tint riut probiem is guarng agasmf oroltcitty 
khddents. or "on large seeks cdmaters. Thes seem to be specially severe wih regard to 1) 
t highly rad•oactive Skluds produced by reprocessig. avd 2) vtrlteaion pmr em I Whichl 
PuO2. by not dissoling completely. may cump enough to caue aticely. Nrthele, V9 
1tie1e1t 1Ial "M0X fuel faricaton (but not r0ecr utrning) at European faclues remains a 

ro e lioarei ~option. . . sounds SM an Fcp - ef1for to nakev1 run around 
dMitullis and dainge (and pos•ible eonvomhenti reguaflet) mtat hold not be expored.  

On Vie whol. Vi pr3oblems involved hI reducng critly riis seme equaly hazardous.  
wheter DOE opM (1) to vty Pu Whi. aside from waqile. wo Vt reque riprocessing 

paro 1 ruom spent fuelpdudng ar v mes of hWghly redoe e M qM" was iid mu 
be p•epebu kept cmo) or () to carry out rexeetod cyces o buronig and reprocessig MOX 
to reduce Pu sdtoples--toi Intreahig the accurnulaton of HLW.  

It may be mat such hzauds reduced hi vtltligf Vi rensM arnoit of lready 
Proosaed Pu on hand hI the PANTEX pledt and Rodiy Flat. whflc could presumably be 
1d ed 1111 MOX. HWoevr. s•ce V overall bump of Pu In MOX Is a slow poe 
(becme wen Pu Is loaded a lue Old codumo. some is aloo oreated by neutron cii, - by 
m1e U-238 hnia Vient), eNd more high level waste labeling prloducd Sajnný g Vie std ple u 
do@s no appe Io be te perfect waylore fLev me US 0i1 •elrnramsmo• o pu tces. As 
for vWeiton. I may be as ifflolut to find long tann sr snare t or lfe but s9t highly 
radloeave Pu as It Is for the unvtrilied stdipltes.  

t hae not conimented on the deep borehole itemative becst e it emas highly unlk*ey 
to be a slous candalat for an Immense tractlon of ft light DOE budget in vlew of all the 
above oonsidertlone. N I were a decision renler In tVie hols of demeives fOr oE to psune, 
I woul favr mwe Long Temi Storage alornalive. However. I would am te provso ViaL while 
mef0dig alol5ie xesIg 11111es as see to operate mad •a good neighbors a Ie now hutmanfy 
pes1111. DOE shomud oncentrate on d•velopi• g meed of long tenn custodians p Viat wi 
assi9e to futum peoples Ie - fiy to maintain corol of Vihf laelie inhledltnce.  

It wold ighten me burden of Vhes helrs of our rapid Indiaization and waffme eimh 
in techrology IN e ULS Deparrnen of Eneryw d be a Wold lede r ih phe out tm use ol 
nudcea Srgy. wVih Its iacelensn aougAm bon of high &Wd low levl wast. unless problern 
of both Vhr long term Isoolalon and ~ left fn t ltodw•pshi cen be sored.  

Sinceralyn 

Ellen Whicaster 
for mhe Sieram Clbs Nadlcuat Nudea Wafte Task Force

4/01.06.00 

5/08.03.01 

6/01.02.00 

7/08.03.01

M-214

The President's Nonproliferation Policy says the United States will not 
recycle Pu. Burning weapons Pu in reactors does not utilize the recycling 
process because the Pu in the spent fuel from this process will not be extracted 
for reuse in new fuel. This is consistent with U.S. policy since no Pu is being 
recycled. After a once-through fuel cycle, the Pu would be converted to a 
nonproliferation form as spent reactor fuel.

080301 Comment Number 5

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to 
MOX fuel fabrication at European facilities. Criticality controls will be 
provided in the technical details of the alternative(s) chosen for both storage 
and disposition. Decisions on storage and disposition of weapons-usable 
fissile materials will be made based upon environmental analysis, technical 
and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

010200 Comment Number 6

The Pu disposition process would not involve reprocessing. In the case of 
MOX fuel burning in reactors, the Pu extracted from the weapons-usable 
fissile materials (not spent fuel) would be made into MOX fuel and consumed 
in reactors in a once-through cycle. The MOX fuel would displace uranium 
oxide fuel. The spent MOX fuel then would be disposed of in a geologic 
repository like other spent fuel from reactors. In the case of vitrification, the 
vitrified Pu would also be disposed of in an NWPA geologic repository.

080301 Comment Number 7

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for long
term storage of fissile materials. Decisions on storage of weapons-usable 
fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and 
economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.
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"%enwe try to pick out anything by itself, it 

we find it hitched to everything else in the universe.  

Jun. 7, 1996 

U.U. Departenst of Energy 
Offce of PFie11. p1atertils Disposition 

P.O. 9o 23786 
0aehington, D.C. 20026-3786

Thank you for this opportunity to codeint on the 
Prograatic 1IS o0 Storage and Disposition of Weaspi 

Usable Fissile Ifeteriala. plese add ,y name to the 

sailing het for cil future Infoetiof on the PEtS.  

Tbe alternative of X01 reactor fuel to dispole of 

plutoniun should be discarded. using electric utility 

reactors for this Purpose "eald be particularly unwise 

and raise problems of reactor safety in the stradily 

aging utility reactors. Moreower, the M0X reactor fuel 

ou!ld add to reactor site security problems and nuclear 

wets diaposal problaee.  

Yoars respectfully.  

Robert F. Deegan 

nuclear Masts Issues C Atirn 

M,sn

1/08.03.01

M-271
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080301 Comment Number I

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 
Reactor Alternative using MOX fuel. Decisions on disposition of weapons

usable fissile materials will be made based upon environmental analyses, 

technical and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public 

input.
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Thank You for the opportunity to comment.  

As far as I know USA Is the only country considering public 
comment on this extremely important and historic decisionmaking 
concerning the worldwide dilemma of plutonium disposition. The inclusion of the public voice is certainly at least one stop in 
the right direction, for after all, the bomb and its horrific 
legacy was created in the first place to protect and defend 
Democracy.  

I hope the voices of the ordinary public, aa distinguished from the industrial, onmmercial or political public, will carry great weight. The nature of this problem is so profound and eternal 
that it is absolutely necessary to reach beyond the scientific, 
technologic, political and economic considerations. We must 
contemplate what decision will be wise, what will reflect the beat nature of humankind and what will set the stage for the possibility of a reasonable and manageable vision of the future 
for generations upon generations upon generations to come.  

What a task to comment upon. The multifaceted dilemmas, the 
complexities, the inability to estimate and predict consequences 
and situations and technology availability into tens of thousands 
of years into the future make policymaking quite overwhelming, 
yet a path must be chosen. The day of reckoning as best we can 
with the legacy we have created bha begun.  

Certainly we cannot store plutonium for a long term, but in the 
short term it is necessary to provide funds for plant security, road and storage bunker maintenance, upgraded radiation detection 
equipment and alarms. To choose a long term storage option would indicate a stockpile policy that indicates we will value and use 
plutonium, which is a dangerous signal for the development of a 
rational and comprehensive world policy.  

**I believe the option to use plutonium in NOX plants is equally 
dangerous and UNWORTHY OF IMPLDHNTATION. In the first place 
policynakors and utility companies rejected this concept some 
years ago. Not only would we have to construct processing 
facilities,.but we would have to assume the risks associated with 
fuel fabrication and assume the costs of licensing, transporting 
and safeguarding connected with this, let alone contending with 
the actual accounting for the amounts of plutonium in blended 
fuels and spent fuels plus the attendant disposition problems 
associated with the creation of more radioactive waste streams.0-

1/08.02.00 

2/08.03.01 

3/08.03.01 

F-016

080200 Comment Number 1

All comments provided to DOE carry equal weight. The comments will be 
analyzed and responses provided as part of the Final PEIS.

080301 Comment Number 2

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to 
continuing or long-term storage. Decisions on storage of weapons-usable 
fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and 
economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

080301 Comment Number 3

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 
Reactor Alternatives. However, NEPA requires that DOE look at all 
reasonable alternatives and, therefore, reactor burning must be considered.  
Decisions on the disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials will be based 
upon environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 
considerations, and public input.
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SIMS, LYNN, PORTLAND, OR 
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The Science and Global Security Disposition of Separated 
Plutonium position paper states that "commercial recycling of 
plutonium raises troubling ECONOMIC AND SECURITY issues. Even if 
plutonium is considered a "free good" (so none of the costs of 
reprocessing are charged to the cost of the MOX fuel), a utility 
using MeX will incur a cost penalty of $200-1500 per kilogram of 
MOZ, assuming a uranium price of $40 per kilogram.. .this cost 
differential implies a cost of recycling 100 tonses of weapons
grade plutonium in )Oo of about one half to one billion dollars.  
Extra inspection effort and physical security would also have to 
be extended to reactors using MOX fuel." This is a very 
expensive option in more ways than one.  

It is obvious that the nuclear industry would welcome a second 
wind and a whole now generation of plants to extend this sagging 
industry, but our plants are aging, the true and comprehensive 
health, environmental and economic costs of nuclear power are 
becoming more evident. The whistleblowers are crying to be heard 
and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission is fast losing credibility 
with the public. Using the MOX option would be a bad decision.  
It would promote the siphoning of research and development monies 
away from long neglected R&D for alternative, sustainable energy 
resources. Using the MOX option would indicate to other 
countries that this sort of recycling, sort of distorted wise use 
is acceptable. Now then could other countries ever be persuaded 
to stop any civilian use of plutonium? The MOX option creates 
more radioactive waste, maybe not quite as usable for a terrorist 
bomb, but none-the-less it is a bomb, a terrible relentless 
assault upon the environment virtually forever. It Is not 
acceptable. Any union of "military special nuclear material 
waste" with some kind of civilian, utility, industrial use for 
squeezing risky, costly energy dollars out of it is appalling and 
alarming and should be immediately withdrawn from the options 
listli 

There may be no such a thing a safe, secure and environmentally 
sound storage and ultimate disposition solution. If 
vitrification is shown to be workable in this country it may 
provide a possibility of isolation from the environment and the 
hands of :an. Immobilized disposition in a borehole pending 
finding a suitable site seems to sake sense if security is 
assured.  

**If it is true that a focus of the U.8 nonproliferation policy 
is to establish nuclear reductions, then it should be noticed 
that every nuclear power plant produces plutonium in spent fuel 
and it should be emphasized that Plutonium should be declared a 
waste, a liability and should be named illegitimate.*a

4/01.06.00 

5/08.03.01

F-016

010600 Comment Number 4

Using surplus Pu as MOX fuel in reactors is a one-time event. This approach 
to Pu disposition is not planned as the beginning of a Pu fuel cycle. In the 
United States Pu will not be recycled, but will be used as a once-through fuel 
cycle and the spent fuel will be disposed of. Fuel will not be recycled to 
extract residual Pu for reuse as fuel. If Pu is not extracted for reuse, it will not 
be available for reuse in weapons.

080301 Comment Number 5

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for 
borehole disposition using the Immobilization Alternative. Decisions on 
disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials will be based upon 
environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 
considerations, and public input.
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It is true that this problem encompasses everyone from now on.  
We need more then intelligence, strategy, interdepartmental and 
international cooperation, more than adequate technology and sufficient funds, we need vision and wisdom and at this time it 

is those elements that also must be formulated and articulated.  

It is time for a national comprehensive review to examine, 
coordinate, update and articulate an integrated nuclear policy.  
The U.S. has a chance to lead the world in the right direction in 
these serious undertakings and policymaking and we all pray we do 
a good job.

6/01.00.00

Respectfully submitted, 

3959 Xg 42 
Portland, OR 97213 
(503) 287-6329

F-016

010000 Comment Number 6

The purpose of the PEIS is to evaluate environmental impacts of alternatives 
for storage and disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials. The PEIS 
does not cover the much broader issue of an integrated nuclear policy in the 
United States.
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Juno 7, 1996 

J. David multon 
Office of 7issile Materials Disposition 
PO Box 23786 
Washington, D.C. 20026 

Dear Mr. Rulton,

As the deadline approaches for the formal coment on the DPZIS 
for the Storage and Disposition of Fissile Materials, I can not 
help again considering the enormity and complexity of the 
problem. Although I have already outlined opinions in a prior 
statement, I must now reiterate my strong opposition to the 
reactor alternative, even in combination with other options.  

Not only would the reactor alternative legitimize plutonium in a 

commercial circuit, sending a message of its "value" to other 
countries, but that option would also create more streams of 
wastes, an unacceptable consequence. Moreover, once a system for 
such "reprocessing" is in place, it is naive to believe that it 
would ever end. It is a situation similar to "being a little bit 
pregnant". tither we choose to enter the dangerous plutonium age 
or we don't. Now is the time for historic and perhaps 
unalterable decision making.  

Do not choose the reactor option for any part of "disposition".  
Mankind cannot manage it at this time.

1/08.03.01

Sincerely, , 

Lynn gims 
3959 WE 42 
Portland, OR 97213 
(503) 287-6329

F-061

080301 Comment Number 1

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 

Reactor Alternatives. However, NEPA requires that DOE look at all 

reasonable alternatives and, therefore, reactor burning must be considered.  

Decisions on the disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials will be based 

upon environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national 

policy considerations, and public input.
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080301 Comment Number I C-, 

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to new " 
missions at Pantex. Decisions on storage and disposition of weapons-usable .  

fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and . " 
economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.  

May 3,1996 

-,q 

U.S. Dcpasimenl of Energy 
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition ,, 

P.O. Box 23786 
Washington, D.C. 20026 

I am opposed to the stoeage of plutonium at Pantex.  

Certainly you can find a place where there will be less damage to people. crops, the water table. 1/08.03.01 
and transportation routes when radiation is released than the Panhandle of Texas.  

I know that this must be stored somewhere, but please. Not here.  

Sincerely, 

DONS "4N 
6614 Roxton 
Amarillo, rexas 79109

M-121
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0803 01 Comment Number 1 

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to new 

missions at Pantex. Decisions on storage and disposition of weapons-usable 

fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and 

economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.  

May 4, 1996 

United States Department of Energy 
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition 
P. 0. Box 23786 
Washington, D. C. 20026-3786 

I am opposed to the storage of plutonium and any 
other nuclear waste at Pantex. I feel that the risks 1/08.03.01 

to our water and agricultural products are too 

great.  

I realize that we've gotten ourselves in a dilemma 

I•-d the,'e probably isn't anywhcrc to put;.  

Surely, though, more research will indicate a site 

which is less a threat to the nation's breadbasket.  

Here at Pantex is shortsighted and 
unconscionable.  

Sincere~y, 

Donna Singleton 

M-155 
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080301 Comment Number 1 

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to new 
missions at Pantex. Decisions on storage and disposition of weapons-usable .  
fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and . " 
economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input. Potential " 
impacts to groundwater quality are considered to be minimal at all facilities Z :F 
due to hazardous materials/waste handling and treatment/disposal Federal 
and State requirements.  

Comment ID: P0034 
Date Received: May 1, 1996 
Name: Norbert Slaggle 
Address: Route 2, Box 13 

Shamrock, TX 

Transcription: 

just wanted you to know I oppose any frether ux on of Pantex. Would urge you really to go 
the other direction. The agricultural impact a disaster could have would be tenible, not only on 
the water supplies in the ogaalla,. but also in the contamination of land all round the area.  
Agriculture should come first. The location of nuclear weapons and storage should be in areas 1/08.03.01 
where there is little or no agriculture or not as nearly productive as agriculture is in the 
Panhandle of rexas. Thank you.

P-034
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Comment Number I
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cont.  

2/08.03.01 

M-112

Radiological and chemical releases resulting from the Proposed Actions for 

normal operations would be within Federal and State regulatory limits.  

Therefore, the quality of agriculture in the Panhandle would not be affected, 

and agriculture-related employment in the Panhandle region would remain 

unaffected.  

Also, current and future operations at Pantex are not expected to affect the 

water quality of the Ogallala Aquifer. However, since this aquifer is being 

depleted (that is, the current withdrawal is exceeding the current recharge), 

and since Pantex operations contribute to the depletion of the Ogallala 

Aquifer, impacts to the aquifer were analyzed in the PEIS.  

Current and future operations at Pantex are not expected to impact the soil 

used for agriculture and farming in the Pantex region. All activities will be 

limited to Pantex and any impacts to the surrounding areas are within Federal, 

State, and local regulatory limits.  

The PEIS includes analyses on the radiological and chemical impacts to 

workers and the public from both normal operations and accidents. These 

analyses also address the effects to local plant and animal resources as well 

as the effects on prime farmland.

080301 Comment Number 2

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to new 
missions at Pantex. Decisions on storage and disposition of weapons-usable 

fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and 

economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.
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SMITH, DoRIs BERG, AMARILLO, TX 
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Comments foro PEIS Public Hearing on 
Storage and Disposition of Weapons-Usable Fissile Materials 

and 
Stockpile Stewardship and Management 

Amarillo, TX April 22, 1996 
Doris Berg Smith 

In a Democracy the voice of the people is important in any 
decliion-making policies regarding how our government will manage 
Surplus nuclear materials and what forms of disposition are being 
considered. At this time it is vital that all the right questions 
are asked to protect the natural resources of this area for the 
future generations of not only the Texas Panhandle and the State of 
Texas, but of the world.  

Many Issues come into play in this very over-arching discussion.  
Not the least among them the cost to us the taxpayer to produce 
these documents and to find them flawed in many ways. These 
Documents are lacking important information in many areas that make 
it virtually impossible to even begin the discussion.  

The over-all cost to you and me, neighbor, for implementing :te 
expensive options characterized in these documents are not prudent 
or wise. Why is the Department of Energy so intent on building nc.  
Research, Development and Testing facilities when the entire aorld 
is looking to the U.S. for leadership in an extension of tte Non
Proliferation Treaty, and a zero threshold for a Comprehensive Test 
Ban. Instead the intent seems to be continue to build and test! 

in the SSM-PEIS the scenario for these options, in a downsizing of 
the nuclear weapons complex, alone is expected to exceed $33 
Billion within a decade. These proposed new facilities are 
expensive! In this time of tight budget constraints, we the 
grassroots people should be imploring our Congressional leaders to 
stop all this massive spending on projects which lead to a build up 
in nuclear weapons. How many weapons do we need before we say, 
"That's enough?" Hou many nuclear warheads have we jsed? 

tt is time now, with the downsizing, to really actively pursue REAL 
C "SIZING. Do we want to conrinue to drag au: clurtry intc 
f::her indebtedness by continuing nuclear weapons pzoducticn? 
What is the real reason behind pouring do3lars Into Defense - are 
we trying to keep war and war games going in the pretense that this 
is the way to build peace and to achieve economic development in 
rural communities across America? This Is a 'sunset industry', my 
friends and neighbors, and needs to be managed as such.  

What will the DOE and "We" do with al' the waste that will Le 
generated for at least the next 20 years? There are no lice-Led 
facilities to accept the wastes that are piled up on facilities 
throughout the DOE Complex at this time - why generate mace than 
needs to be generated.  

We are now faced with storage and disposition of surplus fitzile 
mater.Ials, every option considered has tremendous waste Mtream5 

attached to any option. Where will this waste go? It seems quite 
evident that the site that creates the waste, keeps the waste.  
WiIll that saddle communities across this country with the ecorc•nc 
and envIronmental problems of hosting waste treatment, storage and 
prccessing facilities?

1/12.03.00 

TX-066

120300 Comment Number 1

As noted in the PEIS, TRU wastes will be stored at the disposition site(s) until 
geologic disposal is available. The products from the Immobilization 
Alternatives would also store the immobilized Pu product until geologic 
disposal is available.

s-i
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"In the PEIS's where were the impacts to the present agricultural 
economy which has built and sustained this area? Why were the 
risks to this economic stronghold not assessed? What will happen 
when we no longer produce food for people, where Is our priority? 
Axe bombs more important than food? We In agriculture strive to 
produce quality,wholesome food for the world population -one farmer 
feeds in excess of 131 people, yet the industry across the road 
from us builds bombs to annihilate people. Where is our sense of 
morality and respect for life? 

The documents fail to address the issue of the location of Pantex 
over the Ogallala Aquifer. Water and agriculture are the real 
wealth of the Texas Panhandle, without them there would be no 

-Texas Panhandle. Food is the most important commodity we produce 
- It must be protected.  

Not all alternatives for sitilng the processes for storage and 
disposition were analyzed - If Manzano Weapons Storage Site at 
Kirtland Air Force Base has facility that could store 30,00 pits, 
why was it not further characterized in the other documents? 

We say to you DOE, we want no storage of surplus plutonium at 
Pantex because It is dangerous and will lead to plutonlum 
processing which results in additional waste generation ind 
storage.  

No processing of plutonium at Pantex since every plutonium 
processing facility has created large amounts of contamination 
which has adversely affected the workers and the publ!c.  

No waste disposal facilities at Pantex because we must preserve and 
protect the Ogallala aquifer.  

HistcrIcally the plutonium at Pantex has been In pit form, now with 
these documents all of a the nation's weapons-usable plutonium not 
in active warheads will be stored at Pantex - plutonium will come 
to Pantex from Rocky Flats, Colorado; Hanford, Washington; Los 
Alamos, Net Mexico; Savannah River, South Carolina; Nevada Test 
Site; and the Idaho National Engineering Lab. We find this 
unacceptable to an agricultural productive area.  

No nuclear power reactors at Pantex - there is no need to construc: 
them and the use of MOX fuel in them will not destroy the plutonium 

it only creates more plutonium.  

Please do not turn the Texas Panhandle, known for its beef and 
cereal grain ;roduction., into a plutonium waste site. You have 
created enough of these tragic !and problems across the Unilted 

States - the is no need to create another one here. it is very 
much like putting poison in your cereal bowl! When this area 
becomes contaminated - what have we gained?

2/09.00.08 

3/01.05.00 

4/08.03.01 

5/09.04.08 

4/08.03.01 
cont.

090008 Comment Number 2

Any radiological and chemical releases resulting from the Proposed 
Alternatives would be within regulatory limits. Therefore, the quality of 
agriculture in the Panhandle would not be jeopardized, and agriculture
related employment in the Panhandle region would remain unchanged.  

Also, current and future operations at Pantex are not expected to affect the 
water quality of the Ogallala Aquifer. However, since this aquifer is being 
depleted (that is, the current withdrawal is exceeding the current recharge), 
Pantex operations contribute to the depletion of the Ogallala Aquifer and are 
analyzed in the Draft PEIS.  

Current and future operations at Pantex are not expected to impact the soil 
used for agriculture and farming in the Pantex region.

010500 Comment Number 3

Combined storage of pits and non-pit Pu at the Manzano WSA was originally 
eliminated as a reasonable alternative in the Draft PEIS. After considering 
separate storage of pits from non-pit Pu, the option to store these pits at the 
Manzano WSA no longer appears unreasonable. The Manzano WSA was 
evaluated in the Pantex EIS and Section 2.1.3 of the Final PEIS. The Final 
PEIS was revised to clarify the consideration of the Manzano WSA for 
combined storage, and a description of the WSA was included in Appendix P.

080301 Comment Number 4

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to new 
missions at Pantex. Decisions on storage and disposition of weapons-usable 
fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and 
economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

090408 Comment Number 5

Potential impacts to groundwater quality are considered to be minimal at all 
facilities due to hazardous materials/waste handling and treatment/disposal 
Federal and State requirements.
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Mr. Thomas Grumbly, UnderSecretary of Energy 

Dept of Energy. 1000 Independence Avenue, S.W 

Washington, D.C. - 20585 

My dear Mr. Secretary:

June 2. 1996 

Ref: Enclosures

Budget limitations promise to kill progress at Rocky Flats, so the 

former weapon silo proposal is an option for you to consider in the 

draft PEIS on Storase and Disposition of weapon-usable fissile 

materials. It Is a budget-maker that could save costs of both storage 

capacity and security until a disposition facility is on line, and should 

be in our interest to reduce our cost for plutonium security in Russia.  

An Environmental Impact Statement on Storage and disposition of 

weapon-usable Fissile Materials fail;s to propose observable U.S. and 

Russian storage of pits from weapon dismantlement and stabilized, 

canned weapon-usable fissile material now poorly-held at Rocky 

Flats and at Pantex. I propose feasibility study of their storage In 

Minuteman silos, until our surplus fissile materials can flow to 

disposition, not wasting U.S. or Russian silos by Implosion.  

I am writing to the President and Speaker and others, asking for 

feasibility study of Minuteman silos .. to capture great potential 

budget savings (silos having been found feasible for inert storage), as 

economical, hardened interim-storage sites already in place in both 

the United States, and In Russia.  

Minuteman silos here are such unique assets, young enough in their 

design-lives to furnish the U. S. and IAEA secure and accountable 

storage on both our own store of pits, and the stabilized canned 

inventory to flow from Rocky Flats. Perhaps with Russians witness of 

our sealing silos here they will match us, with silo storages witnessed 

there, until future means of disposition are in place and agreed upon 

for both Inventories. I believe you should expect the Russians to also 

recognize silo storage as a budget-maker, with costs of both facilities 

and guarding them militarily a least controversial method for both 

nations for adequate defense and security, under IAEA oversight.  

My references show that some 1,000 Minuteman silos were built.  

and Nigtin recently reported only 138 wasted so far by implosion; 

they were shown robust, hardened, and easily servicable for loading 

missile-conformal casks of pits and canned fissile inventory, using 

Air Force missile-erection vehicles servicing sites today.

1/14.00.00 

2/15.00.00

M-286

140000 Comment Number 1

The use of existing facilities at non-DOE sites for storage has been considered 
but was eliminated in the screening process. The reasons for the elimination 

include cost, environmental, safety, and health concerns, and public and 

institutional acceptance. In the case of a DoD site, the additional costs and 

regulatory requirements for support facilities such as radioactive materials 

analytical laboratories, radioactive waste treatment, and nuclear material 

processing facilities associated with long-term storage could be very high.  

Furthermore, the public and other Government agencies would express 

concern over creating another DOE nuclear site when several are being 

phased out.

150000 Comment Number 2

Comment noted.
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And please note that Warren AFB's silo-squadrons in Colorado
Nebraska-Wyoming were studied in the EIS cited for Peacemaker, 
which found the silo locations benign, most importantly as lacking 
seismic risk. but also benign on all other environmental parameters.  

I am a Rocky Flats stakeholder on Plutonium and HEU vulnerability 
here, and have found that because of treaty requirements, your 
Manager has not pursued feasibility study of former weapon silos.  
Pits, however, are at the DoD/DoE interface, and both Departments 
have the duty (and need) to economize weapon dismantlement-and
storage in both the United States and Russia. Both should search out 
the most affordable means of addressing the holding of fissile 
materials in secure, monitorable and economical Interim storage.  

Minuteman silo infrastructure interim-storage may well help you 
workaround the probable NIMBY contest(s) against interim-storage 
options inside the Weapons Complex, since remote silo sites, to their 
rural neighbors, are risks no greater than at present from armed 
weapons In their silos, to which they have become accustomed: 

* inert-gassed storage of pits and 50-year canned inventory, in 
a particular silo that now holds an armed weapon would in fact 1/14.00.00 
reduce specific risk to its neighbors; and cont.  

• the population at risk around Inerted silos used for storage of 
pits and 50-year canned inventory, Is greatly less than urban 
populations at risk in Denver and Amarillo, and thus Justify 
silo interim-storage.  

Storage of fissile materials In metropolitan Denver upwind of more 
than two million people and a seat of government, and the storage of 
pits in tatgetable, unhardened surface bunkers, already at storage 
capacity on Pantex, near Amarillo's population - per the O.TA 
reference, fully Justifies feasibility study of the former weapon silo 
alternative, for Inerted interim storage of fissile materials in facilities 
kept under military surveillance of the highest order by the Air 
Forme.  

And In Russia, silos are also likely located far from metropolitan 
centers as well, a compelling point of mutual Interest and 
justification which, If silos are found feasible, could easily lead to the 
mutual abandonment of treaty-required silo Implosion.  

M-286
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Mr. Secretary. I have no need-to-know, but the several others listed 
below do have the need to learn that engineering, security, risk and 
cost feasibility of weapon silos are in fact not feasible. And they will 
be eager to hear of the Finding which, if positive, will save budget 
resources for many other pressing needs than interim-storage, under 
the severe budget limitations facing Defense and Energy.  

Now finally, the Draft Environmental Impact Statement on long-term 
Storage and Disposition of Weapons-Usable Fissile Materials, under 
Dr. Canter's leadership, does not look outside DoE sites for storage 
options, but has recognized Denver's 2.3 million people at risk- and 
on-site storage at Rocky Flats terrorist-targetable. I hope you will 
direct the proposed feasibility study now, so that It will have been 
considered in the Secretary's Record of decision that will flow from 
draft DoE/EIS-0229-D, written without any off-site storage option.  
And naturally enough, the proposal Is an inert-gas storage option 
against the new on-site storage facility you committed to build here 
for the Rocky Flats Inventory of casked, canned, stabilized Inventory.  

You agree in principle, I am sure, that the feasibility of using former 
Minuteman silos. In cooperation with the Air Force, should not be 
overlooked for interim-storage, with near-term silo availability also 
assured for better security in the weapons-dismantlement program.  

"-Frank White Smith 

At your disposal, and red- 285 Mohawk Drive 
badged for Rocky Flats Plant Boulder, CO - 80303 

Copies to: President and Speaker, Sec. O'Leary and Perry; House 
Members Schaefer, Schroeder and Skaggs; Senators Lugar and Nunn; 
Gov. Romer and LL. Gov. Dr.Schoettler Dr. Canter and Win. Rask, DoE

3/01.01.00

M-286

010100 Comment Number 3

The Department of Energy's Proposed Action for storage of weapons-usable 
fissile materials includes moving the weapons-usable Pu out of RFETS and 
into one or more designated storage facilities at the selected storage sites. The 
planned schedule calls for these long-term storage facilities to begin 
operation in the year 2005. Interim storage of various nuclear materials at 
RFETS is addressed in the RFETS Interim Storage EIS.
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SNAKE RIVER ALLIANCE, BOISE, ID, 

ROBERT MCENANEY 
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Comment Number I

*Snake Rvor Afllance E 41m4,l. L0~v D I- e -4.J0$1.0 i 

June 6 1996 

Mr. J. David Nulhon 
Director 
Office of NEPA Compliance and Outreach 
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition 
U.S. Department of Energy 
P.O. lMx 23786 

Washington, D.C. 20585 
By FAX: 1-800-820-5156 

Lear Mr. Nulton 

The Snake River Alliance is an Idaho-based itizens organization that has 

served as the citizen monitor of activities at the Idaho National Engineering 

laboratory for the past 17 years. We have 1.200 individual. family, and 

business members, most of whom live in southern Idaho. On their behalf, 

I offer the following comments on theSrorage and Disposition of weapons 

lIshac Fiss-le Materials Draft Prolmrnmatr Fnvironmcntal Import 
Statement.  

The Snake River Alliance's primary concerns are: 

"The Disposltion Draft PEIS Might Actually Promote Proliferation 

Some of the alternatives in the Draft PEIS do not reduce the risk ot 

proliferation. In fact, two of the proposed disposition options might 

encourage further proliferation throughout the world. President Clinton's 

Presidential Decision Directive No. 13 directs the United States to eliminate 

stockpiles of highly-enriched uranium and plutonium to reduce the global 

risk of proliferation. Two of the three proposed disposition technologies do 

not necessarily eliminate th•se storkpllet from txing uscd in a hnmh.  

Electrometallurgical reprocessing and placing plutonium in 2 reactor only 

recycle plutonium. Part of the problem is the stored weapons standard

1/01.06.00 

F-066

The purpose of the PEIS alternatives, including the Electrometallurgical 
Treatment Alternative and the Reactor Alternative using MOX Fuel, is to 

provide potential paths forward to make this Pu as inaccessible for weapons 

use as the much larger and growing quantity of Pu that exists in spent nuclear 

fuel (Spent Fuel Standard). These alternatives would convert Pu to a much 

more proliferation-resistant form for disposal in a geologic repository. While 

the residual Pu could be recovered through the reprocessing before disposal, 

such reprocessing of this form, it would be technologically difficult, costly, 

and would involve high radiation exposure; thus, theft or diversion would be 

highly visible and no more likely than retrieval of the Pu from the much larger 

inventory of spent fuel produced over many decades of commercial reactor 

operation.

010600
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Comment Number 2

used In the Disposition PE1S is practically interchangeable with the spent 
fuel standard. DOE claims that the spent fuel standard will ensure that 
stockpiled materials will be rendered Inaccessible. The DOE also defines 
under the spent fuel standard spent fuel &a a resource. By this logi-, 
stockpiled material-plutonium and HEU might still be considered resources 
also. This is the case under the electrometallurgical treatment process 
alternative and the reactor category. Both technologies do not 
permanently dispose of the stockpiled material so that it can never be 
used again. Plutonium and HI-J under both proposed categories could be 
recycled to be used In a bomb, Even if disposed material is never recycled 
in the US.. it sets the wrong example for the rest of the world. If the US.  
dues not permanently cissp•se of stuckpiled material. It makes It more 
difficult for the US. to Implement global policies with other nations to 
reduce the world's stockpiles of bomb grade material.  

Even a worse message would be sent if DOE chooses to implement the 
reator category In the Disposition PEIS. For onc. It dirortly violatcs the 
President's directive that the 'United States does not encourage the civil 
use of plutonium." Using plutonium or lIEU in a reactor only encourages a 
plutonium-based economy in the U.S.; and for the rest of the world also.  
Potential bomb-building countries will find It far easier to justify the use 
of plutonium-based reactors under the guise of a civilian program because 
of the precedent set by the US. It would be far more difficult for the U.S.  
to discourage potential new bomb building countries from abandoning 
their own plutonium rAtor programs if the US. cannot eliminate its own 
use of plutonium in a reactor program.  

The DOE should use the Nuclear Waste standard in order to ensure that 
the disposition program meets the President's own directive. DOE should 
remember that a major reason we are dealing with the mms of stockpiled 
materials in the first place is because it applied the spent fuel standard to 
irradiated reactor material. So long as we consider spent fuel as a 
resource, there will always remain the possibility that spent fuel could be 
one day reprocessed again in order to extract the plutonium and the HEU 
for bomb building purposes. It is not unreasonable to think that the same 
type of logic that justified reprocessing spent fuel in the past is now being 
applied to plutonium and HEU in the Disposition PEIS. So long as these 
materials are defined as "resources," DOE cannot adequately carty out the 
mission of forever ensuring that these materials cannot be used in nuclear 
bombs.  

The Dispos.ition PEIS Domes Not Justify ')iposal Alternatives 
The Disposition PElS ruled out a number of technologies because It was 
found that certain technologies just could not make it to the table as 
working proposals for the draft Disposition PEIS. A number of deep

2/01.04.00 

3/01.06.00 

4/01.06.00 

5/01.04.00 

6/01.05.00

Technologies that meet the Spent Fuel Standard will convert surplus fissile 
materials to a form that is inaccessible for reuse in weapons. HEU is 
considered a resource if it can be blended down and used in fresh fuel for 
nuclear reactors. Although Pu can also be used in fresh fuel (MOX) for 
nuclear reactors, it is not generally considered a resource because uranium 
fuel can be produced more economically. The cost of burning MOX fuel in a 
reactor, although not as economical as all uranium fuel, is somewhat reduced 
because of the revenues produced from electricity production. However, HEU 
and Pu are not considered resources after they have been burned in reactors 
and have achieved the Spent Fuel Standard.  

The Electrometallurgical Treatment Alternative would place Pu into a glass
bonded zeolite (GBZ) waste form that would be sent to a geologic repository 
for disposal. The Pu under this alternative would not be used in a reactor.

010600

Comment noted.

010600

Comment Number 3 

Comment Number 4

The President's Nonproliferation Policy states the United States will not 
recycle Pu. Burning weapons-usable Pu in reactors does not utilize the 
recycling process because the Pu in the spent fuel from this process will not 
be extracted for reuse in new fuel. This is consistent with U.S. policy since no 
Pu is being recycled. After a once-through fuel cycle, the Pu would be 
converted to a nonproliferation form as spent reactor fuel.  

Decisions on disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials will be made 
based on environmental analyses, technical and economical studies, national 
policy considerations, and public input.

010400 Comment Number 5

The spent fuel that would result from burning weapons-usable fissile 
materials in reactors is not considered a resource, nor is existing spent fuel 
from domestic commercial nuclear reactors. Reprocessing of materials that 
meet the Spent Fuel Standard is not proposed under the disposition effort.

010400
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geologic alternatives such as "Injection Into Continental Magma" or 

'Emplacement in the Sub-Seabed" were found to be -immature and "very 

immatume." There certainly is no dispute that a number of similarly ruled 

out options arc indeed immature. Rut it is then even more diffirult to 

comprehend why those technologies that made it to the draft are any more 

"mature" than those that were ruled "immature." The Disposition PEIS 

does not provide an adequate background nor are there any 

accompanying studies that elaborate why alternatives like the deep-bore 

hole option are mature. It would not be that daring to assert that the 

current disposition proposals are indeed "immature" also. The deep-bore 

hole suggestion has no assixiated real world experience that cans at all 

justify whether it will ever be an adt.huate option. The Yame also applies 

to the reactor category and the electrometallurgical reprocessing proposal.  

Not a single disposition option has truly been tested in real world terms. It 

Is safe to say that it is Immature of DOE to go ahead and proceed with 

tcchnrologles that have not been tested

What is more troubling is the inability or the unwillingness of DOE to 

adequately anticipate all of the future impacts of its disposition 

alternatives. The disposition PEIS claims that if and when any of these 

disposition technologies are implemented, any unforeseen impacts will be 

addressed by future site specific PEIS's. "'he D)isposition PMlS should 

address any impacts associated with disposition technologies now, not 

later. To implement a disposition option with a wait and see attitude is 

simply unacceptable. If there any impacts concerning any of the 

alternatives, they must be addressed in this document. Either DOE is not 

providing the whole story in the Disposition PEIS, or it understands that 

the breadth of this PEIS at this point is truly in the immature stage.  

Whatever that answer might he, MXE does not addrerss the actual impacts 

of any of these disposition technologies. There is simply not enough 

information to go on to make a sound decision about plutonium and lIEU 

disposition.  

Specific Concerns About the Electrometallurgical IYeatment 

Alternative at Argonne-West 
There are major contradictions within DOE policy when it comes to dealing 

with materials that are potential proliferation risks. In one instrance DOE 

states that reprocessing to generate fuel for a reactor is an incompatible 

option for disposition because "during reprocessing to separate Pu from 

spent fuel to fabricate more fuel, there are stages in the processing and 

handling when wcapons-usable materials are more vulnerable to theft or 

diversion than the stored weapons standard." Despite this kernel of truth.  

the DOE has decided to go ahead with a reprocessing technology whose 

original purpose was to do exactly that-generate fuel to be used in a

6/01.05.00

6/01.05.00 
cont.  

7/01.02.00

F-066

010500 Comment Number 6

The process and justification for selection of technologies evaluated in the 
PEIS are described in a separate Screening Report prepared by DOE and in 

Chapter 2 of the PEIS. A number of alternatives involving placement of 

materials below the earth's surface were considered, including emplacement 

in the sub-seabed and injection into the earth's magma. There is little data 

available to support these options and the retention of Pu in these media is 

questionable. A major concern would be the environmental impacts of any 

release of Pu materials following emplacement. Furthermore, the time and 

cost of developing these technologies would be significant and the outcome 

uncertain. It is expected that regulatory requirements would be extremely 

difficult to achieve, and that these would be internationally sensitive 

particularly if international waters were involved. Therefore, these types of 

technologies were eliminated from consideration. Although the Borehole 

Option considered in the PEIS is less mature than the Reactor and 

Immobilization Alternatives considered, it was found in the screening process 

to be mature enough for inclusion as an option in the PEIS. It was also 

recommended for study by the NAS in their 1994 study on the Management 

and Disposition of Excess Weapons Plutonium.

010200 Comment Number 7

The PEIS analyzes six DOE sites for many of the facilities, and generic sites 
for some facilities such as the borehole complex. All facilities are described 

in terms of their conceptual design. The intent of the environmental analyses 

is to provide a bounding condition for the impacts, which would be sufficient 

for comparison of the alternatives at this time. Once the disposition 

technologies have been selected for implementation, DOE would invest in 

more detailed facility designs, testing and demonstrations, and appropriate 

site-specific tiered environmental analyses to help determine which site or 

sites (and which location or building within each site) would be used for 

disposition. To conduct detailed designs and analyses at various sites for all 

the technologies at this early stage is not necessary at the programmatic level.
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Comment Number 8
reactor.  

The Alliance recognized this contradiction in its comments addressing 
the Electrometallurgical EA Demonstration Project In April 1996: 

Pyroroocessing is the reprocessing portion of the IFR program 
transformed imperfectly into a spent fuel "management" program.  
Since it was in large part spent fuel reprocessing that led to 
cancellation of the IMI, Argonne has been trying to mask the 
program ever since. In fact, the National Academy of Sciences and 
the Secretary of Energy are among those who have stressed that 
plutonium separation was the intended use of the technology when it 
was part of the Integr.l Fabt RrActor.  

It is Illogical for DOE to proceed with a project like electrometallurgical 
reprocessing that generates materials that are serious proliferation risks 
and then pfwidlhly go ahead with thc elcctrnmrtallurgical reprorcsscr at 
ANL-West as a treatment for plutonium disposition also. In fact, DOE is 
using the current Electrometallurgical Demonstration Projecas 
justification for possibly using ANL-West as a treatment site for 
disposition. In other words, it is using a reprocessing technology, which 
DOE admits is a serious proliferation risk. in order to champion disposition 
to avoid proliferation 

Again, DOE is sending the wrong mesage to the rest of the world-that 
it is all right to reprocess as long as It is for environmental management 
reasons. So long as the stored weapons standard Is practically identical to 
the spent fuel standard. DOE will continue to run into contradictions like 
these.  

In assesing the cumulative impacts of the proposed actions, the PF1S 
lists those site-specific reviews that support the proposals in the 
Disposition PEIS 

Additional site-specific environmental reviews are currently being 
prepared by DOE. A listing of these reviews is provided in Table 1.4 
2. In particular, the site-specific, site-wide EIS's being prepared cover 
continued operations for some of the sites evaluated itt the Storage 
and Disposition PEIS. (1-9) 

The document that is listed that supports actions for INEL is the 
Slecrromerallurglcal Treatment Research and Demonsrrarion Project at the 
rul Crnndrlonlng Faciltty at ANI.-Wcir Environmental A.,smsmcnt This is 
an EA. not a site-specific EIS like the rest of the dkocuments in the table. It 
is disingenuous at best to pass off the EA as anything but an EA. First, the 
ElectrometallurRical Demonstrauon Project cannot sufficiently support the

8/11.00.08 

9/08.03.01 

10/01.06.00

11/11.01.08

F-066

Comment noted.

080301 Comment Number 9

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 
Electrometallurgical Treatment Alternative. The GBZ logs will be disposed of 
in a geologic repository, thereby meeting the Spent Fuel Standard. The 
electrometallurgical treatment process will not "reprocess" the Surplus Pu, 
but rather convert it to a GBZ. Decisions on disposition of weapons-usable 
fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and 
economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

010600 Comment Number 10

Electrometallurgical treatment was considered a reasonable alternative after 
completion of the screening process and scoping for the PEIS. The NRC 
recommended successful demonstration of the electrometallurgical treatment 
process prior to implementation. Upon making the decision on disposition 
technologies, DOE will demonstrate these technologies before their 
implementation. The clectrometallurgical process in not reprocessing Pu, but 
rather converting the material to GBZ logs. These logs will be disposed of in 
a geologic repository, thereby meeting the Spent Fuel Standard.

110108 Comment Number 11

Site-specific NEPA reviews are listed only for purposes of information and 
for use in assessing cumulative impacts; there is no intent or suggestion that 
the Electrometallurgical Treatment Demonstration EA is an EIS. Should the 
Electrometallurgical Treatment Alternative be selected in the ROD, further 
site-specific environmental analyses would be performed.

110008
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Comment Number 12

actions that take place in the Disposition PEIS. Its intent is to deal with the 
reprocessing of a limited amount of spent fuel. Second. the 
Electrometallurglcal EA only examines a demonstration project. It does not 
address the environmental Impacts of disposition or the current waste 
management abilities of ANL-W to handle the significant increase in waste 
that a disposition alternative would undoubtedly bnng. Third. all of the 
other supporting documents in Table 1.4-2 are EIS's, most of them site
wide EIS's that attempt to address the major impacts associated with waste 
management missions at the other defense sites. 'bere is a major 
difference between an EA for a demonstration project and a site-wide EIS.  
An EA., especially the Electrometallurgical EA. cannot adequately address 
ass.•iated impacts let Wuone justify that a major action like disposition can 
be sufficiently supported at the INEL site.  

Besides that, the current PEIS does not elaborate upon how much 
potential plutonium could be disposed of at ANL-W. whether these wastes 
would remain in a consistent form (as was a concern of the NAS), and 
Argonne's actual storage capabilities. All of these impacts needed a far 
more serious study before the electrometallurgical treatment process 
should have even been considered as an option.  

Tse Disposition PMlS Limits Comments on the 
Electrometallurgical Treatment Process 
Possibly one of the most furidamtental principles behind the NEPA process 

is that an PEIS like this must solicit comments from any Interested 
individual or group that has a vested interest In the PEIS's outcome. These 

comments mold the final outcome in the Record of Decision. The Alliance 
believes that the ability to comment about the future Impacts of the 
electrometallurgical treatment prnrcss have been severely compromised-if 
not totally nullifned-by the completely Insufficient analysis of the 
electrometallurgical treatment process in this PEIS. In fact, the actual 

electrometallurgical treatment process is not analyzed within the PEIS.  
"Ibis is evident by the fact that it is not even cited as source in the 
references section.  

A large part of this might have to do with the obvious tact that the DOE 
did not complete its evaluation of the current Electrometallur gical EA 

"di-ft proposAl by the time the PEIS wAs distributed. DOE cannot excuse 

Itself from this mere circumstance by stating that. bThe National Academy 
of Sciences recently completed an evaluation and draft report on this 

subject. The results of this evaluation will be considered in the preparation 
of the Final Storage and Disposition PFIS." Well, that just does not cut It.  

DOE does not maintain the privilege or the right to withhold one's ability to 

analyze a proposed project's impact. If the EA is not completed by the 

time of the PEIS's publication so that the public cannot make sufficient

11/11.01.08 
cont.  

12/05.03.03 

13/01.04.00 

14/05.03.08 

15/11.01.08 

16/08.03.00 

F-066

The Electrometallurgical Treatment Demonstration EA is not being used and 
should not be construed as justification for Pu disposition.  
Electrometallurgical treatment, which would be performed at any site, is a 
reasonable alternative for Pu disposition and is analyzed since all reasonable 
alternatives must be analyzed under the CEQ regulations implementing NEPA.

010400 Comment Number 13

The PEIS evaluates the disposition of approximately 50 t (55 tons) of Pu for 
all of the alternatives considered including the Electrometallurgical 
Treatment Alternative. The product of electrometallurgical treatment would 
be a GBZ material capable of disposal in an NWPA geologic repository for 
an indefinite period of time. If this alternative is selected, onsite storage of the 
waste forms would have to be provided pending availability of an NWPA 
geologic repository.

050308 Comment Number 14

More specific information and clarification regarding the basis for analyzing 
the Electrometallurgical Treatment Alternative is included in Section 2.4.4.3 
of the Final PEIS. The data input for the environmental analysis for the 
Electrometallurgical Treatment Alternative is reported in reference LLNL 
1996b.

110108 Comment Number 15

The Environmental Assessment for the Electrometallurgical Treatment 
Technology was in preliminary draft form when the PEIS was ready for 

distribution. A review of the preliminary draft indicated that there was no 

evidence to support the rejection of the Electrometallurgical Treatment 

Alternative as a reasonable alternative for Pu disposition from the 

environmental perspective. Section 2.4.4.3 of the PEIS describing the 

Electrometallurgical Treatment Alternative was revised to provide the results 

of the NAS report and to include the decisions made from the 

Electrometallurgical Treatment Demonstration EA.

050303
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comments about a proposed project's impacts, DOE should realize that this 
particular project cannot be analyzed in this PEIS. And even if DOE does 
include the conclusions made by the NAS on the Electrometallurgical EA 
demonistration project in the final draft, rX)F is then ronfusing rcrwprncmsing 
a set amount of EBR-Il fuel rods with the proposed electrometallhrgical 
treatment of plutonium scantily described in the Disposition PEIS. One 
would think there is a significant difference between reprocessing spent 
fuel and treating surplus plutonium. If IX): proposes to electrorefine 
plutonium while adding cesium-137 as a radioactive barrier in order to 
create a new waste form at ANL-West. DOE simply must evaluate that 
action as a new and unique impact. Not only that, DOE should also evaluate 
the cumulative impacts that the current proposal to electrumnetallurgically 
treat plutonium and the Electrometallurgical Demonstration Project might 
have together upon the whole INEL complex in a separate PEIS.  

DOE Falls tn Analyze the Cumulative Impacts of the Prniosed 
Action 
Under the proposal to build a MOX reactor or evolutionary MOX reactor at 
a current DOE site, the DOE properly analyzes the various impacts site by 
site. Ior instance, the customary NtPA checklist of Land Resources. Site 
Infrastructure. Air Oiatlity and Noise. Water Resources, Geology and Soils.  
Biological Resources. Cultural and Paleontological Resources.  
Socioeconoimics, and Public and Occupational Health and Safety are all 
applied to each site on a c-ase by case. individual basis. But when we get to 
the most important checklist item for this PEIS, -Waste Management.' the 
DOE chooses to analyze this Impact generically. Rather than looking at the 
waste management Impacts at Hanford or Savannah River for example. DOE 
prnvides a generic analysis of the possihle imparcts for all of the sites. In 
one turn. DOE analyzes each site as if they have unique concerns, but then 
states that the waste management impacts can be applied to each site as if 
the waste management capabilities and the associated impacts are the 
same for every sight. DOE knows better than this. Certainly Hanford has 
different waste management concerns than Oak Ridge or the INEL '1o 
claim otherwise illustrates that DOE is not actually willing to elaborate 
upon the impacts in this Disposition PEIS, or DOE just does not know wliat 
the impacts might be. Either way. the Disposition PEIS over And over 
again falls to analyze all of the cumulative impacts for each particular 
disposition alternative 

This is exacerbated by the fact that In the Disposition PEIS. one site 
might host more than one disposition alternative listed in the PEIS. For 
instance, one DOE site could end up vitrifying plutonium while also 
implementing a separate program to burn plutonium in a reactor. The 
Disposition PEIS does not even look at the magnified impacts that would

16/08.03.00 
cont.  

17/09.11.08 

I 18/01.04.00 

F-066

The Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) for the Environmental 
Assessment of Electrometallurgical Treatment was approved on May 15, 1996 

after the public comment period and public meetings. The 
electrometallurgical treatment process is analyzed in the PEIS as a reasonable 
alternative for Pu disposition. The PEIS has a different purpose and need from 
that of the limited demonstration for treatment of Experimental Breeder 
Reactor (EBR)-II fuel. Should the Electrometallurgical Treatment Alternative 
be selected in the ROD, further site-specific environmental analyses will be 
performed, as appropriate.

091108 Comment Number 17

The waste management analysis assumed generic greenfield facilities for the 
disposition alternatives and Consolidation and Collocation Storage 
Alternatives to meet programmatic requirements for total storage capacity 
and disposition throughput. For the Upgrade Storage Alternative, site-specific 
facilities were determined to meet site-specific storage requirements. The 
resultant waste generated from each of these facilities was added to the 
existing site No Action waste being generated and compared to site waste 
management infrastructure (storage, treatment, and disposal capacities). Each 
site with a clear adequate capacity or lack of capacity to handle a particular 
waste stream was highlighted in the waste management analysis. In the site 
selection process, DOE will consider the experience and current waste 
management infrastructure of all the sites. Coordination of all waste activities 
being proposed at each site is being done by DOE's Waste Management 
Program. The cumulative impacts section of the PEIS has a site-specific 
analysis for waste management of storage alternatives. A generic disposition 
cumulative impacts section was added in Section 4.7 of the PEIS for the 
disposition alternatives. Site-specific disposition waste management 
cumulative impact analyses will be performed in future tiered NEPA 
documents, as appropriate.

"0.  
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080300 Comment Number 16
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occur if two or more alternatives are implemented at one DOE site. Waste 
management concerns should not just address what types of wastes will be 
generated, but how each site can accommodate future storage of wastes on 
top of the wastcs that are already managed at all of thc affected DOF sites.  

These decisions cannot be made in a vacuum. Past expertise in dealing 
with similar waste forms should be considered in this analysis. If and 
when DOE decides upon a course of action, the PEIS that justifies the action 
has to take into account past experiences. I-or instance, if IX)E decides 
upon collocation, the final PEIS must fully examine past experiences of the 
Oak Ridge and Pantex complexes in their struggles to deal with 
consolidation of their stockpiles of materials. 1" mistakes were made in the 
past. DOE cannot deny that these problems could arise ailan to impact 
various sites. In September 1994, DOE found over 1.300 violations or 
noncomformances for the handling and storage of HEU at the Oak Ridge 
Reservation. DOE's infrastructure has not changed dramatically since those 
storage prb"lcms were identified at the Oak Ridge Reservation. If 
anything, spending for the DOE has been on the decline since September 
1994. The same infrastructure that allowed these problems to occur is the 
same infrastructure (with fewer resources at hand) that will be 
implementing a disposition policy. Hence, problems that have occurred in 
the past could arise as problems in the future.  

Conclusion 
The Snake River Alliance would like to emphasize that we believe the 

disposition of weapons-usable material is an extremely important mission 
for this country to embark upon. Disposing of this material so it meets a 
spent fuel standard is at least a step in the right direction. But rather 
than Implementing options that are discuscsd in the Draft PEIS, DOE should 
direct itself to action that would remedy the current problem at hand. The 
construction of a pilot vitirification plant to demonstrate the safe 
stabilization of plutonium residues, for example, would not preclude DOE 
from implementing other strategies considered in the PE1S. lbe 
implementation of such a project would instead send the positive signal 
that DOE is resolved to address the disposition problem as well as 
addressing current pressing environmental and health issues.  

In conclusion, the Department has a significant amount of work ahead 
before it can produce an adequate Draft PEIS on the storage and 
disposition of weapons-usable fissile materlals. The document at hand is 
woefully Inadequate and flawed. At this point the Department should 
provide another opportunity for public comment after the concerns 
previously mentioned in our comments have been adequately addressed in 
a revised Draft PEIS. Nothing less than a fully sufficient NEPA analysis

17/09.11.08 
cont.  

19/09.02.08 

20/08.03.00

F-066

010400 Comment Number 18

The possibility of more than one alternative being selected for disposition is 
discussed in Section 2.5.2.1 of the Draft PEIS. The Final PEIS identifies the 

impacts associated with a hybrid alternative consisting of more than one 

technology. The Final PEIS also examines combined impacts for storage plus 

disposition for the Preferred Alternative.

090208 Comment Number 19

The Y-12 Plant currently stores HEU in several facilities, all located within 
the Plant's PA. Category I and Category II quantities of HEU (as defined by 

DOE Order 5633.3B, Control and Accountability of Nuclear Materials) are 

stored in Material Access Areas (MAAs). Within each specific MAA, the 

HEU is stored within properly designed and built vaults or vault-type rooms.  

These existing storage facilities meet current security and ES&H regulations 

and requirements. Under the No Action Alternative for ORR, DOE is 

committed to maintaining these facilities to ensure safe operation for the 

balance of the facilities useful lives. For the other reasonable storage and 

disposition alternatives, compliance with all applicable ES&H requirements 

is an integral and important part of each storage or disposition facility design.

080300 Comment Number 20

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for a 
vitrification pilot plant. Decisions on the disposition of weapons-usable fissile 

materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and economic 

studies, national policy considerations, and public input.
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Comment Number I

SOUTHWEST RESEARCH AND INFORMATION CENTER 
P0 Ba 4124 AftUWA9*, M iM0 OW91-5fl-i MX.35 s-262-iss 

June 7, 1996 

United States Department of Energy 
Office Of Fissile Materials Disposition 
P.O. BOx 23706 
Washington, DC 20026-3786 

Dear People, 

These comeents are in addition to oral comments made by Don 
Hancock in Amarillo, Texas on April 22 and to the letter siqned 
by SRIC and numerous other organizations and sent to Secretary 
O'Leary on May 6.  

SRIC strongly believes that the Draft rrogrammatic Environmental 
Impact Statement (PEIS) on the Storage and Disposition of 
Weapons-Usable Fissile Materials is fatally flayed and must be 
substantially revised and reiaaued for additional public comment 
before it can be used for decisions about storage or disposition 
of fissile materials.  

Safe and verifiable storage and disposal of surplus plutonium and 
highly-enriched wanium is one of the most urgent and significant 
international secdrity matters of our time. However, precipitous 
decisions about disposition based on inadequate technical, cost.  
and proliferation information wllI likely exacerbate existing 
deficiencies In handling of fissile materials, thereby making the 
difficulties of implementing any decisions even greater.  

The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) dictates that DOE 
present a credible and accurate discussion of reasonable 
alternatives in its review or this issue. Further, the potential 
consequences of an inappropriate decision compel DOE to 
demonstrate better than its normal quality of NEPA performance 
ensuring particularly that the nonproliferation and cumulative 
impacts of its decision are soundly addressed. The current Draft 
pEIS meets neither of these standards.  

Regarding disposition, it is clear from DOE'S research bias 
toward mixed oxide (MOX) fuel and reactor technologies that the 
draft PEIS and DOE'S policy are being driven by the desires of 
the nuclear industry to gain politically and economically by 
receiving government subsidies such as free fuel for existing 
reactors and federal funding for new reactors. The NEPA process 
should not be hijacked by such pork barrel politics.

1/08.00.00 

2/01.02.00

F-057

Although DOE is committed to public input and openness, DOE does not 
contemplate additional public comment on this PEIS. Public comments have 
already been received in scoping and public meetings. The comment period 
for the PEIS was extended to 92 days; in addition, technical, cost, schedule, 
and nonproliferation analyses were released for public comment.

010200 Comment Number 2

The alternatives analyzed in the PEIS were determined through a screening 
process that included public input on the selection criteria. This process was 
not politically or institutionally biased.
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Given the difficulties in making and implementing disposition 
decisions for the next decade or more, the real public and 
international focus on fissile materials will be their storage, 
whether DOE considers such storage -interim- or -long-term.
Thus, an adequate draft PEIS should provide a comprehensive look 
at all reasonable alternatives and their environmental impacts.  

I. However, the draft PEIS is seriously deficient in its 
consideration of alternatives: 

it fails to consider all reasonable alternatives for the 
long-term Storage of weapons-useble fissile materials, 
particularly plutonium pits. Currently, in the Pantex 
Site-wlide Environmental Impact Statement, the Department 
acknowledges that interim storage of pits at Department of Defense (DOD) facilities, specifically at Kirtland Air Force Base's Hanzano Weapons Storage Area, is a reasonable alternative which must be analysed in the ZIS. The DOD is also a cooperatini 
agency in that Pantex 91S. The Draft PZIS rejects this alternative for long-term storage of pits although it is clearly 
as reasonable an alternative for long-term storage as for interim. DOD facilities Should be included as alternative sites, 
and DOD should be a cooperating agency in a revised and re-issued 
draft PEIS.  

The draft PEIS (p. 2-6) briefly dismisses the Manzano site 
because of the need to provide long-term storage of plutonium in forms other than pits and the -ZSH concerns- associated with 
handling plutonium not in pit form -in proximity to the metropolitan Albuquerque area.- However, continuing storage of pits for longer than the 5-10 years considered in the Pentex 
draft EIS is clearly both a reasonable alternative and is very likely to occur in any case. Thus, the draft PEIS must include 
;s a reasonable storage alternative having pits stored in pit form and storing other plutonium in non-pit forms In a separate 
facility or at another site.  

Of particular interest is the ability of the Manzano Weapons Storage Area to store pits for longer than 5-10 years. Since the draft PEIS states that a new storage facility would have to be .uilt for long-term storage at any of the DOE sites, the 
possibility that the existing Hanzano site (and potentially other 
DOD sites) could be used for pit storage (even if not suitable 
for other forms Of plutonium) must be fully considered.  

• It fails to consider alternatives for storage containers for 
plutonium. Only one container, which is not yet certified, Is analyzed in this document despite the fact that this Container is not appropriate for storage of plutonium in all of the variety of forms in which it currently resides throughout the complex. A 
range of adequate containers must be examined in order to ensure that plutonium stabilization and Storage can be done safaly.

3/01.01.00 

4/01.04.00 

5/02.00.08

F-057

010100 Comment Number 3

Comment noted.

010400 Comment Number 4

Combined storage of pits and non-pit Pu at the Manzano WSA was originally 
eliminated as a reasonable alternative in the Draft PEIS. After considering 
separate storage of pits from non-pit Pu, the option to store these pits at the 
Manzano WSA no longer appears unreasonable. The Manzano WSA was 
evaluated in the Pantex EIS and Section 2.1.3 of the Final PEIS. The Final 
PEIS was revised to clarify the consideration of the Manzano WSA for 
combined storage, and a description of the WSA was included in Appendix P.  

Other non-DOE sites (including DoD sites) were considered in the Screening 
Report, and were eliminated because of cost effectiveness, ES&H, and 
public/institutional acceptance concerns, with no overriding advantages 
compared to existing DOE sites already safeguarding nuclear materials.  
Under these circumstances, DoD was not included as a cooperating agency.

020008 Comment Number 5

The PEIS assumes that all surplus Pu at Hanford, INEL, Pantex, SRS, 
RFETS, and LANL has been transformed to a stable form that meets the DOE 
Standard Criteria for Safe Storage of Pu Metals and Oxides (DOE-STD
3013-94) for materials greater than 50-percent Pu. Stabilization of the 
material and the impacts are not within the scope of this PEIS. The material 
would be stored in containers consistent with the transportation of the 
materials on or to the site. Containers analyzed for storage of pits include the 
FL container (currently certified) and the AT-400 (currently under review for 
certification). Material would not be moved and stored in the AT-400A 
container without proper certification. Other containers were analyzed for the 
transportation of other Pu materials (for example, the BUSS R-1 cask for As 
and the MO- I for MOX fuel).
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Comment Number 6
* It falls to consid. r alternatives that would promote full 

international Inspection of all surplus plutonium and highly 
enriched uranium. Such an alternative must be considered 
reasonable since it is expressly Included in the President's 
Nonproliferation policy (p. A-21. Analysis of the alternative 
should include the eas. or difficulty of such international 
inspection at various sites. For example, how could 
international inspection be done in Zone 12 at Pentex, the area 
designated for many long-term storage activities, which will also 
continue to be the weapons assembly/diasnsembly area, and which 
presumably would not be open to international inspection? Are 
DOE sites which do not have a Defense Programs mission more 
easily opened to international inspection? Mow could DOD Sites 
be subject to international inspection? 

II. The draft PEIS is also severely deficient In Its analysis of 
environmental impacts; 

* it fails to consider fully activities associated with 
the processing and interim storage of plutonium and highly 
enriched uranium that will be required to transition this 
material from its current status at various sites around the 
complex to the preferred form(S) for long-term storage. The 
draft PEIS seems to presume that such processing and repackaging 
receives comprehensive NEPA coverage in some other document(s).  
That is not the case. Instead, the various existing NEPA 
documents considering interim stabilization and storage are 
Incomplete. There has bean no comprehensive analysis of the 
stabilization and storage issues, an analysis that should be 
included in the PEIS.  

O It fails to consider comprehensively all of the existing 
surplus plutonium. Some of the existing surplus plutonium is 
not, in fact, included in the PEIS, although the draft PEIS says 
it is (p. 1-2). For example, some of the 11.9 metric tons of 
surplus plutonium at Rocky Flats has been inappropriately 
excluded from the draft PEIS. Some of these materials are being 
analyzed in the Draft tnvirormental Assessment for Solid Residue 
Treatment, Repackaging, and Storage, DOE-EA-1120, March 1996.  
That RA is not even listed in the draft PEIS as a related 
document (p. 1-8). The table on that page also is a vivid, 
though incomplete, description of the fragmented NEPA process 
that DOE is engaged In.  

A related matter is that for the disposition alternatives, all 
materIal is assumed to be in a form suitable for shipping (p. 4 
779). However, the environmental and worker impacts of 
processing those materials into such a form is not included In 
the draft PEIS, nor In any other REPA document.

6/01.06.00 

7/01.01.00 

8/01.00.00 

9/10.00.00

The discussion of inspectability by the IAEA is shown in Chapter 1, pages 

1-5 and 1-6 of the PEIS.

010100 Comment Number 7

As described in Chapter 1 of the PEIS, DOE has an ongoing program to 
stabilize non-pit materials containing Pu and miscellaneous uranium 
materials to meet the requirements of the Plutonium Vulnerability 
Management Plan. The NEPA coverage for stabilization of the weapons
usable fissile materials is beyond the scope of this PEIS, since the PEIS 
addresses only separated materials. The management of materials 
stabilization activities, including any NEPA analysis that might be required, 
is being conducted under the DOE's Environmental Management program in 
accordance with DNFSB Recommendation 94-1 Site Corrective Action 
plans.

010000 Comment Number 8

This PEIS addresses the storage and disposition of separated materials 

including residues (of greater than 50-percent Pu by volume), scrap, and other 
materials that have been stabilized. The processes and facilities required to 

achieve stabilization are addressed in other NEPA documents. A discussion 
of RFETS residues and their treatment appears in Chapter 1 of the PEIS.  

Reference to the Solid Residues Treatment, Repackaging, and Storage at the 

Rocky Flats Environmental Technology Site Environmental Assessment, and 

FONSI is included in Section 1.1.1 of the PEIS.

100000 Comment Number 9

Under the No Action Alternative, DOE sites with surplus Pu (Hanford, INEL, 
Pantex, and SRS) would continue to store Pu-bearing materials in storage 
vaults and other similar facilities. All Pu materials will be stabilized and 
repackaged, as necessary, to ensure safe storage. The cleanout, stabilization, 
and storage of readily retrievable Pu materials are being addressed in several 
NEPA documents (for example, the Plutonium Finishing Plant Stabilization

010600
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A In its analysis for various sites, the draft PEIS focuses only on the particular area of the site that would be used for storage or disposition, rather than comprehensively looking at the other activities at a site that could affect storage or disposlt~ion. For example, at Pantex, It fails to discuss how the on-going weapons activities in Zone 12 could conflict with 
plutonium storage.  

- The analysis of environmental impacts at all sites is severely limited by the -pre-desiqgn information regarding 
buildings and facilities (p. 9-1 and C-1|. The draft PETS tries to excuse this flaw as regards disposition decisions by stating that no sLting decisions will be made in this PETS (p. 4-1).  However, siting decisions will be made regarding storage, so the sites must be looked at comprehensively and the cumulative impacts of storage along with other existing or proposed missions 
of each site must be fully considered.  

. The environmental impacts of particular activities, 
specifically related to plutonium conversion and MOX fuel facilities, are grossly underestimated. For example, the draft 
PETS does not use previous experience of plutonium processing and conversion as the baseline environmental impacts. Operational problems and accidents, for example, at DOE facilities that have engaged in slailar activities should be included, as DOE cannot 
Just assume that "improved technologies" will eliminate the 
possibility of future problems.  

"- It fails to Include in its analysis of disposition 
options for plutonium the significant Impacts surrounding the disposal of high-plutonium-content spent fuel resulting from a Mixed-Oxide (NOX) disposition decision. These impacts are economic as -ll as environmental. Specifically, the draft PETS fails to address issues regarding repository disposal of spent MOX fuel raised by the National Academy of Sciences in its 1995 Reactor Options study of plutonium disposition. For instance, 
DOE fails to consider the higher thermal power of 4OX spent fuel and its implications for the cost and safety of a high-level 
waste repository. The failure to consider issues raised by the NAS study is all the more egregious because the DOE has repeatedly stated that it would be guided by the HAS studies on 
plutonium disposition. DOB should also carefully address the potentially greater consequences of an accident in a reactor loaded with MOX fuel. A more thorough analysis of NOX use would raise significant concerns about, for example, Its link to future reprocessing and long-term U.S. policy regarding reliance on the 
plutonium fuel cycle.  

* The site specific analysis is often wrong. For example, page 4-727 states that at Pantax "no groundwater would be withdrawn 
for the project from the aquifer- for construction and operation of evolutionary LNR. That statement Is, of course, totally wrong

10/11.00.08 

11/11.00.08 

12/09.00.08 

13/09.11.08 

14/09.09.08 

15/01.00.00 

16/09.04.04

EIS at Hanford, the Pantex EIS for Pantex, the Interim Management of 
Nuclear Materials EIS at SRS, and the RFETS Interim Storage EIS) as well 
as DNFSB Recommendation 94-1 Site Corrective Action Plans. Therefore, 
the impacts from these actions are not included in the PEIS.

110008 Comment Number 10

Discussions of ongoing and anticipated activities at various DOE sites and 
how these activities would affect the environmental resources at the sites are 
given under the title "Cumulative Impacts" in Section 4.7 of the PEIS.  

Ongoing assembly and disassembly activities at Pantex occur in bays, cells, 
and special purpose facilities. Storage activities would occur in building 
12-66, a new consolidation or a new collocation facility. Building 12-66 is 
currently being used for warehouse activities, and the use of it would not 
conflict with assembly and disassembly activities. Storage activities at Pantex 
are currently being done in Zone 4. Appendix Q has been added to the Final 
PEIS to describe storage of RFETS pits in Zone 4. Zone 4 has adequate 
capacity for pits currently at Pantex and RFETS.

110008 Comment Number 11

For disposition without the conceptual design of a facility, there would not be 
a detailed estimate of the various effluent releases from the facility, and hence, 
no basis for a more detailed environmental impact analysis of the releases.  
For long-term storage, analysis of the existing and anticipated activities at 
each candidate site and the potential impacts of these activities on the various 
environmental resources at the site is given under the title Cumulative 
Impacts in Section 4.7 of the PEIS.

090008 Comment Number 12

An evaluation of disposition alternatives was completed for representative 
sites. These representative sites have been identified for the analysis of the 
range of environmental consequences. These sites include Hanford, NTS, 
INEL, Pantex, ORR, and SRS. Additionally, some disposition facilities 
(specifically those involving the deep borehole complex, generic MOX fuel
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160.40
16/09.04.04 
cont.

since all water for construction and operation of any such 

facility at Fantes would come from the Ogallale aquifer, Iust as 

all water currently used at Pantesx comes from Ogallala wells.  

- The accident analysis for various scenarios is seriously 

understated. For eXample, the evaluation basis accident in a MOX 

fuel fabrication facility la a 10-kilogram plutonium source at 

risk, with less than I gram released (p. M-259)). Given the 

inexperience of U.S. workerS, the uncertainties about design and 

handling, the lack of regulatory requirements, and the far larger 

quantities than 10 kilograms of plutonium that would be in the 

facility at any given time, a more severe accident scenario with 

a much larger source term and larger releases must be included.  

S1IC also does not feel that an adequate basis has been 

established to exclude several of the "beyond design basis 

accident scenarios" for a NOX facility (p. M-289). The analysis 

should be revised to include larger source term amounts and more 

severe accidents which release larger volumes of plutonium.  

Similarly, the sam@ 10-kilogram plutonium source is Used for 

accident scenarios for a plutonium conversion facility (p. H

369). Once again, SRIC does not agree that there is credible 

analysis to justify exclusion of "beyond evaluation basis" 

accident scenario# nor that more serious accidents are not 

credible.  

" The positive environmental and nonproliferation effects of 

international inspection and other transparency measures are 

ignored in the draft PETS. The document says that some of the 

materials included "may be subject" to bilateral or international 

inspection (p. 1-51. However, regular international inspection 

would dramatically increase the confidence of people worldwide 

regarding the status of surplus weapons-uaable fissile materials 

and that the U.S. is not using such materials for weapons-related 

activities.  

It contains no cost estimates and no detailed design 

information on buildings and facilities- Such information is 

necessary both to identify reasonable alternatives and their 

environmental impacts. But that information will not 

be available to the public until wall after the public comment 

period on the draft PZIS ends. SRIC believes that such 

information is essential to the public discussion and must be 

made available with the revised draft PETS. Indeed, in the 

Final ZIS on Proposed Nuclear Weapons Nonproliferation Policy 

Concerning Foreign Research Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel, the 

Department did analyze and compare cOsts of alternatives.  

Similarly, in the draft Stockpile Stewardship and Management 

PETS, DOE/EIS-0236, February 1996, DOE used cost projections as a 

major determining factor in assessing alternatives.

fabrication, and use of existing or partially completed LWRs) do not lend 
themselves to specific site analysis at this time. Therefore, generic site 

characteristics have been developed for environmental evaluations of these 

facilities. DOE will conduct site-specific tiered NEPA analyses in the future, 

as required, that will utilize site-specific environmental characteristics before 

a disposition site is selected. Site-specific environmental analyses for Pu 

disposition will be addressed in the next tiered NEPA documents.  

The National Laboratories, which developed the data reports that were used 

to develop the environmental impacts related to Pu conversion and MOX fuel 

facilities, did use previous Pu processing experience. Laboratory experts used 

their knowledge of the physical, chemical, and radiological properties of Pu 

to determine potential release fractions during normal and accident situations, 

and worker and population exposures. This knowledge also included process 

parameters such as the quantity of the material at risk, process flow rates (for 

example, the quantity of Pu that could be stabilized or converted into MOX 

per year), and the number of workers required.

091108 Comment Number 13

17/09.09.08 

18/01.06.00 

19/08.00.00 
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090908 Comment Number 14

The event description, probability, source terms, and the human health 
impacts from the potential accidents for the evolutionary reactors using UO-.  

fuels are presented in the PEIS. The similar analysis for the existing, partially 

completed and evolutionary LWRs with MOX fuels are conducted and 

included in the PEIS.

0 

i., 

I., l.�

The NAS report on the disposition of Pu was used in the screening evaluation 
process to form the basis for options evaluated for both long-term storage and 

disposition. The NAS report established a Stored Weapons Standard and 

Spent Fuel Standard used in the PEIS.  

Appendix H of the PEIS provides a comparative analysis of the various Pu 

waste forms for potential disposal in an NWPA-HLW repository. This 

analysis includes the thermal characteristics of MOX versus uranium oxide 

fuel.
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c Itsneglects to provide any analysis of the proliferation 
impacts of the various alternatives considered for the long-term 
storage of pluton ium and highly enriched uranium and the 
disposition options for plutonium. The proliferation impacts are 
Crucial factors in any decisions to be made regarding these 20/01.06.00 
weapons-usable materials and, as such, they must be examined in 
the PuXS. Once again, DOE is Ignoring its own NEPA precedents 
where proliferation has been a key element in NEPA documents.  
(Nonproliferation concerns were included in the Final PETS for 

Tritium.) are too, the DOE has failed to consider the issues 
raised in the 1Ti4 and 7195 HAS studies on plutonium disposition.  

Further, the possibility of international verification 
(transparency) and conformity to international safeguards must 

weigh heavily in DOE's final decisions about storage and 
disposition. When the environmental impacts, proliferation 
risks, and the total costs of MOX are fully considered, we 21/08.03.01 
believe that the Department would reject that alternative. Since 
other means to safely handle excess plutonium exist, the proposed 
use of NOX as a means of plutonium disposition should be flatly 
rejected as unreasonable.  

111. other comments 

1. A positive comment is that the metric Conversion chart (p.  
xxvii) and metric prefixes (p. xxviii) are helpful. They should 22/16.00.00 
be regularly included in other DOE documents.  

2. The numerous references cited in the text but not included in 
the %reference list are a significant problem. SRIC had to make 
several calls to the Office of Fissile Materials and talk with a 
contractor before being Informed that the reference cites were in 
error. Likewise, numerous references are several years old and 
obsolete. The fact that more recent analyses are being done and 23/09.00.08 
may be included in the final PETS (as SRIC was informed) is not 
helpful in analyzing the draft PEIS. Since apparently additional 
time is needed to Complete more up-to-date documents, revising 
and re-issuing a draft PEIS would allow those more recent 
documents to be used in the preparation of the draft PETS.  

3. Another example of the sloppy work is in the table of 
contents of Volume I, which omits more than 100 pages of the 
document! Section 2.5.2 on Disposition alternatives and its 119 
pages is not even listed in the table of contents. And section 24/16.00.00 
2.6, the preferred alternative is listed as being on p. 2-159, 
when in reality it is page 2-258.  

4. The draft PETS should describe the size and subject matter 
contained in the classified appendix (pp. 4-771, 4-781) so that 25/ 
the interested reader could have a better idea of how essential 10.03.00 
It is to the overall understanding of the issues relevant to the 
draft PEAS. If the classified appendix is necessary to gain a

F-057

010000 Comment Number 15

The nonproliferation aspects of each alternative evaluated in the PEIS were 
addressed in a separate nonproliferation analysis issued by DOE in late 1996.  
If the use of MOX fuel in reactors is selected as the disposition approach, the 
MOX fuel fabrication plant would be shut down at the completion of the 
disposition mission. Furthermore, the spent fuel from the use of MOX would 
not be reprocessed; therefore, residual Pu would not be separated.

090404 Comment Number 16

The statement cited concerns the perched aquifer beneath Pantex. It is correct 
in noting that no groundwater will be withdrawn from this aquifer. The text 
in Section 4.3.5.4.4 of the Final PEIS was changed from "near surface 
4quifer" to the "perched aquifer."

090908 Comment Number 17

The accident scenarios for Pu storage and disposition, including the accident 
frequency and the source term released to environment, were developed 
based on the best available information. Although not all potential accidents 
were addressed, those that were postulated have consequences and risks that 
are expected to envelop the consequences and risks of an operating facility.  
Some of the "beyond evaluation basis" accidents were analyzed in the PEIS.  
It is believed that no other credible accidents with expected frequency of 
occurrence larger than l.0xl0-7 per year are anticipated that will have 
consequences and risks larger than those described in this PEIS. The 
background information for the accident scenario development is 
documented in the respective data reports prepared for the Pu storage and 
disposition program by National Laboratories.

010600 Comment Number 18

Analysis of the Nonproliferation Policy impacts of all the PEIS alternatives, 
including international inspection, is presented in a separate document to 
support DOE's ROD. This document was available for public review in 
October 1996.
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full understandinq of the environmental impacts of any 25/10.03.00 
alternative, that should also be stated in the draft PEIS. co2/.  

5. Since the draft PEIS does not contain preferred alternatives, 

it should fully describe the criteria that would be used to 26/08.03.00 
select such alternatives so that the public could comment on the 

appropriateness and weighting that should be given.  

6. While real cost and design information is not available, the 

draft PEIS is sometimes breathtaking in the precision, without 

necessary statelent of the uncertainties of its analysis. It is 

certain that the numbers used are wrong, but the document no 

where states that obvious point. For example, the socioeconomics 

analysis for Pantex (pages 4-202 to 4-206) makes a number of 

unqualified, and totally incredible, statements. Even though the 

actual jobs required for construction and the actual operational 

jobs are unknown, the draft PEIS includes precise numbers (a 

range for both direct and indirect jobs would be more technically 27/09.08.08 
appropriate). The draft PEIS also contains specific amounts 

about how the regkonal economy, including unemployment, would be 

affected by the upgrade, consolidation, and collocation 

alternatives. The statements in the draft PEIS are not qualified 

in any way as to the differing economic characteristics that will 

certainly exist in the future, the changing job market, 

technological changes that will affect employment, the fact that 

large construct ion projects frequently attract workers nhether 

jobs are in fact available, among many other factors are not 

stated.

7. Even though the draft PEIS is supposed to discuss activities 

that will happen a decade or more in the future, it frequently 

ignores that reality. Among other things, it assumes current 

environmental and economic conditions. It also assumes current 

permitting requirements. even when permits have a considerably 

shorter lifetime. For example, the draft PEIS assumes continued 

open burning and discharges to playas even though those actions 

are extremely controversial and were contested in the most recent 

TNWCC permits by affected citizens who want to eliminate open 

burning and discharges to unlined ditches and playas. Moreover, 

DOE knows that it must look for alternate technologies to phase 

out open burning and discharges into unlined ditches and playas.  

However, no alternate scenarios are included in the draft PEIS.  

Iv. These concerns make clear that the Department has much work 

to do before It can produce even a minimally adequate Draft PEIS 

on the storage and disposition of weapons-usable fissile 

materials. Until a revised draft PEIS is issued for public 

comment, a final PLIS is issued, and a Record of Decision is 

released, the Department cannot make programmatic decisions 

regarding long-term storage and disposition of weaponx-usable 
fisSile materials.

28/09.00.08

F-057
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080000 Comment Number 19

In the interest of openness and more informed decisionmaking, DOE released 
Technical Summary Reports to the public as soon as they became available.  

Cost data, along with technical and schedule data, were provided in Technical 

Summary Reports of both storage and disposition in the summer of 1996.  

Results of the nonproliferation analysis were made available in the fall of 

1996. Each of these analyses along with the environmental analysis and 

public input will be integrated into DOE's decisionmaking process.

010600 Comment Number 20

In addition to the environmental analysis of the storage and disposition 
alternatives identified in this PEIS, DOE conducted technical, schedule, cost 

and nonproliferation analyses to assure an adequate basis for a ROD. These 

analyses were published as separate documents and were made available to 

the public for review and comment beginning in July 1996 for the technical, 

cost, and schedule analyses and October 1996 for the nonproliferation 

analysis.  

The United States has placed some of its weapons-usable materials under 

IAEA safeguards and is continuing efforts to make more available to IAEA.  

DOE is also assisting Russia with efforts to create new storage capacity and 

to establish new control and accountability capabilities for existing storage 

facilities. Through these efforts, there is hope to encourage greater 

international commitment to IAEA inspections.

080301 Comment Number 21

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 
Reactor Alternative using MOX fuel. Decisions on disposition of weapons

usable fissile materials will be made based upon environmental analyses, 

technical and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public 

input.

160000 
Comment noted.

Comment Number 22
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However, SKIC urges DOE to continue activities which can prepare the Department to makes its best possible decisions. Ie want to be explicit that we do not believe our concerns need to delay the construction of a pilot plant for the immobilization of pluroniuem wastes by vitrification. Construction of a pilot plant is not programmatic, and therefore does not require NEPA analysis in a progrmmatic document. Moving forward with a pilot vitrification plant will signal the Department's resolve to disposition plutonium rather than to stockpile it, as well as to address some existing environmental, health, and safety issues.  

Moving forward will also provide additional information about the particulars of Immobilization of plutonium In glass, information that would be useful in preparing an adequate draft PEIS. And, since the Departeent already realizes that some of its plutonium will not be a candidate for conversion to MOX fuel under any circumstances, construction of a pilot vitrification plant will enable the Department to address at least some of this material 
in a timely and effective way.

29/08.03.00

Sincerely, 

Don Hancock

F-057
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The most current data available was used for the analyses and development of 
sections in the Draft PEIS prior to its publication. The Final PEIS has been 
revised to reflect updated data and additional information received since the 
publication of the Draft. References to this updated information are reflected 
in the reference chapter of the Final PEIS.

160000

Comment has been noted. Changes were made to the Table of Contents and 
are reflected in the Final PEIS.

100300

The foreword acknowledges the Classified Appendix and includes a brief 
description of its content. The technical factors discussed in the appendix are 
classified.

080300

Between the issuance of the Draft and Final PEIS, DOE has obtained 
supplemental information from a variety of sources in addition to the 
environmental analyses. One of these sources is the public. Further 
information was obtained from technical, cost, schedule, and nonproliferation 
analyses performed separate from the environmental analysis. The 
information provided by all of these sources was used to determine the 
Preferred Alternative and will be integrated into DOE's decisionmaking 
process. The ROD will describe the basis for the decision.

090808

The socioeconomic analysis is based on the best available data. DOE 
National Laboratories have developed manpower estimates for the 
construction and operation of each of the Proposed Alternatives. Employment 
multipliers from RIMS II, developed by BEA, are used to estimate total

990008
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Comment Number 23

Comment Number 24

Comment Number 25

Comment Number 26

Comment Number 27
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employment impacts. The approach used in the Draft PEIS is a widely 

accepted methodology for estimating the potential impacts of public and 

private sector projects on regional economies. The job estimates are used to 

determine whether a project can be accommodated in a regional economy 

without stressing the available labor and housing markets. For Proposed 

Actions involving downsizing or termination of existing missions, the 

multipliers are used to estimate total job loss for the affected region.  

090008 Comment Number 28 

Future activities in the PEIS are analyzed by projecting and modeling current 

environmental and economic conditions and data. This analysis does not 

project current permitting requirements nor postulate possible additional 

regulatory requirements which may arise that could have an affect on future 

programs at analyzed sites.  

08 03 00 Comment Number 29 

The Department of Energy recognizes the commentor's support for an 

immobilization pilot plant. However, the need for NEPA analysis of such a 

pilot plant will be determined dependent upon the disposition alternative 

selected.  
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08 02 00 Comment Number 1 

Daoe Reeived: O/2 Comment noted.  
Comment ID: P0049 
Name, Don Hancock 

Address: 

Transcrption: 

This is Don Hancock at Southwest Research and Information Center in Albuquerque, New 
Meiico. my number is (505)262-1362 1 have several pallet ofcomments that I wanted to fax in, 
but this line doesn't seem to work as a fax line even though it was advertised and is included in 
the covernsheat ofthe PES as being a fox line a well. So, my comment is that it should also be a 1/08.02.00 
&ax line, and I have faxed my conments to the Ofice of Fiuile Materials Disposition at the 202 
number and expect that they'll be fully considered. Thank you very much.  

--1 
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Comments of 

SOUTHWESTERN PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY 

Amaillo, Texas 

to 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY 

Re: Drafts 

Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement 

for Stockpile Stewardship and Management. February 1996 

Environmental Impact Statement 

for Continued Operation of the Pantax Plant 

and Associated Storage of Nuclear Weapon Components, March 1996 

arnd 

Storage and Disposition 

of Weapons-Usable Fiasile Muterials. February 1996 

May 7. 1996 
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Southwestern Public Service Company is the investor-owned electric energy 

provider to the Pentex Plant, near Amarillo, Texas, and to approximately 367,500 
other customers (about one million persons) in the Panhandle and South Plains of 
Texas, eastern and southeastern New Mexico, the Oklahoma Panhandle, and 
southwestem Kansas. SPS through the past several years has been an attentive ri 1.1 
and active participant In United States Department of Energy public information/ 
participation activities related to DOE nuclear complex planning.  

1. SPS actively supports the interests of Pentex and Pentex employees - so long as those interests era coincident with protection and Improvement of, 

environmental conditions in the Pantex region of Influence and with prudent and 

rational national defense policies and strategies.  

2. At this juncture In the proposed and appropriate downsizing of the 
nuclear complex, we again strongly encourage the Department and Administration 
to predicate all actions related to the nuclear complex on the conservative 
assumption that at least rogue-state or terroristic nuclear aggression against the 
United States is probable.  

U.S. vigilance and nuclear preparedness are key to coexistence with med 
nations and persons.  

In turn, the Pantex Plant is, uniquely, a key to economically efficient 
continuing nuclear preparedness.  

SPS's further comments today on the three major draft environmental impact 
statements under review intentionally are brief. We forego repetition of comments 
filed with the Department in the past, and concentrate on issues of particular 
relevance to appropriate future missions for Pentax: 

F-037
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3. Fundamental to DOE's further consideration of the roles Pentax should 

play relative to the changing missions of the nuclear complex Is the unequivocal 

racognition that even accumulatively, there would be NO aIgoflfcnt adverse 

environmental Impacts from retention and potential expansion of the variety of 

missions possibles for Pentex.  

The summaries of the relevant draft ElSa do not report this fundamental 

conclusion explicitly; rather, in some instances, the summaries misrepresent that 

conclusion, reporting, instead, effectively minuscule environmental potentialities 

that are characterized as 'adverse' only because they do not equate to measurable 

"benefits.' We suggest the rote language of ElSs should be expanded to recognize 

effectively neutral outcomes mnot merely 'beneficial" or 'adverse' consequencesl.  

However, the underlying draft statements themselves are conclusive in 

regards to the actual insignificance of 'adverse' potential impacts of expended 

missions at Pentex. Moreover, DOE and consultant representatives in public 

meetings in Amarillo publicly and explicitly acknowledged that fundamental 

conclusion (eee, especially, transcript of April 23, 1996, morning discussions).  

Because the Department, through its representatives in Amarillo on April 23, 

comnitted to highlighting, In the subject Final Environmental Impact Statements, 

this fundamental end Irrefutable conclusion about the actual Insignificance of any 

adverse environmental Impeets of Inumrsed missions at Pantax, Southwestern will 

not enumerate and rebut the iitany of potential environmental concerns reflected in 

the ElSe.  

5. (However, we do request that the Department Include in the record 

"dockets" for these ElSa the comments by SPS relative to listed potential 

environmental concerns recited in the draft Tritium Production-related EIS of 1995.

1/08.03.01 

2/09.00.08

F-037

080301 Comment Number 1

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support of Pantex.  
Decisions related to future missions at Pantex will be based upon 

environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 

considerations, and public input.

090008 Comment Number 2

Based on comments received, the Summary of the Draft PEIS was revised.  

The bar charts providing the comparison of impacts for both storage and 

disposition were deleted from the Summary. The related text was revised to 

clarify the comparison of impacts and to delete reference to "adverse" 
impacts.
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In those comments, SPS rebutted the overly sensitive. generally not really site

specific but knee-jetk and III-Informed, and frequently inaccurate chwactefizations 

of environmental "corcem"s @bout expanded missions at Pantax. Clearly, those 

eiller chrsctorlzotiona of possibly 'adverse" Impacts, especially those related to 

uses of ground water, now we rejected by DOE. Nonetheless. a replete record 

supportive of the Deprtmens April 23, 1996. publicly articulated conclusion that 

NO significant adverse Impacts would result, Is appropriate.) 

6. Southwestean endorses the Department's preferred alternative' for 

continuimn assembly, disassembly, and pit reuse functions at Pentex. This 
"preferred alternative' Is environmmntally sound, end economically appropriate.  

Transferring thes functions to the Nevada Test Site would be highly questionable 

In both regards.  

7. We stongly encourge the Department to retain high explosives 

functions at Pintex (rather then relocating those functions to Los Almnos and 

Lawrence Livermore labs). There would be negative environmental Impacts, of 

course, assocated with transfer of those functions to the labs - Impacts related to 

construction wnd expansion of the labs' facilities, for Instancs. Those impacts 

would not occur at Pantax, where facilities already awe available and in use for 

these very purposes. Additionally, there would be economic waste associated with 

such transfers; simply put, It would be more expensiv - by DOE's estimate, $60 

million more expensive - to move the functions then to retain them where they 

preswntly swe perfornmd.  

Too, high explosives functions should be retained at Pentax because under 

the asiembly/diesermbly preferred alterative, Pantex would be required to 

continue to have high explosives capabilities sufficient to handle disposition and 

disposal of current Inventories and those anticipated from nea-term dismantling --

0 

2/09.00.08 
cont.

3/15.00.00

F-037

150000 Comment Number 3

Comment noted. However, this issue is addressed in the Stockpile Stewardship 
and Management PEIS.
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again, retaining the high exploslves functions at the present site would eliminate 

the necessity of duplicating them elsewhere.  

Finally, high explosives functions should be retaned at Pentex because, 

should future need aise for new weapons production, It will be critical to have the 

high explosives facilities at the weapons productionlassembly site - which site, 

demonstrably, should be the Pentex site.  

8. The environmental and related socio-economic impacts of new storage 

and dispositon functions at Pentax (as outlined in the Fissile Material programmatic 

EIS) cortainly suggests Pentex In fact is the prime candidate for those functions - 1/08.03.01 

especially the storage functions (both those related to reserve weapons grade cont.  

plutonium and 'excess" materials, for which Pantex already has facilhies and 

demonstrated expertise).  

Clealy, the facilities and expertise for storage are existent at Pentex: the site 

provides storage for over 8,600 pits, and has FONSI (Rindling of No Significant 

Impact) authority to house 12.000 pits. With slight modifications, the site likely 

could "FONSI-out," following an environmental assessment for 20,000 pits.  

Equally clearly, Pentex is well prepared to store some 21.3 metric tons of the 38.2 

tons of the notion's "excess' plutonium - the 21.3 tons are in place at Pentax 

now. Appa•rttly. only slight expansion would be necessary to securely store the 

remainder.  

Funonv to this conduslon, too, ae the obvious syrngles of collocation 

of a-ernMblyldIaosernly activities with necessarly attendant. on-she storage.  

In fact. so a result of the (altogether appropriate) decision to continue 

membly and ErsasswnW at Pentex, of putordum fxuctions, including storage and 

FO3 •lb
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disposition, logically flow to Pantex. Incurring extraneous end unnecessary, and 

high, costs for redundant activities it separate sites would be imprudent.  

9. Pantax Is the nation's premier nuclear complex production facility; it is 
Imperative that the 'production core compatencles" presently at the site not be lost 

or diluted by transfer of management for production) functions to the labs.  

The Department indicates that 'stewardship core competencies' must be 

preserved, perhaps at the laboratories - and the Department seems to indicate that 
may mean aecrificIng 'core production competencies' existent at Pantax. It would 

make better sense to maintain the stewardship competencies by visits or residency 

at Pentex, then to lose the production competencles that have evolved there.  

Transferring assembly and disassembly functions to any site inexperienced in 

weapons production and, likely, incapable of significant weapons production, could 

prove disastrous should the need for an augmented nuclear arsenal arise (or when 
such need arises). Pleases, do not eliminate or significantly diminish our nation's 

most effective weapons production facility's competerncies.  

Relative to disposition alternatives, Southwestern Public Service Company 
notes that electric power and energy that could be used In Immobilization and 

vitrification, or In processing for oxide fuel, would be priced very competitively at 
Pentex. (We refer the Department again to our comments, relative to electric 
supply and coats, in the Tritium Production EIS Inquiry.) We are confident that 1/08.03.01 
Southwestern's position as a low-cost producer will encourage the Department to cont 
choose Pentex as the most cost-effective site for disposition activities.  

10. DOE always should seek the most coat-efficient alternatives for the 

nuclear complex's operations. Generally, the most cost-efficient alternatives, rather

F-037
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related to capital investments, transportation, training, security, energy utilities, 

etc., will be those available to the nation at Pentax.  

We requet - we re tempted to demand _- that felt and open cost 

oomparesone among the alternathve sites for eac<h function be used In analyzing 

ekes, mid that such ooooutndnga be alered with the publics that have demonstrated 

Interest in the nuclear oomplex.  

11. Southwestern must specifically reject the conclusion In the Storage and 

Disposition draft EIS, under Phaseout, page 5-21 (emphasis supplied), as it would 

apply to the Pentex region of influence: 'All of the regional economic areas 

surrounding the DOE sites would experience a loss In employment with phaseout.  

However, compared to total emp/oyment In those areas, the loss of Jobs would 

have no or negligible impacts at all the DOE sites.' 

In fact, the impact of Pantax employment in the region of influence is highly 

significant to the region. Measured in terms of total payroll, Pentex is by far the 

area's largest employer. The reasonable job multiplier developed by Dr. Ray 

Perryman at Southern Methodist University, a multiplier of 3.87. applied to the 

some 3,500 emptoyees at Pentex, suggests the site is responsible for a total of 

over 13,500 jobs. Employment related to Pentax represents over 12% of the lobs 

in the AmarTilo metropolitan area.  

Incidentally, the three subject ElSe Inconsistently analyze the indirect jobs 

created in the region by Pentex employment: The site EIS assumes 1.65 indirect 

jobs for each job at Pentex; the stewardship and management EIS assumes 1.16; 

the storage end disposition EIS, 3.51 (by far, the moat consistent with Dr.  

Perryman's, which is the same, regional-experionce-baaed multiplier employed by 

the Amarillo Economic Development Commisslon).

1/08.03.01 
cont.  

4/07.02.00 

5/09.08.04 

F-037

070200 Comment Number 4

The Department of Energy issued a Technical Summary Report in July 1996 
that included cost comparisons of the disposition technologies evaluated in 

the PEIS. However, the report only provided generic costs for each 

technology rather than site-specific costs. The differences between sites for a 

particular technology are relatively small except where existing facilities are 

available that could be used to offset overall cost. Available facilities were 

taken into consideration in developing the Preferred Alternative in the Final 

PEIS and will be considered with other factors in the ROD.

090804 Comment Number 5

Phasing out the storage facilities is the only Proposed Alternative that would 
eliminate jobs at Pantex. DOE estimates that only about five direct jobs would 

be lost due to the phaseout of the storage mission. Although any employment 

loss would be undesirable, the loss of five jobs would have no impact on the 

local or regional economy.  

The number of indirectjobs generated or lost due to the Proposed Alternatives 

was estimated using the RIMS II model developed by BEA. The employment 

multipliers used in RIMS II are available for all of the candidate sites and lend 

consistency to the socioeconomic analyses.  

The documents cited evaluate the impacts of different activities which would 

account for some of the difference in size of multipliers used. For example, 

this PEIS assesses the impacts of storage alternatives at Pantex, differs from 

the types of activities assessed in the Stockpile Stewardship and Management 

PEIS (for example, weapons assembly/disassembly). These activities require 

different supply and service inputs and rely on different support industries.  

Therefore, the employment multipliers are likely to be different. The Pantex 

EIS uses a slightly different methodology and analyzes activities not limited 

to the Fissile Materials Disposition mission. This difference would account 

for disparities in the size of multipliers used in the two documents.

a 
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Certainly, we consider a potential 10% to 12% reduction in metro-area 
employment a major loss, and by no means a 'negligible' concern. We strongly 5/09.08.04 

," ', urge the Department to correct the socio-economic impact portions of all three EIS cont.  
documents to accurately reflect the impact of Pantex employment in its region of 

in flu e n c e . ' • " 

12. Unlike other nuclear complex sites, for instance the notorious Rocky 
Rats, Hanford. and Savannah River sites, and yes, Los Alamos, Pantex has not had 
radioactive materials contamination problems. The nuclear complex-related 

operations at Pentex, in fact, apparently are the best-managed, relative to 1/08.03.01 
protection of the environment, In the nuclear complex. Partially to reward the cont.  
superior, environmertally benign, history of the site, and certairdy to capitalize on 
auprlor environmental performance, the Department should retain and expand the 

technically competent operations at Pantex.  

Public support for retention and expansion of the Pantex operations has been 
nurtured by the faciflity's performance over many decades. Just as the public here 
has respected that performance, so should the Department.  

Moreover, the Department must surely rocognIze In the resounding public 
support Pentax erjrys still further advantages to retention end expansion of the 

missions at Pantex.  

In summary, the criteria for evaluating the ahernatives and arriving at the 
most suitable Record of Decision - the criteria of environmental impact, cost, and 1/08.03.01 
technical feasibility -- support retention and expansion of nuclear complex missions cont.  
at the nation's premier production site, Pentex Plant.  

F-037 I
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Southwestern appreciates the opportunity to participate in this important 

decision making process, and welcomes questions and dialogue, directed to: 

William T. Crenshaw 

Environmental Issues Analyst 

Southwestern Public Service Company 

(806) 378-2120 

F-037 r
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Comment Number 1

Storep and DIspoafteio of Weapoes-Usahlle Matarab Draft Programmatlc 
Es Ia Impact Seatemeot (PEIS) Public Comment Form 

Name (Optimnal) .. L. S.  
Address (apeoaal): , g' ,.. .  

Ples artte down your comments and drop this forms in the nmkd boxes before you lave 
toolpt. Thes forms will be submitted to 6w Departmeet oaf Eergy sa pans of ele formal comree on 
thisPEIS. If you sa auable to complete this fores tOlsite. written commensts can be miled to 

Office of Fisale b~trlal Disposisio 
P.O. Box 23786 
Washiiqsta, D.C. 20026-3736 

or. you am call dti aull-frie number to lea"e cousms by pioe: 1-00-.20-5156. Coammaes mate be 
submitmed by May 7, 19M6.  "1" Departmn oef Energy has idetifedda tyhre o= 0 e a aelatt far dipasue of 
weae l-able fudsile matrials. The Depatmet lss alo honered a 'em actia altse w h 
wesed m ink In tli-sesm saSime of thee materials Please write down your comments on the faltowieg 
hen Mtyp of oapteas for disposal and the mtrage Oplion 

1. Matbrials ImmablhatleaIVllrflineias - Immobilize ftiesel, materials by mixing them with Sl,. Slam 
bonded aeolltes, or ceramics.  

Z w.I.. ptrakiLs16 TL•AUj I. THS fPTIt4 hftei Lii-

171 *l _ . VA/Gula.,ras r ' l MI aife 

d.Deprisal lposal - Materials would be disposed in boreimles at lost 2.5 miles deep. in 
getaetygbeformtionles. Materials could be dispoedo directly mnt the deep barehoale, or materials 

coulid be 'ebetized first, sand tene depocitied jasa the deep borehole.  

-Tlop M. is a.. ýrb c *Js ¶S 4t~L ~~ 
t;4e6e ýp i_-,. I -lit,- r-' l IL' G ý6tO Ay oti I (Las,, 
+k 7) "A

3. Reactor O o - ueptio s pb- nmhilgbly esrheed uranium would be made into MOX fuel for ua 
Is msciear resea, destreyse by flesaos a majar porti•n of the weapons de materials.  

M6. ldskr VflaN!1 E Am r" ectrtx r-AuCAta .L..d. At,

"zI- -.. ,.,, -- qtta|4 • , 

.a esrj 9 de "pv~le er edahr.4 I. ths 11~.-.44

4. Slseatge OV o w L UýDOE would csoomeoeeissi storagnepe feoe weaofe -slele fissile 
mterials at ctreren taaloatin sad/ar consolidate dthat starage as ait or mare f h designasted situ.

1/08.03.01 

2/08.03.01 

3/08.03.01 

4/08.03.01

M-093

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
Vitrification Alternative. Decisions on disposition of weapons-usable fissile 
materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and economic 
studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

080301 Comment Number 2

The Department of Energy recognizes the commentor's concern with the 
Borehole Alternatives. Decisions on the disposition alternatives will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national 
policy considerations, and public input.

080301 Comment Number 3

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the 
Reactor Alternative using MOX fuel. Decisions on disposition of weapons
usable fissile materials will be made based upon environmental analyses, 
technical and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public 
input.

080301 Comment Number 4

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to 
continuing or long-term storage. Decisions on storage of weapons-usable 
fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and 
economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.
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SPIKE ENTERPRISES AND TABOR GROUP, SAN ANTONIO, TX, 
TADEO ZYWICKI 
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SPIKE ENTERPRISES 
and 

TABOR GROUP 
The Center for Lep and Social Justie 

2507 N.W. 360, Street 
San Antonio, Teas 79228 

Tflephone 210-431-5747 • Fecsrnl: 210-431-5700 

TADZO -sPIKE" ZYWIsCJ April 29, 19% 

United State. Departent of Zmargy 
Office of FimNls flaterials Dispoeitimt 
P.O 3o 23786 
Wahington, I 20026-3786 

,irs and Mooesad 

Tour reponlbility to select tih saoest qsrss.• e of o'r 

Nuclear sys tea to roeoerve our. ntion from dire consequences.  

A caet fundaesntal ed as Woater is in danger. The various aquorira 

wae in desgor eneo to the pWeseot generation. Hoe clearly most yot 

plan ahead for fMtore dingsrs and needs.  

I trust that the work of disnowery is going to oreative 

thinkers who trmst of necossity break the mold of past bungling and 

seoue us the advanced clear thinking of costarnity Service.  

Thank y•u, Sincerely 

.Tdeo "-Wi'4 Z~r

1/08.03.00 

2/09.04.04

M-130

080300 

Comment noted.

Comment Number 1

09 04 04 Comment Number 2 

Based on comments received, the Summary was revised. The bar charts 
providing the comparison of impacts for both storage and disposition were 
deleted from the Summary. The related text was revised to clarify the 
comparison of impacts and to delete reference to "adverse" impacts.
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Statement of Beverly E.C. Gattis 
President, STAND of Amarillo 

April 22. 1996 

Representatives of the Department of Energy are here for the next two days to 
educate the public about Its plans for the future. There are voluminous documents 

which Panhandle citizens can read, if they so choose, and some of us have at least 

started that task. I will confess to a growing sense of anger at how deficient those 
documents are.  

The Panhandle stands to be greatly affected by the choices the DOE will make about 

plutonium storage, processing and disposition, yet citizens are given documents which 

only talk In generalities about operations which can change Pantex into a plutonium 
processing s; J:•cWlets.  

Pentex could become the site which blends plutonium and uranium together to make 

nuclear reactor fuel. It could even be the site for a new, experimental nuclear reactor.  

About none of this can we get sufficient information 

Technical analyses will be available later. Cost analyses will be available later. We 

do not have access to the information necessary to render an Informed opinion, and 

the Department tells us that is how it will be. For instance, DOE defends the absence 

of cost information by stating that NEPA does not require a federal agency to supply 

cost analyses in a draft document. To that, I say 'So what.' Such information is 

necessary to the discussion and so must be made available.  

The same applies to technical information. It is not possible that the Department has 

so little information that it can not give a clearer description of what the operations for 

dismantling pits and processing plutonium will Involve. And no citizen should be 

satisfied with being put in the position of guessing.  

All In all, the Department is wasting the time and good elf ortas of Panhandle citizens 

who care about Iheir region. It Is putting on a show of gatherig public comment, but 

it Is withholding information which the public needs and deserves. DOE is managing 
the public, not empowering it.  

The decisions which these documents address are too important for us to allow the 

Department to go forward in this manner. Whether it is the case that the Department 

has the missing information yet Is not revealing it, or whether the Information is not 

complete, in either instance these draft documents are fundamentally deficient. The 

public deserves better. The law expects better. And the future must be based on 
something better.  

There Is difficult, Important work which must be done with plutonium and highly 

enriched uranium If we are to control the theft of nuclear weapons-useable materials

1/08.00.00 

2/13.00.00 

TX-061

080000 Comment Number 1

In the interest of openness and more informed decisionmaking, DOE released 
Technical Summary Reports to the public as soon as they became available.  

Cost data, along with technical and schedule data, were provided in Technical 

Summary Reports of both storage and disposition in the summer of 1996.  

Results of the nonproliferation analysis were made available in the fall of 

1996. Each of these analyses along with the environmental analysis and 

public input will be integrated into DOE's decisionmaking process.

130000 Comment Number 2

Comment noted. DOE will implement the Proposed Action in compliance 
with all applicable environmental, safety, and health regulations, and will 

pursue external regulatory oversight to the extent practicable.
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Comment Number 3
and stop the spread of nuclear weapons. Unfortunately, It is the kind of work which 
has left trouble and contamnination every place it has ever been done.  

It is clear that the Department could name Pentex to do some of this processing and 
disposal wodr. It is STANDs position that the Panhandle is too valuable to be turned 
Into a plutonium processor, fuel fabricator, nuclear reactor and nuclear waste handing 
site. But even more. it Is STAND's position that no matter where this work Is done, 
this time It must be well planned and executed. STAND will not accept anything less 
than forthright, complete information and good science for the sake not only of our 
region. but for fte rest of the nation.

2/13.00.00 
cont.  

3/08.03.01 

TX-061

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to new 
missions at Pantex. Decisions on storage and disposition of weapons-usable 
fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and 
economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.
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ENVIRONMENT, DENVER, CO, STEVE TARLTON 
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090907 Comment Number 1

_- TATE OF COLORADO 

C.- 0 1. L*-..r ..  

May 7, 1996 .d E -.aana 

US. Depalmeret of Erergy 
Office of Finkl Materials Disposition 

P.O. Box 23786 

Walinglon. DC. 20024 

FAX: 1-0-0420-5156 

Conwnteets on the Draft PU PEIS 

7hePEIS aproncdes risk from a standpoim that DOE has adequate administratlve aod institutional 

controls to prevent accidental or catastropic releaso of plutonium or other dangerous materials 

Thus t11e ris alt misnwato prepared by DOE always conolbide that thbre is no incremental risk from 

alny givrs actiLo 

In tlb approsxateldy fifty years of olperation at Rocky Flats, two fires breached he containment 

sylw and rdIaed plutonium cotoamination into thb envirornmem At the time of each incideint, it 

was believed thla admnistratlive and institutional controls would prevent such an incident.  

At Rocky Fiats. plutonium and other maeterials are curremntly undee the most dangerous conditioels in 

the lifetime ofthe flcifity. In order to cornrt these conditiotts. actions will be taken that are non

routine "n dficlo 1to pln adeualely Thus. the overall risk at Rocky Flats will nucrease due to the 

wwoensnry astsiated with these actioons and with lhe woeening conditions of the current stoiage 

The area surounding Rocky Flats is rapidly shifting from rual use to residential. The impacts of a 

eden, from Rocay Flats am asgificantly magnified over pas conditios or the conditions at other 

DOE Ih, Therefore. asy alternative thte delays the removal of plutoiumn from Rocky Flats has a 

a increase in potential risk to the public.  

Funtsermore projected delays in the remrioval of Rocky Flats plutonium have already impacted Site 

budgets Uncenaimttes in the schedule for decision making and implementation of the PEIS have 

deflected Kinds for mevironmenael cleanup and other risk reduction actvilties into projects relaled to 

additional plutonium storage at Rocky Fail. Some PEIS alterativres result in quicker decisions 

aud/or Iphtnii removal fronm Rocky Flotm whic allows storage funds to be allocated to other risk 

reduction activiies.

1/09.09.07

2/07.00.00

M-174

For Pu storage at Rocky Flats, the PEIS analyzes No Action and phaseout of 
Pu storage at RFETS as part of each of the "action" storage alternatives.  

Under the No Action Alternative, Pu would continue to be stored at the site in 

existing facilities. The health risk from potential accidents from these storage 

facilities is assumed to be the same as the existing conditions, which is 

analyzed in this PEIS and, in addition, documented in a Safety Analysis 

Report. For phaseout, the health risk for potential accidents from these 

storage facilities should be better than the existing conditions.  

The Department of Energy is currently pursuing stabilizing and repackaging 

of weapons-usable fissile materials (including those at RFETS) and placing 
them in safe, secure storage in accordance with the corrective actions 

identified in the Plutonium Vulnerability Management Plan. The RFETS 

mission is to transition from a production-dominated site to an environmental 
restoration, cleanup, and waste management-dominated site. DOE is 

committed to implementing all actions at RFETS in a safe and 
environmentally sound manner without delays which could create an increase 
in potential risk to the public and workers.

070000 Comment Number 2

Comment noted. Decisions for projects related to additional Pu storage at 
RFETS will be integrated and coordinated with the ROD from this PEIS.
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STATE OF COLORADO, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH AND 

ON ENVIRONMENT, DENVER, CO, STEVE TARLTON 
PAGE 2 OF 2 

CDPHE ('otment s 
PU PFJS 
Page 2 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the PEIS for Storage and Disposition of Weapons
Usable Fissile Materials You may direct comments or questions to. Steve Tarlton, Manager, Rocky 
Flats Programn. Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment, 303-692-3015 - • 

Sincerely.  

Steve Tarlton 
Manager 
Rocky Flats Program 

cc: file 

M-174
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080100

At the request of several organizations and individuals, the public comment 
period was extended to a total of 92 days.9 

STATE OF FLORIDA 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
AERGINCT hMaL4FWaT HMOugCG Ax CO&VAJNT MtPn a * U1AO M HLANNP4 AND hAHA•CTaE 

LAWTON cHeffS NE F. MAunn 

May 22, 1996 

Mr. Bert Stevenson 
U.S. Department of Energy 
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition 
1000 Independence Avenue SN 
Washington, DC 20585

RE: Nuclear Waste Disposal Siting - Storage and Disposition 
of Weapons - Usable Fissile Materials - Draft 
Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement - Statewide 
SAI; FL9604090228C 

Dear Mr. Stevenson: 

The Florida State Clearinghouse has received your 
notification of the above-described project, and has forwarded it 
to the appropriate state agencies for review. In order to 
receive comments from all agencies, an additional fifteen days is 
requested for completion of the review. Therefore, the clearance 
letter due date for this project will be extended from May 24, 
1996, to June 8, 1996. If all comments are received prior to the 
extended date, every effort will be made to forward the clearance 
letter to you at an earlier date.  

Thank you for your understanding. If you have any questions 
regarding this matter, please contact Ms. Keri Akers, 
Clearinghouse Coordinator, at (904) 922-5438.  

Sincerely, 

"Ralph Cantral, Executive Director 
Florida Coastal Management Program 
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080301 Comment Number 1
Georgia Department of Natural Resources 

2M5 B~ler St. SE, EaO FMOOd Tower. Afllude, ao"A 3034 

Id F. Rdh. 0ravemm ImD=•tla

" 6p. 1998

Rk. Greg Rudy. Acting irector 
Offics of Falo Meterials Disposition 
U S. Departmnnt of Energy 
P.O. Box 23786 
Washington. D.C. 20026-37B6 

Doea IF. Rudy: 

In accordance with DOE pubic review and comment procedres we hav completed an 
assaement of the Draft Programmatic Enrwmonantol Impact Statement on Disposition of 
Weapons - Usable Flok1aa Meteldels (DOFIEIS-0229-D). We appreciate the opportnisty to 
provide input into this knportent dcisiotn.  

The draft document contains a number of alternatives for the desposition. storage. and 
mnanagement of surplus pluti•niun. We noto with a great deal CE itereat that DOE has not 
chosen a prefrned iftentive nor a faclty for the imnplemntation CE a lg term solution to 
tha plutonium problem. This melne that tha Savannah RFvw Site may be a future candidate 
for deep bore hole disposal or long term atoreg". Because of the complex geoog l ald 
hydrologic conditions at the Savaoneh River Site and the potential for contamination of 
grosadwater that supplies ll of Southeast Georgia. deep bore hole disposal and/or long term 
storage of plutonium at this facility is uaecceptable. There may also be similar enmonmentally 
limiting conditions at other DOE facilities in the United States.  

OD technical steff has reviewed thie alternatives in the Draft Statement and concurs 
with the National Academy of Science INAS) recomnmendation regarding the use of the spent 
fe standard. In peiticuilr. it appears that a disposal system based on once-through irradiation 
of mixed oxide fuel in en existing fight-water reactor. which is designed to accommodate tlhs 
type of fuel. best meets the NAS standard. While we recognize that public concern will aise 
with the selection of any alteinative, the use of plutonium in a reactor as fuel repreolnts the 
best potential for protecting public halt"h and safety in the long term.  

In conclusion. we appreciate the opportunity to provide comments on this important 
nati0al issue. We support the selection of an alternative that meats national security 
objectives in a safe and nvirtonmnentally sound manner.  

Harold F. Rehels 
Director

1/08.03.01 

2/08.03.01

M-161

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to new 
missions at SRS. Decisions on the storage and disposition of weapons-usable 
fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical and 
economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

080301 Comment Number 2

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for Pu 
disposition in reactors. Decisions on disposition will be made based upon 
environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 
considerations, and public input.

0 
00
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Testimony regarding the 
Draft 

Fissile Materials Disposition 

Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement 

Msdsy. Apr IS. 1M6 
Idaho •as, Idahe 

As the Oovemno of the great state ofdaho, I appresate the DeparItmeit of 

Energy's ekWu to omie to pipe with the by-peodnct of the Cold War. To tho ofyou 

who have trale great dismaces to anentd today meeting. I esneid to You mY warm 

This i .lin ... the .ear age My yea ago with big dreams. high hopes and 

in the ae of wdear wepose boaole f•ma, e abot what sig.t some day be unleashed.  

At the tfine we eaterd in the nmdear ar, we were ill prepared for what to do with 

the finml waste mea tht come about throush nuclear actvity. .  

The DOE is addreasdng these ihaes now dhogh nwhfiple eewiromineal impact 

atarnems. Not an of then &&aG Idaho, but beamse the decisions DOE wil make on the 

Draft Moanku Mdateis Dispoiticon Progranlunii5c Ewa iniswaid~ Impact Stanriennt winl 

impa out state, it is imnporta t dth DOE isten to what idahosm have to say. Many fear 

what you decisions wili do to the envireument Others fer what it will do to thcr 

pockeiook. Whatever dechiion are made, it is irmortant that DOE listen 

Although the EIS prowses DOE his %mdwuaken is difflciit and fraught with a 

cesta;f degree ofjnievtbe contovers, this process is an opportmnity to peacehifly decide 

wt to do with what air essentialy marpis war matrials. Rather thn tiing them in war, 

we now have the opporunity to ca. ly nod ratonaly decide what to do with these aiplus 

cold War materials• 

ID-002 T0 
'4-i 
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Comment Number I

The products under consideration in the Dra Ftieile Materials Disposition 
programmatic Envirnmeta Impact Statemnti include plutonium and highly enriched 
uranium. As a nation, we must do something with these materials to mamk them safer and 
protect ourntms fbom the potential for mis uie 

Under the draft PEIS, DOE officias an currently consdering several options 
regardmg what to do with these by-products. The draft PEIS identifies three long-term 
storage altemaives for plutormn and highly s•riched uranium: upgrade facilites at 
n itea consolidate the ation's plutonium ata single site; and on-locate plutonium 
and hihy enriched ureanim. The sat candidate storage sites ar: the Idaho National 
Engineering Laboratory, Ranford Site, Nevada Ten site. Oak Ridge Resevadion Pa.ex 
Plant and the Samnal River Sit.  

Let me make it erctl dear to the DOE_ media and c-tizens of Idaho- bringing 
nuclear ste material to idaho for long term storm is not acc•t•able by tither the letter 
or the nIrit of the historic agem n. , reaced laut yw,.  

Under the terms and principles of out agreement, transuranic waste material is 
specihcally prohibited firm entering Idaho until a tratmnt facility for that material is 
constructed and operating Once the transurja material is brought to Idaho, it has six 
months to be in Idaho before treatment and it must leave withi six months after 
treatment. TrLnnic wate is that waste containated with plutonium and other 
radioactive elements.  

The state of Idaho considers Wgg plutonium material brought to Idaho to be 
transisrac waste and therefore covered under the agreement 

Plutonium is a trunsuranic material because it contains more than 100 nanocuries 
of alpha-emitting tranutuanic isotopes with half-lives grester than 20 years per gram of 
wastc- Surplus plutonium is a waste because it is DOE's stated purpose and intent to 
tre this material so that it can be made prol£fiftoo reastart pending its ultimate 
disposition in a geologic repositor. Thia EIS proposes to treat the plutonium by 
vitrificaon or MOX fuel fabrication. IT DOE proposes to conatnict and operate either of 
these treatment ra lities in Idaho. then Idaho will hold DOE to its obligation under the 
agreement - treatment within six months of receipt and shipment out of Idaho within six 
months of treanniene

1/08.03.00

The National Environmental Policy Act requires that DOE consider a range 
of reasonable alternatives for the storage and disposition of weapons-usable 
fissile materials. The INEL and five other sites are being evaluated in the 
PEIS as potential storage sites and as representative sites for disposition 
alternatives.  

Final decisions on materials storage and disposition will be based upon 
programmatic cost and policy considerations, as well as the environmental 
analysis. Consistent with efforts to foster the cooperative spirit that DOE 
wants to see continue to grow out of the agreement with the State of Idaho, 
DOE will not make final siting decisions regarding the storage or disposition 
of offsite weapons-usable fissile materials at INEL without first discussing 
the matter with the State of Idaho.

Furthermore if DOE decides to brine either plutonium or hiALh 
.u ilis mrL- lon-- ie.......or..e Lratner u.......nt. isano- Wi1t tea

Venrdichedurznuln cont.  
is a dirsct

ID-002

0

080300 Z-.

violation of the cirit of our aereemen' Both federal parties and Idaho agreed to act in 
good faith to effectuate and fully support this agreement. There was no doubt that the 

SUsnud Ste v. Philip 2. Ban. CM1 No, 91i00t4-S-E. Oc t 17. 195S. ditn•tn secmn sum "uwanc wasie as deflned as sat foth in Spent N-e-,r Fuel EIS, Volume 2. Appedix E.

LOIJos 0 [r- iomt-). Fn S[Ofiw ft.) i• t •L ,r~~ln tGi 2to Will4 .M(-!.ud-Nf
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Comment Number 2

purpose of the arpemnit was to set the ground rules for how DOE would bring 
radioactive materials unt Idaho arid when theoa materials would leave.  

Our agraement does allow DOE to request a modihcation of the agreement if a 
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) analysis results in the selection of an action 
that conflicts with the term of the agreement. If Idaho doesn't agree with DOE, the court 
can decide whether DOE's proposal is rasonable. In this case. shipping large quantities 
of plutonium and highly enriched unintum for storage in Idaho makes little iseu and is 
clearly unreasoae given DOE's other options.  

Idaho ha just 4.1% of the nation's phitonhum and 10.1% of the nation's 
declassifed highly ewithed uranium. In comma% Teinmsese has 66.4% of the dewALaifed 
highl eanich• d uranium and Tims has 66.4% of the notion's plutonium' It would seen 
to make sense thet if DOE wans to simply consolidate its holdig of these mateials, 
thme are placm; other than Idaho that sa better sited far this purpose.  

Idaho as no longer a nuclear dump ats, Again, IfDOE mer wants to bring 
plutaoniux and highly eiched urnimiu to Idaho for "long term storage" in violation of the 
agreement, that is unaecqptalle.  

Idaho must be and will be evea vigilant. Under my administration, I sasure evey 
Idahoan that we will contline to hold IThEL to the very highest standards. As part of that 
effort, the uma of daho's Divison of Environmental Quality recently issued 61 notices of 
violation at INEL, Protecting Idaho's environment is an absolute must.  

Having smid that let me add this. My administration still seeks new jobs and new 
miussions for IE. Just recently I came out in strong sippo-t of medical radioisotope 
production at Idaho's 'National Enginecring Laboraty. T•will conmtire, with others.  
incliuding Idaho's Congressional Delegation, to auk new proects that provide quality jobs 
fo' eastern Idaho. I mention this beca•se I believe that INEL sientists and engineers are 
sone of the very beat in the nation. I am confident that they /€ safely handle any material 
-n to than 

Radioactive material curdia with it a lot of amotion. t believe the ate's position 
addressthe lear, omany. WewamtINELto beclan. Wewant yoroperationstobe 
safe. We wa.n to se nucle waste go to afe geologic repoatories for permanent 
disposa. We also want good jobs at IIN , but sely bringing malear material to Idaho 
for indefiite 'long tam storage does not "a•hfie at objective and does not meet the 
spirit or lestte' oftdie agreement that was reached last year.  

'Dwartinist R mtsileml NNW] Geresm' Aftaftens hasi -apgr lsestrsmsEaessy MNsatw 
Materials sand Wansa Stais ad Pemding Dectisios. Mewcl 19,19M." Rolevaas sistsaphe iakd.  

'For e nufr aeasilee, caatDm PtositL. buhle ChJdK Eaazie~as Bwau. 16mho Dminlof a 
Eavissanemial Qunlity. 2Ma373-0502.

1/08.03.00 
cont.

12/08.03.01

ID-002

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for 
additional missions at INEL. Decisions on storage and disposition of 
weapons-usable fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, 
technical and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public 
input.

080301
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k Inventory Summary - Plutonium 
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S1 State of Idaho

OVERSIGHT PROGRAM ,AM .- ,,-,. .•m, .•800/232-4635 

1W 5W N. ** ea. C -o FID 83M05 -2•4W.M024 5 (FAX) 20WUn32u6 
1419 a N Boise. 10 83W-27 ~ J052m740g - (FAX) 2WY1373.O

PlS. F BATT

RORT N Fe "U4so

Kay 7, 1996 

Mr. J. David Nulton 
Deportment of Energy 
Office of is..ile Materials Disposition 
PO Box 23786 
Washington, D.C. 20026-3786 

RE: State of Idaho Comments on the Draft Storage and Disposition 
of Weapons-Usable Fissile Materials Programmatic 
Environmental Impact Statement, DOE/EIS-0229-D 

Dear Mr. Nulton: 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the above referenced 
document. Our comments are both general and specific. These 
comments supplement Governor Batt's testimony, which was read 
into the record at the public meeting in Idaho ralls on April 15, 
1996. A copy of this testimony is attached.  

GENERAL COMMENTS 

The EIS evaluatea the INEL as a candidate site for the lonq-term 
storage of weapons-usable fissile materials. In general, the 
INEL is not a suitable location for the long-term storage of 
theme aterials.  

With regard to the storage of weapons-usable fissile materials, 
the INEL, unlike the other alternative sites, has neither the 
material handling exphLience nor a compatible mission. This is 
evidenced by the small amount of weapons-usable fissile material 
currently stored at the rNEL and the fact that other sites, such 
as Pantax, have historically managed the nation's nuclear 
stockpile material.  

In addition, because most of this material to currently stored at 
other sites, consolidation at the IEL would reqijre extensive 
shipping campaigns. Not only would there be numerous shipments 
to the IhML, but weapons-usable fissile material would have to be 
shipped back to weapons fabrication sites when needed by the 
complex. So many shipments of proliferation-sensitive materials 
would greatly increase the risks of sabotage along transportation 
routes. Additionally, the large number of shipments required 
would increase actual and potential environmental impacts from 
both normal operations and increased accident risks. This in 
turn would defeat the purpose of the EIS .

1/08.03.01 

2/02.00.03 

3/10.00.00

tnmes11gee • .oho - Rpo•1.

M-182

080301 Comment Number 1

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's opposition to new 
missions at INEL. Decisions on the storage and disposition of weapons
usable fissile materials will be based upon environmental analyses, technical 
and economic studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

020003 Comment Number 2

The Department of Energy is considering several sites for the long-term 
storage of Pu and HEU. The decision on a site or sites will be based upon the 
results of environmental analyses, information from technical and economic 
studies, national policy considerations, and public input.

100000 Comment Number 3

The human health risks of material transportations associated with the 
proposed Pu storage and disposition alternatives are evaluated and presented 
in Section 4.4 of the PEIS. The more detailed description of the methodology 
and supporting data for the analysis is presented in the Appendix G.  
Transportation of radioactive materials between sites includes health risks for 
both normal operations and accident conditions to the public and workers.

M~ On 
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4/08.03.0 1With regard to the disposition of excess plutonium, the State 
endorses waste management approaches designed to put the excess 

plutonium into a form that is proliferation-resistant and that 

can eventually be disposed of in a geologic repository. As such, 

the State supports the alternatives for fabrication of mixed

oxide fuel and vitrification with high-level waste.  

An stated in Governor Batt's testimony on this EIS, Idaho 

considers any plutonium transported to Idaho for long-term 

storage or disposition to be a transuranic waste. Therefore, any 

plutonium brought into the State would be subject to the terms of 

the October 17, 1995 settlement agreesent between Idaho and the 

DOE. Accordingly, transuranic waste brought into the State must 

be treated within six months and taken out of the State within 

six months of treatment.  

Even though the EIS did not evaluate specific sites for the deep 

borehole alternative, it is worth noting that the INEL would not 

be a suitable location. The INEL is situated over the Snake 

River Plain Aquifer, a sole source aquifer that supplies more 

than half the water used in the State. In addition, the Snake 

River Plain is volcanically active, with lava flows occurring as 

recently as 2000 years ago. The borehole alternatives would 

involve drilling through the aquifer and emplacing plutonium 

waste in the geologic strata beneath it. Because of the 

potential for oontaminating the aquifer and because the 

underlying strata is not "...ancient, geologically stable 

rock..." as specified on page S-13, the State does not consider 

the INEL to be a reasonable site for such an alternative.  

A final general comment regarding the Draft EIS is the need for 

more emphasis on pollution prevention and waste minimization.  

Because these measures reduce the environmental impacts of 

proposed actions and are required by law, the EIS should 

recognize and describe what will be done in this regard. It is 

suggested that the Final EIS contain a section describing 

pollution prevention and waste minimization techniques that will 

be adopted for each alternative.  

SPECIFIC CONMEaTS 

P. 2-20 oare. 2 

This paragraph states that AXL-W "is the only INEL facility that 

currently stores weapons-usable Pu" and lists 4.5 t of Pu at the 

ZPPR and FKF facilities at AML-W. "Plutonium: The First 50 

Years", DOE, Feb. 1996, lists (p. 20) 4.0 t of PU at ANL-W and 

0.5 t at INEL (including [p. 76] 0.4 t of excess weapons grade Pu 

at the INEL). This apparent discrepancy should be clarified; is 

weapons-grade Pu stored at the INEL other than at AML-W? If so, 

is all of the excess Pu at ANL-W, or is some of it elsewhere at 

the INEL?

080301 Comment Number 4

The Department of Energy acknowledges the commentor's support for the 
Reactor Alternatives using MOX fuel and Vitrification Alternatives.  

Decisions on disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials will be based on 

environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 

considerations, and public input.

080300 Comment Number 5

The Department of Energy acknowledges Governor Batt's position on the 
settlement agreement and his interpretation of its meaning. Any decision on 

storage or disposition of weapons-usable fissile materials in Idaho will 

include consideration of the Settlement Agreement along with the 

environmental analyses in the PEIS, technical and economic studies, national 

policy considerations, and public input.

080301 Comment Number 6

5/08.03.00 

6/08.03.01 

7/04.03.00 

8/09.00.08 

9/02.01.03 

M-182

040300 
Comment noted.

090008

Comment Number 7

Comment Number 8

Waste minimization is the reduction, to the extent feasible, of radioactive and 
hazardous waste that is generated before treatment, storage, or disposal of the 

waste. Pollution prevention fully utilizes source reduction techniques in order 

to reduce risk to public health, safety, welfare, and the environment, and 

environmentally sound recycling to achieve these same goals. Each DOE site 

is required to have a Waste Minimization and Pollution Prevention Awareness 

Plan. To report progress towards their goals in the plan, each site prepares an

0 

0

The Department of Energy recognizes the commentor's concern with the 
Borehole Alternatives. Decisions on the disposition alternatives will be based 

upon environmental analyses, technical and economic studies, national policy 

considerations, and public input.
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P. 3-116 to 3-119 

A discussion of groundwater contamination at TAN and vadoss zone 
contamination at the RNNC should be added.  

P. 3-140. para. 4: ann. J 

This paragraph regarding spent nuclear fuel (and subsequent 
paragraphs on high level waste, transuranic waste, and mixed 
waste) and appendix J should be revised based on the 2/6/96 
amendment to the Record of Decision for the Programmetic Spent 
Nuclear Fuel Management & INEL Environmental Restoration & Waste 
Management EIS reflecting the settlement agreement with the State 
of Idaho and the 10/17/95 federal court order.  

P. 4-133 ftab. 4.2.3.3-11: D. F-10 (tab. F.1.2.4-1). o. F-21 
(tab. F.1.3-21. 0. F-23 Itab. F.1.3-31

Emission rates for SO% at INEL show increases (from the no action 
alternative) of 79 percent for consolidation and 99 percent for 
collocation, presumably due to potential increased coal 
combustion, as indicated in tab. 4.2.3.2-1 on p. 4-129. However, 
modeled 3-hour average ambient S02 concentrations show increases 
of only 18 and 22 percent, respectively (increases for longer 
averaging times are similar). How is this possible if all 
emissions were modeled as coming from a single point source, as 
described in the text accompanying these tables? 

P. 4-777 to 4-734 (see alan ann. Cl

only total potential fatalities from transportation activities 
are presented for each alternative. A breakdown between 
radiological and non-radiological, and between incident-free and 
accident scenarios would be useful in reviewing the analysis, in 
putting radiological impacts in perspective, and in assessing the 
effect on total predicted fatalities (and the uncertainty 
thereof) of various input parameters.  

P. Q-2. Rfire. 6f 

Please provide references for the rates for nonradiological 

impacts, 

Ahnendix X. General comment 

The final XIS should provide an explanation of the subtitle 
"Evaluation of Composite Set of Accidents." It is not clear what 
is actually meant by this category.  

P. N-38. nara. 2. line 1: p. M-39 to M-43 

"Five" should be changed to "nine" to be consistent with the 
accompanying tables and figure M.2.6-1. Also, NRF is indicated

10/09.04.03 

11/09.11.03 

12/09.03.03 

13/10.02.00 

14/10.00.00 

15/09.09.08 

16/09.09.03

Annual Report on Waste Generation and Waste Minimization Progress. When 
planning for the construction of facilities by 2010, it will be necessary to 
consider currently available technology while providing modular, flexible 
designs that can incorporate process improvements as they become available.  
In accordance with Executive Orders 12856 and 12873 and DOE policy, the 
facilities that would support the long-term storage or disposition of weapons
usable fissile materials would be designed for waste minimization with an 
overall operating philosophy of pollution prevention. This waste 
minimization program would contribute to decreases in waste treatment, 
storage, and disposal costs and lower health risks to workers and the public.  
Technical approaches are being sought to optimize the number of production 
operations required, increase the use of nonhazardous chemicals and 
environmentally benign waste-producing chemicals, increase the use of 
recyclable chemicals and materials, and implement the new design or 
redesign of existing processes and products. Some criteria useful in 
determining successful technology include improved processing yield, 
reduced quantities of scrap, reduced waste and processing of by-products, 
reduced use of hazardous chemicals, positive return on investment, and 
continued product quality. This information is contained in Section E.1.3 of 
the PEIS.

020103 Comment Number 9

The Secretary's briefing states 4.0 t (4.4 tons) of Pu is at ANL-W and 0.5 t 
(0.55 tons) is at INEL. The PEIS was corrected to indicate that 4.0 t (4.4 tons) 
of Pu is at ANL-W in the Zero Power Physics Reactor and Fuel 
Manufacturing Facility (FMF) facilities and 0.5 t (0.55 tons) is at INEL at the 
ICI)P facilities. There are 0.4 t (0.44 tons) of surplus Pu at the ICPP facilities 
as indicated on Figure 1.1.1-1. The remaining Pu is not considered surplus.

090403 Comment Number 10

A discussion concerning the sources of contamination at these areas and 
remedial actions for the contaminated groundwater was added to Section 
3.4.4 of the Final PEIS.

O\ 63 

Cz 

1.• 
I 0
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: ,a release point in fig. M.2.6-1 on p. M-41, but no KRF 16/09.09.03 

information is included in the tables; why? cont.  

E..-_1L._arK Moercn 17/09.09.03 

why were 19&6 meteorological measuremente used? More recent 

GRID III data should have been available.  

P- N-Si. Dare. 2. line 1: 0. , 4-52 to N-sd 18/09.09.04 

"7our" should be changed to "six" to be consistent with the 1 

accompanying tables and figure N.2.7-1.  

P. -174. tab. 1,3.4-4 

The exponent or power of 10 is missing from the total hazard 

index for a worker at 100 maters; it should be "-1." 19/09.10.08 

P. 14-207. tab. 14.3.4-~76 

The exponent or power of i0 is missing from the total hazard 

index for a worker at i00 meters; it should be "-5." 

P._ 1-22j toJ 
2-22.  

No indication in given on the type of meteorology being used in 20/09.09.08 

the MACCS computer code. Does the meteorology meet 95% accident 

meteorology, and if so, what are the conditions? 

P_ 14-22&. oars 

The uninvolved worker location is quite a distance (1 ki) from 

the scene of the accidents. Uninvolved workers can be as close 21/09.09.08 
as 200 to 300 meters depending on the locstion of a building in 

relation to other facility structures. 1000 meters is a distance 

that could be related to collocation of facilities. Distances in 

closer proximity for uninvolved worker locations should be used.  

P. M-229 to M1-276 

Source terms released to the environment with up to four or five 

significant figures for imprecisely defined hypothetical accident 22109.0908 

scenarios (for example, "146.39 g Pu", last line in tab 

4.5.2.1.1-I; there are several other similar examples) imply a 

level of precision that would seem to be difficult to justify.  

These source terms are probably order of magnitude estimates at 

best.  

P. M-371. t a. . 1.5.3.5.1-5 

Accident descriptions need to be provided for some of the 23/09.09.08 

postulated accidents listed in this table.  

M-182

091103 Comment Number 11

The appropriate sections within the PEIS have been revised to reflect the 
amended ROD that was published on March 8, 1996 (61 FR 9441).

The human health risks from the transportation of radioactive materials 
between sites includes both radiological and nonradiological impacts to the 

public and workers. the categories of calculated risks include 

nonradiological accident impacts to the public and workers, nonradiological 

normal operation impacts to the public (air pollution), radiological accidents 

to the public, and radiological normal operation impacts to the public and 

workers. The transportation sections of the PEIS have been clarified to 

explain that many impacts are neither radiological nor cargo-related. The risk 

to the public for radiological accidents is an order of magnitude less than 

either nonradiological accidents or radiological exposures during normal 

operations.
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Criteria pollutant emissions at INEL, including sulfur dioxide, were modeled 
from actual stack locations using operating permit data on stack height, stack 

diameter, exit velocity, and exit temperatures as presented in Section F. 1.2.4.  

The facility emissions for the Consolidation and Collocation Alternatives 

were modeled from a centrally located single point source.  

The pollutant concentrations presented in Table 4.2.3.3-1 were determined 

based upon the maximum annual average emission case. The emission rates 

presented in Table F.1.2.4-1 were changed to reflect the maximum annual 

average emission rates which correspond to the modeled concentrations. The 

emission rate for sulfur dioxide for the actual annual emission rate is 202,000 

kilograms (kg)/yr (445,000 pounds [lb]/yr). The maximum annual average 

emission rate for sulfur dioxide is 1,700,000 kg/yr (3,880,000 lb/yr).
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Should you have any questions regarding the State's commenta, please contact Alan Merritt of this office at (208) 528-2600.  
Sincerely 

Robert N. Ferguson 

Administrator 

enclosure 

cc: Ann Dold, Manager 
Alan Merritt, Environmental scientist 
Jerry Dovns, Xnvironmental Scientist 
Richard Durante, Sr. Health Physicist 
Doug Wells, Radiation Physicist 
Kathleen Trever, Deputy Attorney General Jeff Schrade, Special Assistant to the Governor 
Senator Larry Craig 
Senator Dirk Rempthorne 
Representative Mike Crapo 
Representative Helen Chenovith 
Delbert Farmer, Chairman, Ft. Hall Business Council Roger Twitchall, DOE-ID MEPA Compliance Officer File- 2.0 MEPA-XIS aiscellaneous

Cashwell, J.W., K.S. Neuhauser, P.C. Reardon, and G.W. McNair, Transportation Impacts of the Commercial Radioactive Waste Management 
Program, SAND85-2715, U.S. Department of Energy, Sandia National Laboratories, NM, April 1986, pg. 167 (SNL 1986a: 167).

The "evaluation of composite set of accidents" was included in the Draft PEIS 
with the intent of providing a more complete understanding of the accident analyses; however, public comments raised issues concerning confusion 
caused by this information, therefore the "evaluation of composite set of accidents" was deleted in the Final PEIS.

The text and tables in the Final PEIS have been modified to reflect the consistent case.

At the time the meteorological data was collected at the site, 1986 
meteorological measurement data was the best available data to use in radiological assessment models. No significant change would be expected 
even if more current data were used.

The text and tables in the Final PEIS have been modified to reflect the consistent case.

The numbers are correct in the Final PEIS.
M-182
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090908 Comment Number 20

The MACCS code used 50-percent meteorology data for accident risk 
assessment. The reason to choose the 50-percent meteorology data was that 

no 95-percent data was available for some sites. To be consistent for all sites, 

the average (about 50 percent) meteorology data was used for all sites.
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090908 Comment Number 21

The 1,000-meter (m) (3,281-foot [ft]) distance of a noninvolved worker from 
the nearest release point of radioactive material is a representative distance 

which has been used in calculations at all sites. It provides a reasonable 

reference distance for calculations at both large and small sites. Estimating 

exposures from a release point at closer distances may not be very accurate 

because of building effects on dispersion (that is, wake-stream effects).  

Also, more detail on how the MACCS code was applied is added to the Final 

PEIS, Appendix M, and Environmental Impact Methodology sections of 

Chapter 4. In addition, a topical report for the accident assessments was 

prepared and added to the current Health Risk Data topical report.

090908 Comment Number 22

In order to provide information to the public and decisionmakers, the human 
health risk and latent fatal cancers are presented in the PEIS even though they 

are very small numbers. To aid the public understanding of the risk numbers, 

an explanation of how to interpret these risk numbers is also included in 

Section M.5. Due to the inherent uncertainties associated with risk 

assessment, the parameters related to human health risk assessment should be 

kept to two significant digits. Risk numbers that are more than two significant 

digits were modified in Chapter 4 of the Final PEIS. Presenting more 

significant digits does not affect the decisionmaking process, but artificially 

grouping ranges of numbers may disguise significant discriminators.
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The product under ronadiatioo in the Drat Fiuile Mtecials Disposition 
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090908 Comment Number 23

Section M.5.1.3.3 has been added in the Final PEIS to describe the 
methodology and techniques used in the analysis of facility accidents. The 
accident scenarios were developed to cover the full spectrum of potential 
accidents. The quantity of material at risk, radionuclide releases, probability 
of accidents, and input data have been estimated to calculate accident 
consequences.  

For the disposition alternatives the accident descriptions are brief due to the 
conceptual nature of the design at this time. However, more detailed accident 
analyses will be included in site-specific tiered NEPA documentation for the 
disposition alternatives.
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